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Preface
1. The Yoga-sutras of Patanjali have been translated into
different languages, The innate tendency of the human mind to
believe in mystic and super-normal experiences has endowed the
Yoga-sutras with a peculiar interest for the general public. The
opinion that occult powers can be attained by the practice of special
physical and psychological methods has been widely current in India
from time immemorial. The Yoga-sutras give directions in general
terms how these powers may be acquired. It is not only in India,
the birth place of yoga, that eagerness to know its details is to be
noticed but in the European countries and in America also quite a
large number of people seem to be attracted to it. The interest of
the public in yoga is growing daily as will be evident from the
numerous popular works that have appeared on this subject during
the last ten years. Yogic practices as a method of physical culture
have also found favour in the eyes of many. The popular interest
has its repurcussion in the minds of learned men as well. Indian,
European and American scholars have vied with one anothet in
expounding the system of yoga as described by ancient Indian
writers.
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2. The Yoga System of Patanjali is one of the six philosophical
disciplines that have found universal recognition in India, the other
five systems being the Purva-mimamsa of Jaimini, the Uttaramimamsa or the Vedanta of Badarayana, the Nyaya of Gotama,
the Vaisesika of Kanada and the Samkhya of Kappila. The philosophical systems of India, unlike those of the West, are not concerned
merely with intellectual questions. All of them aim at the practical
solution of the problem of suffering and misery. Each system has its
special practices which are supposed to confer on the aspirant
eternal freedom from all sorts o? pain and bondage. This state,
which is claimed to be attainable by every aspirant, if not in this
life certainly in some future birth, has been variously described as
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haivalya or isolation, muhty or liberation, realization of self, realization of the biggest entity or brahma, etc. The Yoga system has
thus a philosophical as well as a practical bearing. The final aim
of yoga is haivalya or isolation. Any supernormal power that may
be acquired by the yogi is not to be considered as an end in itself, in
fact such powers have been regarded by the Yoga-sutras as hindrances
to liberation. The Yoga-sutras, being a philosophical exposition,
naturally contain polemics along with directions for special practices.
3. The immense antiquity of yoga is beyond question. There
seems to have been current in India several distinct systems of yogic
practice differing in details from one another before Patanjali. What
Patanjali, the author of the Yoga-sutras, did was to prepare a compendium of the yogic teachings prevalent during his time. He was
careful not to miss any useful instruction from any of the schools of
yoga. A complete system of yoga as propounded in the Sutras thus
arose out of a synthesis of the teachings of the different school. It is
therefore no wonder that the Yoga-sutras contain certain repetitions,
and it is for this reason again that the Sutras have sometimes used
different technical terras for the same concept. The evidence of the
existence of different schools of yoga is to be seen in the puranas, the
upanisads, the Bhagavadgita and some other works.
4. There is no correct English equivalent of the term sutra.
Most of the scholars are inclined to translate sutra as 'aphorism'.
Aphorism is a short pithy maxim or a definition. The sutras are some
thing more than this. A sutra is an abridged authoritative philosophical or a scientific statement. The composer of a sutra tries his
best to eliminate all non-essential words and letters and aims at the
maximum condensation possible. Although this leads to occasional
difficulties in arriving at the real meaning which the author intended
to convey in the sutra the advantage of this system of expression is
immense. In the first place the necessity of avoiding all non-essential
material will be obvious when we consider the fact that the sutras
were composed at a period when duplicators and printing machines
were unknown. As there were institutions for teaching the different
philosophical systems in those days and as the tradition of each system
was more or less continuous the interpretation of the sutras did not
create any insurmountable difficulties. It seems that from the very
beginning interpreters and annotators have been at work to explain
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the sutras in what have been called bhysyas and tikas. It is an
advantage to the student as well as to the teacher, that the sequence
of thought in the sutras can be easily followed as one can rapidly go
through the whole course of the exposition. It is easy also to
memorize the sutras for the purpose of reference and for comparison
with relevant sutras from other systems of thought. The modern
scholar finds it indispensable to have a bibliography, an index of
reference and an alphabetical arrangement of important words at hand
before he is able to tackle any important scientific or philosophical
work ; the Indian pandit on the other hand does not require these
aids as the s«£ras-literature cm be easily scanned and even learnt by
heart. The sutras may be compared in their usefulness to the notes
that a student prepares to go through hurriedly for the purpose of
refreshing the memory just before his examination.
5. It is sometime? possible to explain a group of sutras, e. g., the
Vedanta-sutras, from a variety of standpoints. If any explanation
that is offered is found to be consistent throughout and if it forms a
definite system it is regarded as a bhasyas. The different bhasyas of
the same sutras do not agree with one another. Under such
circumstances it is difficult to find out what exactly the composer of
the sutras intended to convey to his reader. This is a disadvantage
that comes out of too much condensation, or it may be that the
original authoritative material, which the sutras were derived, was
not of a homogeneous order and the composer of the sutras purposely
framed them in such a way as not to exclude the possibility of
different types of explanation corresponding to the different standpoints of the original schools of thought.
6. Unfortunately the tradition that kept the sutras alive has
disappeared at the present time and in spite of the help that one gets
from the existing commentaries and notes one is often at a loss to get
at the real meaning of some sutras. This is particularly true with
reference to the Yoga-sutras, The Yoga-sutras abound in many
technical terms and although some of these have been explained in
the sutras themselves and some in the commentaries a few have been
left untouched. Apparently the commentators thought that the
expressions were so well-known as to need no explanation. This fact
makes it difficult for the modern reader to follow the sutras in all
places. The profusion of technical terms in the Yoga-sutras indicates
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a rich tradition and a long past history of yoga. Yoga must have been
studied very thoroughly both from the practical and the theoretical
standpoint before Patanjali and must have reached a stage wben a
compendium could be prepared with advantage.
7. There are two ways in which the Yoga-sutras, or for the
matter of that any other ancient Indian philosophical or scientific
work, may be approached for study. The first method deals with
such questions as the date of composition of the work, its authorship,
whether there are any interpolatons in the work, how far the author
has borrowed from previous workers on the subject, what is his
influence on later thought, how many times a particular technical
term has occurred in the work, in what different ways and with
what different connotations certain terras, etc. This method of
dealing with a subject has been specialized by European scholars.
In Indian literature this form of approach has been called "extrinsic"
in contradistinction to the other method which is called "intrinsic".
The 'intrinsic' method of approach is concerned with the study of
the contents or the subject of exposition of any particular work.
It enables us to understand that the author intended to convey in
his writings. The subject matter of the work under consideration
is the only important thing to be discussed in this mothod of
approach ; the question of interpolation as such, that of the
authorship, the date of composition and all such items are entirely
irrelavent from this point of view. There is in doubt that the
"extrinsic" method of approach often gives us valuable help in
understanding the topic of a particular exposition but when such
problems monopolize the interest of the scholar to the exclusion of
the subject at issue the cause of learning suffers. Unfortunately
most of the Western scholars have devoted their time and energy
mainly towards the "extrinsic" problems while on the other hand
Indian scholars have busied themselves with "intrinsic" ones. The
'extrinsic' method by itself can at most satisfy our historical and
philological curiosity. The 'intrinsic' approach is certainly the
method of choice but it can always be supplemented with advantage
by considerations of 'extrinsic' nature.
8. The Yoga-sidras contain as has already been mentioned,
numerous technical terms the exact connotation of which is difficult
to understand in some places ; the ideas and concepts underlying
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these technical expressions are in most instances unfamiliar to our
modern thought; the psychological background is also novel to us.
The translation of the sutras into English is thus beset with numerous
difficulties. Most of the available translations, even those by English
scholars, are quite unintelligible to the European reader not only
because of the imperfect rendering of the technical terms but also
because of the entirely unfamiliar background of thought and
tradition on which the Yoga-sutras rest. In is essential, therfore,
for the student to get himself acquainted with the system of ideas
that forms the psychological and philosophical foundations of the
sutras in order to be able to understand the teachings of Yoga. In
the introductory chapters of this book I have tried to give an account
of some of the underlying concepts of the Yoga system and have
tried to correlate them with our modern trend of thought. I hope
a perusal of these chapters will help the reader in some measure to
get an insight into the meaning of the sutras.
9. The justification for the choice of the English equivalents
for the technical terms used by me will be apparent from the
introductory discussions. Some of the technical terms for which no
'suitable English expressions are found have been left as they are. I
have in all such cases explained their connotation.
10. My aim has been to translate the sutras in such a manner
as to make them intelligible to the average modern reader at the
same time keeping the translation as literal as possible. Where the
intelligibility has suffered for the sake of literalism or where the
meaning is difficult to grasp for other reasons I have added explanatory
notes. My notes are generally in accordance with the teachings of
the ancient commentators and wherever I have differed from them
I have mentioned the fact and have given my reasons. The words
in the translation corresponding to those occurring in the sutras
have been indicated by a special type ; this will enable the inquisitive reader to find out at a glance how far the literal character of
the translation has been maintained. The English equivalents of all
important terms will be found in the index along with their sutrareference.
11. Those who are not very familiar with the Sanskrit language
will find it difficult to decipher the long compound words occurring
in the Yoga-sutras. For the convenience of such readers I have
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indicated by hyphens in the English translation of the sutras the
places were compounding of words and euphonic combinations occur.
It is not permissible under the rules of Sanskrit grammar and composition to resolve corapund words into their components in writing a
sutra, I have therefore refrained from such an effort.
12. As far as I have been able to trace there is only one bhasya
of the Yoga-sutras extant namely the Vyasa-bhasya. I have an
impression that Patanjali who compiled the Yoga-sutras in their
in their present form himself wrote the Vyasa-bhasya. Patanjali
being the vyasa or the compiler and arranger of the Yoga-sntras
the commentary prepared by him has been called the Vyasa-bhasya.
Without the help of Vyasa-bhasya it is almost impossible to follow
the Yoga-sutras in all places. There are numerous annotations or
tikas that aim at explaining the difficult portions of the Vyasa-bhasya
in detail. The most famous of these annotations is the Tattvavaisaradi of Vacaspati Misra. It is desirable that the reader should
acquaint himself with both the Vyasa-bhasya and Vacaspati Misra's
annotation thereon. English translation of both are available. Some
of the other current annotations are Yoga-varttika of Vijnana Bhiksu,
the Bajamartanda of Bhojaraja, the Gandrika of Anantadeva, the
Pradipa of Bhava Ganesa, the Vrtti of Nagoji Bhatta, the Maniprava
of Ramananda Yati, and the Yoga-sudhakara of Sadasiverndra
Sarasvati, The Candrika has followed the Bajamartanda, the Vrtti
of Nagoji Bhatta has followed the Pradipa and the Yoga-sudhakara
is based on the Maniprava generally. There are numerous other
annotations on Yoga-sutras but these are not so well-known. I have
frequently referred to the Vyasa-bhasya and the Tattva'Vaisaradi
in my translation of the sutras.
13. I have left the "extrinsic" characteristics of the Yogasutras out of my consideration. I have avoided the polemics of the
different schools of philosophy with reference to Yoga and have not
given any long list of bibliographical references. I have studiously
refrained from giving the book a learned appearance so as not to
scare away the general reader from this extremely interesting subject.
PSYCHOLOGICAL OUTLOOK IN HINDU PHILOSOPHY

14. Yoga is one of the most popular philosophical systems of
India. The student of Yoga should have some idea of the general
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nature of Indian philosophical thought before he can hope to
understand the Yoga-sutras. Hindu philosophy when compared with
understand uns y
footing. In no European system
Mn\ut
Western systems stands on a peculiar tooting.
^

ESEs£
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th on "science laid under contribution b , i t The discover*, and
deduction of physics, chemistry, astronomy and other natural sciences
h ve in a similar way been used to build up definite ph.losopjcal systems. A science truth after all is only a specific
instance of a much wider philosophical generalization. A ph.lo.oTa"
speculation based merely on a scientifie theory is on an
ex mely unstable foundation. Discoveries of new facts often lead
e x i s t s to change their theories but philosophers cannot aflford to
see their generalizations changing from day to day A philosophical
aoarine, therefore, should be essentially independent of sdendfc
theo ies The present day psychology bears the same relat.on
towa d Philosophy as the other sciences do but it will not be
wrong to say that the ancient Indian systems have generally been
built upon a pure psychological foundation.
15 There are many obscure points and dark lacunae in the
Indian philosophical systems which have their origin in the remote
"as Many passages in the Upanisads and in the Yoga-sutra,: appear
nVrfidal examination to be childish and even s.lly. It seems
I t "
t S X
Philosophy rises up to giddy heights on the
tellectual plane and then immediately after wards sinks to the
£ f
childish thought and meaningless assertions No seriou
has been made to reconcile these mcongrmt.es. Scholars
neraUy passed over such apparently intelligible portions in
Z J while detractors have made fun of them. Even if assume the
diffeent origin of these different levels of inteUectual performance
ft is not clear why they have been put together and accepted as
par* of the same whole by the ancient scholars. If there has been
P
•
i ri— in Indian philosophical writings it must date back
n t
^ ° ";° a n st m an I d nd ; n ii P cur 1 ous that it should have escaped the
any '

l U n r o T t h X , eyed intel.ectua. giants like Sankaracharya wbo
wrote commentaries on them.
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16. Instead of considering the obscure passages in the Hindu
sastras, i.e., religious and philosophical literature as puerile and
meaningless I am inclined to think that we have failed to realize their
true significance. If we could place ourselves in the position of
the ancient rishis or seers and revive their mode of thinking, much of
the obscurity of their utterances would disappear. The key to the
solution of these riddles must have long been lost to us and
commentators have either taken the meanings of passages which seem
difficult to us to be self evident and so familiar as not to require any
interpretation or found themselves in the same predicament as ourselves and simply shirked the difficulties of explanation.
17. I contend that the psychological outlook which seems to
me to be the principal basis of Indian philosophical thought will
enable us to explain many difficult passages in the sastras in
a rational manner and will remove the prevailing obscurity to
some extent.
I shall take my examples from the Upanisads, the great
storehouse of all Indian philosophical speculations. The passages
in the Upanisads may be classified under three heads from the
standpoint of the present-day rationalistic demand. Under the
first division will be included all those passages which are both
understandable and acceptable as propositions worthy of reasonable
consideration, e.g., nayamatma pravacanena labhyo na medhaya na
bakuna srutena yamebaisa vrnute labhyastasyaisa atma vrnute
i.e., "The self is not to be realized by reading the vedas or by the
intellect or by a knowledge of the sastras. He only is able to realize
it who is chosen by it and to him only the soul unfolds itself. One
may not accept this proposition as true but it is certainly like any
other philosophical assertion of the present day.
18. Under the second division will come those passages which
savour of mysticism and which are difficult to accept as reasonable
statements, e.g.,
Prthvyaptejo
nilakht samutthite pancatmaTce
yogagune pravrtte na tasya roga na jara na duhkham praptasya
yogagnimaya sariram. "When earth water, fire, air, and sky rise
and when the fivefold qualities of yoga are manifest the aspirant's
body it is permeated with the fire of yoga and he becomes free
from disease, decrepitude and pain". It is difficult to understand
what the sage of the Upanisad meant by the expression "rising
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or earth, water", etc. Then again the assertion that disease, old
age and pain can be conquered is hard to believe. We are thus
forced to admit that the meaning of this passage is obscure.
Much of this obscurity will however disappear when this sloka is
interpreted in the light of knowledge gained from the Yoga-sutras.
The 'rising' of earth, water etc., refers to the realization of the
true nature of the five mahabhutas to be described in a subsequent
chapter by the method of yogic samadhi.
19. In the third group are included all those passages in which
absolutely no sense can be made out. As an example I may cite
the story of the song of the dogs to be found in the 1st chapter,
12th section of the Chhandogva Upanisad. The dogs chanted verses
from the Sama-veda and went through queer movements and uttered
weird sounds. As the story is a long one, I refrain from quoting
it. Why this curious story should find place in the Upanisad is
more than the average reader can say ; nor can he point out the
moral of this parable if this is a parable at all. The explanation lies
in the fact that the word 'sva' in the passages concerned does not
refer to the animal dog but to an ancient tribe named after that
animal. The mention of this tribe is to be found in the puranas.
20. I have selected these examples haphzard to illustrate the
different types of obscurity to be found in the upanisads. The
earnest reader will notice su:h peculiarities on almost every page.
In order to be able to understand these riddles it will be desirable
to make an effort to get at the mental constitution of the ancient
rishis who formulated the teachings of the upanisads. To do this
we have to develop that peculiar mental trait which psychologists
have called empathy. Empathy enables us to put ourselves in
the position of another man and feel like him. The rishis of old
were unsophisticated people having an immense faith in their
own experience and an unrivalled courage of conviction. The
main thesis of the upanisads is, as is well known, the search for
the brahma, or the Absolute. The question naturally arises what
made the rishis take up the search for this obscure entity ? How
did they arrive at the knowledge that the brahma exists at all
and how did they find out the characteristics of this being ?
21. It has been said in the Bhagabad Gita that four types of
persons search for God, viz., (a) thoss who are in danger, (b)
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those who have a thirst for knowledge, (c) those who have a
strong ambition to acquire wealth and happiness, and lastly (d)
those who are wise. The wise person seeks God because he
has already felt His presence. Therefore I leave him out of account
for the purpose of the present discussion. The psychology o£
the person who seeks the help of God when in danger, or of
the man who offers prayers for the furtherance of his ambition
is easy to understand. It is a natural tendency of our mind to
wish for outside help when our efforts fail in any direction. The
child looks up to its father when in difficulty and psycho-analysts
have proved that the hankering for a heavenly father is directly
traceable to this childish trait which continues to persist in the
adult in the unconscious mind. The heavenly father is a bigger
prototype of the earthly parent and being a projection of the
unconscious tenJency of our mind is immune from the demands
of the reality principle so that he is invested with all sorts of
inconsistent qualities like "all-kindness and all-powerfulness". From
this standpoint the doctrine that God created man out of His
own image had better be replaced by the assertion that man
creates his God out of his own mental image. It will be seen in
the subsequent chapter how the rishis of old located the power of
creation within the human soul. At this stage we must remember
that this psychological explanation of the creation of the Godhead
leaves the question of the actual existence God unsettled. An
innate hankering makes a man believe in the existence of the
elixir of life or the philosophers' stone which will convert every
base metal into gold, but this does not necessarily preclude the
possibility of ultimate discovery of such substances. The wish to
be able to communicate with people at a distance has been
realized by the discovery of the wireless. I now come to that
important class of persons who seek God because a thirst for
knowledge. The motive here is exactly like that of a scientific
worker wants to discover a law of nature or who wants to test the
validity of an assertion by another scientist. Scientific curiosity has
thus been recognized by the Gita as a legitimate motive for the
search for the Godhead.
22. Seekers after God therefore belong ultimately to two
classes, viz, the worldly seeker and the scientific seeker. Both

these types existed among the rishis of old. Sometimes the
scientifically minded rishi started his investigation in another sphere
altogether and incidentally as it were, came upon the discovery
of the brahma. Sometimes again we find him proceeding boldly
in his enquiries but he stops just short of the final point.
Apparently his intellect or intuition could not carry him any
further. The upanisads give a faithful account of all such
efforts and provide the present-day reader with an interesting
and invaluable document for study. Vamadeva, one of the rihsis
of the Rigveda says : "Owing to my poverty I had to eat the
entrails of the dog, I prayed to the gods for wealth but all to no
purpose. I saw my beloved wife humiliated before others but now
God in the guise of a hawk, has come to me with the nectar from
the heaven.1*—iRig-veda : 4.18.13.). This passage along with some
other '•mantras' composed by the same rihsi proves to us the Rishi
Vamadeva's life was not a happy one. His sufferings drove him
to search for God.
23. As an illustration of the scientific type of enquiry for
the Godhead I might point out to you the very first sloka of
the Svetas-vatara Upanisad which raises such questions as whence
do we come ? "how do we live ?" which is our support ?, etc.
In the Kathopanisad again Nachiketa asks Yama (1.20) whether
the human soul survives after death. In answer Yama explains
to him the mystery of the soul and begins to discuss the problem
of the absolute which is intimately associated with it. In the
Prasnopanisad (sloka 3) Kabandhi son of Katya asks "whence do
these animals come to the earth ?" In the same vpani&ad (chap.
2, sloka 1) another rishi puts the question what is the number of
forces that keep the animal body alive and which of these is
principal one ? Then again in the third chapter (sloka 1) Kausalya
asks how does life come into being ?" In the fourth chapter
Gargya, son of Saurya, raises some very interesting problems.
Which are the sense organs that go to sleep and which are the
ones that keep awake ? How do dreams arise ? Which is the
agent in the body that feels pleasure ? What is the ultimate
support for everything ? In the Kenopanisad again (sloka 1) we
find the questions who controls the mind anJ which is the agent
that keeps the sense organs active ?
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There are quite a number of such questions scattered through
out the different upanisads. These passages will amply prove that
brahma was not always the primary often moved by scientific
curiosity just like any one of us. Most of these questions are
either psychological or physiological j a few come under the domain
of physics and philosophy. We thus find that the rishi did not
start with any preconceived notion about brahma and very often
he had no notion of this being at all when he first started on
his enquiry. He was troubled by these problems like any other
mortal. As a teacher it has been my fortune to be asked some of
these identical question by my students.
24. Let me point out that there is nothing of mysticism
in these questions and the effort at answer is irreproachable
when judged by the scientific standard of the present day. If
the rishi ultimately came upon such an obscure entity as the brahma
it was only because his enquiry logically and quite naturally and
inevitably led him to this point. It must be remembered, however,
that he was mainly guided by his psychological sense, i. e.,
his own unsophisticated experience.
He had no text book by
Newton or Einstein to consult. When he looked up and saw the
immense blue vault of the heavens above he concluded that that
was the boundary of the universe upwards. In his deductions
he depended entirely on his psychological sense impressions. This
attitude saved him from logical pitfalls. Whatever the rishi said
is absolutely true psychologically. The rishi boldly proceeded on
his enquiry on this basis untroubled by the nature of his
conclusions which may seem absurd to the ordinary person.
25. To give an illustration of this scientific method of
approach let us consider the case of an enquirer who pur's
himself in the position of the rishi and tries to solve one of
the riddles raised by him. Let us take up the question which
is the ultimate support of everything and proceed step by step
with our hypothetical enquirer to wherever his conclusions lead
him. That the support is bigger than the things supported
is self-evident so that the ultimate support would be the biggest
entity we can conceive of. This biggest entity is the brahma
of the rishi. The root meaning of the word brahma signifies
that which big. We shall call whatever is big by the term
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(. Our enquirer will not depend on book knowledge or
on any outside source of information. He will be mainly guided
by his psychological experience. The first thing that will possibly
strike him is that the earth is the biggest entity on which
everything finds its support. Therefore, the realization will come
to him that the earth on which he stands is the biggest
entity he knows of and that the earth is the brahma. When
this knowledge comes to a person in a logical manner he may
not be emotionally affected by it. When there is a true
psychological realization on the part of the enquirer that he
has come face with the biggest object on which everything finds
its support a feeling of awe and reverence will naturally arise in
his mind. We all experience a similar feeling when we look at
the almost infinite expanse of the sea or the immense heights of
the Himalayas. Under the influence of such a feeling it will be
quite natural for our unsophisticated enquirer to say, O Earth
thou art the Brahma, thou art our support; I make my salutation
to thee. The scientific curiosity of the enquirer may not be
satisfied with this conclusion after all. He may try to find out
an entity still bigger than this earth. He will soon realize that the
air, which he feels, covers the earth wherever he goes. The
conclusion will naturally down on him that the air is the bigger
entity and that the earth with its immense seas and mountains
finds its support, insides the air which envelops all. That the
air is thin and incapable of supporting a solid body does not trouble
him in the least. He actually finds that the earth is surrounded by
the air on all sides. He, therefore, depends on his own direct
experience and does not care about such sophistries as thinness of
air, etc., which do not immediately affect his problem. He is now
in the mood to say "O Air, thou art pratyaksa Brahma, the Brahma
of direct experience. Within thy fold everything has its being and
dissolution. My salutation to thee."
26. Modern science might tell our enquirer that the sky is a
bigger entity than the air which reaches up to only about fifty miles
above the earth's surface ; beyond that lies space without any air.
But we must remember that this is inferential knowledge ; whereas
our enquirer takes into consideration only his direct sensory experience. To him there is no means of distinguishing the air from the
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sky or the psychological space which can be directly visualized. Our
enquirer will, therefore, say "O Air, O space, ye are one and the
same and you are the Brahma of direct experience."
27. Our enquirer when he comes upon an open plain and looks
upwards, will find that his space is bounded above by the immense
blue vault of the heavens called by the name byau by the rishia of
old. The sun, the moon, and the stars all move within the dyau.
The byau is limited below by the different points of the compass
and is the biggest entity. The 'byau' is the brahma. When our
enquirer makes a careful observation of the byau he finds that the
position of the stars and the heavenly bodies change from day to day
till after a year the original configuration comes back. It is within
the fold of time that the byau goes on changing. Therefore, time
is the larger entity and time is the brahma. One might raise the
objection that our enquirer who is unfamiliar with Einstein should
include space and time within the same category and should call one
the bigger of the two. It is true that the psychological perceptions
of space and time are quite distinct from each other and have
nothing in common between them. If we go deep into introspection
we find that the experience of time, unlike that of visual space, does
not come through the intermediary of any special sense organ. Time
is directly apprehended by the mind as it were. All sensations
have duration as one of their attributes. The 'time feeling'* is
specially marked in all those mental experiences, which have the
characteristic of change in them ; all such experiences take place in
time. It may, therefore, be said that the experience of time is a
wider experience which includes all other experiences. The time
of the physicist is only an outward projection of the psychologists'
time experience. Time as an entity, therefore, is the biggest
entity of all. The spatial experience of byau of our enquirer
has the characteristic of changing from day to day and that is
the reason why introspection shows it to be engulfed in the wider
experience of time. Our enquirer is perfctly right when he says
"O Time, everything happens within thy fold, none can escape
thy embrace. Every being is born in Time and dies in Time. Thou
art Eternal and Thou art the Brahma. My salutation to thee."
28. Let us now ask our hypothetical enquirer to stop his
investigation for the present and let us compare his results with those
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actually arrived at by some of the rishis of the upanisads. There
is an interesting story of three brahmins in the Gkandogyapanisad
(Chap. 1, Sec. 8,9,10 and 11) which we may take for comparison.
Silaka, Caikitayana and Jaibali were three learned rishis, who once
met to discuss certain problems. Silaka said to Caikitayana "If
you will permit me I shall ask you certain questions." Caikitayana
having given the necessary permission Silaka asked him "What is
the ultimate source of Sama songs ? Caikitayana answered, "The
voice is the source of songs." Silaka again asked, "What is the
source of the voice? Caikitayana said, "The vital energy of the
body." "What is the source of this energy ?" The answer was
"water" because without water no life can continue. "What is
the source of water ?' Caikitayana said, "That region" apparently
pointing upwards. Again the question came "What is the support
of that region ?" Caikitayana had come to the end of his learning,
so he answered "Don't try to get beyond that region." Then
Silaka said, "O Caikitayana, you have failed to point out the final
support of your sama, so if anybody challenges you on that point
your head will droop down." Then Caikitayana said to Silaka,
"Please enlighten me on this point." Silaka answered. "The
support of that region is this earth". Caikitayana in his turn asked
"What is the support of this earth"? but no satisfactory answer
was forthcoming. Jaibali the third rishis who had been hitherto
listening silently said to Silaka, "O Silaka, if anybody challenges
you now your head will surely droop down." Jaibali then enlightened
the two rishis and said that the earth had its support in space or the
sky which was the largest entity. He further pointed out that
everything had its origin within this space and perished within it ;
the sky was immeasurable and infinite and he who knew it to be so
was bound to become great and victorious in life.
29, This story clearly illustrates the mode of thinking of the
rishis which you will now find to be identical with that of our
hypothetical enquirer. Certain points in this story deserve our
attention. You will notice that there is nothing of what we call
philosophy or religion in the discussion recorded here. Then again
the highest entity so far recorded is a physical object. There are
many such discussions in the upanisads ending with the discovery of
some physical object as the highest entity. It must have been a big
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jump for the riskis to come from the physical to the spiritual'plane
in search of the greatest entity. How this was achieved I shall
discuss presently. You must not forget for a moment that the rishis
attitude was psychological throughout ; so when he, like our
hypothetical worker, arrived at the conclusion that time was the
final entity he must have realized the psychological significance of
his findings. Physical time is an elusive object which cannot be
apprehended by any sense organ, whereas psychological time is a
matter of direct experience. The dominance of a psychological entity
over the physical one must have struck certain rishis. It should be
noted that different rishis arrived at different conclusions regarding the
brahma according to the different levels of their intelligence and
intuition. Some never got beyond the physical plane but as they
did the spade work, so to say, their efforts were carefully recorded.
Such records enable us to follow step by step the progress of thought
of the ancient rishis. with the postulation of time as the brahma the
emphasis was shifted from the outside physical to the inner mental
world. It must have been realized at the next stage, that the
experience of time was after all only a part of the ego's experience.
The ego therefore, was the greatest entity. Everything in the outside
physical and inside mental world was apprehended by the ego.
The objective reference to the outside world was ultimately dropped
altogether and it was appreciated tha t the experience of the ego
was the only reality. The subjective reference entirely superseded
the objective one. The importance of this change will be understood
when we come to discuss the ideas of creation with the ancient
rishis entertained.
30. The search was now directed towards the ego. What
was the nature of ego, which seemed to eompass the entire
universe within it ? The line of thought which the rishi followed
is highly interesting and is illustrated in the Bhrguvalli of the
Taittirivopanisad
and in the 7th section of the 8th chapter
of the Chandogpa in the story of Prajapati, Indra and
Virochana. I cannot quote the stories here for want of space,
I shall remain content with pointing out the salient features
of these stories. In his search for the nature of the ego,
the enquirer quite naturally at first failed to distinguish between
the body and the true ego. The body was thought to be
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indentical with the ego and as the body grows out of food,
the food was the brahma,. "All animals are born out of food,
they are nourished by food and ultimately resolve into the
elements of the food after death." The fallacy was soon
realized. A body without vital energy or life was like a
lump of inert matter and did not show any of the characteristics of the ego. Therefore, life or the energy which produced
movements in the body was the ego. It was then realized that
mere mechanical movement was no attribute of the ego. Therefore,
the mind was the brahma. Mind was a composite something ;
it had different faculties. There was the faculty of receiving
sensory impressions or the faculty of chitta; then there were
the mana and buddhi which were concerned respectively with
the choice of different impressions and different lines of action
and final adjustment ; then there was the feeling of I or
ahamhara. Which of these was the brahma ? Vrigu the enquirer
said vijnana was the brahma. It is not perfectly clear what was
meant by this term vijnana. Very likely it means buddhi or that
portion of the mind which is concerned with reasoned activities
and knowledge arising therefrom. Although vijnana was indentified
with the brahma, it was not the final conclusion. It was ultimately
asserted that ananda was the brahma. Ananda is to be identified
with pure consciousness, not the consciousness of this or that
or the knowledge of anything, but the pure consciousness without
reference to any context, which like the light illuminates
everything on which it alights and which it brings within its
grasp. It is to be noted that most of the present-day psychologists
do not admit a pure consciousness without a context ; consciousness must be of this or that. But the pure consciousness of
the rishis is no imaginary concept. It is to be realized in actual
experience by ardent effort. I have only made an attempt here
to arrive at it intellectually. It took one hundred and one
years of hard meditation on the part of Indra, as the story goes,
to realize this pure consciousness which is identical with the
brahma. The search for brahma thus essentially turns out to be
a pure psychological problem. The rishis have recorded their
experience of the brahma in glowing terms and have asserted
many wonderful things about it. When this realization comes
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to a person all pains cease to exist, and there is a peculiar
feeling of blissfulness. The experience of pure consciousness is
identical with the experience of this bliss which has been
described as ananda. The experiencer ceases to be troubled
with doubts and the manifold world is lost in one unitary
experience. These are all strange assertions but we have no
reasonable grounds to doubt the correctness of the introspective
experience of the rishis of old mentioned in such detail in the
upanisads. The Yoga-sutras give directions for the realization
of the self by the method of yoga. This realization described
as kaivalya or isolation is akin to the realization of the brahma.
It is open to anyone to make an effort to realize the brahma.
or the self. Certain psychological laboratory experiments, done
by myself and others point to the presence of pure consciousness
as described by the rishis, but I need not refer to them here.
(Phychology Down The Ages. C. Spearman, pp. 207-209).
31. The reader will now understand the significance of my
previous assertion that the rishis did not start with philosophical
in the first place. The discovery of the brahma was an incidental
affair and the philosophy that grew out of it was a later product.
This is the reason why every system of Hindu philosophy ultimately
depends on the authority of the vedas and the upanisads which
are records of introspective experiences of unsophisticated minds.
No philosophy can get beyond facts of experience. The vedas
being a storehouse of the natural impressions hankeings of
the human mind give us a mass of psychological data for the
building up of a philosophical system. Just as the facts of
observation in physics and chemistry are independent of the
intelligence of truthful observers so the human passions, cravings and
impressions recorded in the vedas and the upanisads may be described
as independent of the intellect of their unbiassed observers. This
is very likely the explanation of the doctrine 06 apouraseyata which
means that the vedas are not the products of any human intelligence
and this is perhaps the reason why the vedas were looked upon
with such reverence even by those ancient scholars who did not
believe in God. From this standpoint vedic rites will be comparable
with the apparently unintelligible rites which are often developed
by psycho-neurotics and psychotics and which owe their origin
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to the deeper unconscious layers of the mind. Psycho-analytical
investigation is likely to throw light on the point. The method
of approach illustrated here is not the only method to arrive at the
conception of the brahma. Since the brahma is of the nature
of pure consciouseness any psychological experience when deeply
introspected is likely to lead to the realization of the bramha.
In the upanisads many such methods of approach are to be
found.
32. Let me now pass on to other considerations. The Hindu
pantheon consists of innumerable gods and goddesses who have
their special devotees. This fact has been responsible for the
charge of idolatry and polytheism brought against the Hindu religion.
Let us try to understand how this conception arose. Without
referring to the anthropological explanation of the problem, I shall
deal only with its psychological aspect. The number of devatas or
gods in the vedic period appears to have been smaller than at the
present time. Now gods have been introduced into the pantheon
from time to time and some of the older gods have lost their
importance. The original meaning of the term devata is "the
shining one." In the upanisads, the indriyas or sense doors have
often been called devatas. These facts give us a clue to the mystery
of the recognition of the different devatas by the Hindu philosophical
systems. The indriyas or sense door are called devatas or shining
ones because they illuminate or bring into consciousness outside
objects. The objects themselves must be supposed to have certain
characteristics which make them fit agents to receive the light of
consciousness. The modern theory of psychophysical parallelism
assumes that physical energy affects a physical change so psychical
energy alone can produce a mental change. The implication of this
theory is that objects have their psychic counterparts and it is
only because of this that they can affect our sense organs and give
rise to sensory impressions which are changes in the psychic plane.
From this standpoint the devata is the psychic counterpart of an
object and the rishi was right in calling both the sensory indriyas
and those objects, that can be looked upon as unitary wholes, as
devatas. Both the groups have the capacity to illumine the mind
by producing consciousness. Thus every object has its corresponding
devata. The rishi is perfectly explicit when he says, "jalabhimamini
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devata, vidyudahhimanini devata" etc. i. e., the devata which
illuminates water, the 'devata' which lightning, etc. It is the
illuminating agency that is the devata. All objects of importance
and all groups of ideas having an important bearing were thus
conceived to have their special 'devatas'. There were the god of
thunder, the god of the winds and the rains, the god of the
mountains, the goddess of the river, the god of death, the god of
creation, etc. As the social conditions changed different deities made
their appearance according to the importance attached to special
events, Even at the present time we can see the process at work.
The Desamata or the goddess representing the mother land is in
the course of being incorporated within the Hindu pantheon. In
a suburb of Calcutta, there is a goddess of cholera who receives
offerings from innumerable people.

ideas. By creation is meant the mode of origin of the entire universe
including that of men, animals, insects, plants and celestial bodies
such as the sun, the moon, the stars, etc. It is asserted that the
manifest universe evolved out of a primordial undifferentiated stuff
which is called the prakriti. The direction of evolution is from the
non-manifest to the manifest form but it will be easier for us to trace
the operation in the reverse direction.
35. The modern scientist deduces from his observations that
this world of ours did not exist as such in the remote past. The past
is to be counted in millions and millions of years. The earth was
then a part of the blazing sun which is nothing but a mass of incandescent gas. Earlier still the incandescent sun existed in a more or
less nebulous state. A nebula consists of extremely attenuated
matter. Matter, on ultimate analysis, is found to be made up of
extremely fine elements known as electrons, protrons, neutrons,
positrons and perhaps other similar particles together with photons.
In the present state of our knowledge we know nothing finer
than these entities. How the electrons, protons, etc., originated
is not known to science as yet. As a result of agglomeration of
these minute primordial elements the sun and the different stars,
and in fact all substances existing in this universe, came into
being.
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33. Man's natural curiosity has from time immemorial busied
itself with the riddle of the Universe. It is no wonder therefore
that philosophers and scientists should devote their earnest attention
to answer such questions 'how did this earth of ours come into being',
'what is the origin of man','what is his destiny', and so on. Hindu
philosophy asserts that in order to be able to conquer pain and
misery and to attain liberation, man should know his position in
the relation and exact relation he bears to the objects around him.
Cosmogony thus forms an important matter for discussion in Indian
philosophical systems not because it tries to satisfy our natural
curiosity but because this knowledge shows us the way to salvation.
Each of the systems of Indian philosophy has its own view of the
origin of the universe. Although nowhere in the Yoga-Sutras has
the problem of creation been specifically discussed the entire exposition has for its background a specific cosmogony without a knowledge of which it will be impossible to understand the meaning of
the sutras.
34. The theory of creation that is tacitly assumed in the system
of Yoga is identical with that expounded by the Samkhya. I shall
here give an account of this theory which is also the generally
accepted Hindu theory and I shall try to correlate it with our modern
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36. None of the stars and nebulae are in a state of rest. They
are all moving about in space with tremendous velocity. In course
of time portion of the sun got detached from the main body and
took up an independent existence as our earth. The other planets
also origininated in the same way. After millions of years had
elapsed the earth cooled down and became at first a mass of
molten liquid and then a solid crust formed on the surface enclosing the liquid matter. When in the course of time there
was a further drop of temperature water vapour began to . be
formed. This caused rains, and the seas, the rivers and the
lakes came into being. There was nothing like life on this earth
up to this stage. It is believed that the first living substance known
as protoplasm originated out of inorganic matter in sea water.
From this protoplasm which existed at first in unicellular form
came into being plants and animals by a process of evolution.
It was in the animals that conscious mind first made its appearance
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in a rudimentary form. With the further evolution of animal life
the mind attained its full development in man.
57. Thus according to the view of the modern scientist inert
matter was the first to develop and from this consciousness developed.
According to the Hindu view consciousness which is non-material was
the first manifestation of creation and material objects came iater.
Consciousness is not an inseparable concomitant of the mind. The
mind is as much material as the body, only it is made of finer
stuff. Consciousness is the sole immaterial element. In its pure
form it is not consciousness of this or that but something
immutable. It is comparable to the light the one function of which
is to illuminate.
38. The reason for the wide divergence of the Indian view
from the modern scientific doctrine of creation is to be carefully
investigated, The Indian approach is essentially a psychological
one while the modern theory is based on physical considerations
only. The Indian philosopher may very well say to the modern
scientist as follows : The way in which you have been trying
to investigate the problems of creation will not enable you to
see the full truth ; it is conceivable that in yonr search for the
ultimate constituents of this material universe you may find
something still more elemetary than your protons, electrons, and
neutrons but you can never hope to fathom the mystery of
matter that way ; then again you will never be able to say, how
space, in which your elementary electrons, etc., exist, came into
being. Just as one cannot conceive of the existence of sweetness in the absence of a tester so one cannot imagine a creation
in the absence of a knower. It is true that we call sugar sweet
but this sweetness only comes into being during the time of tasting
when the sugar comes into contact with the organ of taste of a
sentient being. In the absence of either the sugar or the sentient
organ of taste the existence of sweetness becomes an impossibility. We call sugar sweet only because of the fact that we
constantly associate with it, may be unconsciously, the idea of a
taster. An investigator who tries to searce for the origin of
sweetness cannot afford to neglect the taster.
39. There are other qualities besides sweetness in the sugar,
e.g., its whiteness, its peculiar gritty touch, etc. Just as we can-
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not conceive "of sweetness without a taster so also it is impossible
to posit whitness as quality of sugar or of any other object
without at the same time imagining the existence of an observer
endowed with an organ of vision. Similarly the grittiness of sugar
is also to be referred to a conscious agent with an organ of
touch. An object is said to exist only because of the fact that
its different attributes affect our senses in different ways.
40. We come to have knowledge of the existence of objects
only through the mediation of our sense organ. If there were
no conscious agent with any sense organ whatever there could
be no knowledge of the existence of this material world, in
fact there would be no existence at all of anything. There cannot
exist an object without its experiencer or in other words there
is no object without a subject. The subject and the object, the
knower and the known, form an inseparable couple when the
question of existence is at issue. The conception of existence
in the absence of the one or the other i? absurd
Therefore
one must admit the inseparable presence of a conscious agent
when one thinks of creation or of existence. It is for this
reason that the Samkhya says that the creation is to be traced
to the combination of the conscious purusa or the experiencing
agent with the material prakriti -y the latter becomes manifest
only in the presence of the interested purusa and reverts to the
undifferentiated state when the purusa ceases to take notice of
it. According to the Samkhya there are innumerable purusas
and only one prakriti. It is by this supposition that the Samkhya
tries to explain the sameness of experience in different individuals
in the presence of the same object.
41. The view that the material world evolved in the absence
of any conscious agent cannot therefore be accepted. Whenever
we conceive of any object, seen or unseen, whether existing in
the remote past or in the present or in some future period,
we always unconsciously assume the presence of a knower
associated with it. The aim of physics and other material
sciences is to investigate phenomena merely from the objective
point of view without any reference to the subject. This is one-sided
activity and can never lead to the appreciation of the complete truth.
The material scientist cannot be blamed for this attitude. He has
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wilfully and with justice restricted the field of his investigation. It
will be futile therefore to seek his help in our effort to solve the
mystery of creation.
42. An appreciation of the standpoint of the Indian
philosopher as discussed above will help us to follow him in his
exposition of the theory of creation. Most of the objects that we
come across in our daily life can be apprehended by means of more
than one sense organs. For instance, a gold piece can be both seen
and felt, i.e., we are aware of its existence through our organs of
vision and touch. The gold piece also emits sound when it is struck
against a hard object. It can therefore be also apprehended by our
organ of hearing. Thus a gold piece can be perceived by at least
three different sense organs. Although there are more than five
sense organs in the body the varieties of sensation can be classified
under five heads. The two eyes give the same type of experience, so
also the two ears and the two nostrils. The different kinsesthetic
sense organs which enable us to know the position of our body in
space and also the nature and extent of our muscular movement may
be looked upon as belonging to the tactual group. In textbooks of
psychology kinaesthetic sensations are discussed along with touch as
introspective evidence suggests a similarity between touch and
kinaesthesis. It is to be noted that although kinaesthetic senses have
come to be recognized only recently by western observers Indian
psychologists were familiar with them long ago.
43. In Indian psychology each of the five types of sense
experience, vis vision, taste, smell, touch and sound has been supposed
to be derived from a specific power which has been called the indriya.
The indriya is not the sense organ as such but its specific capacity
of evoke a particular type of sensory experience. There are thus not
more than five indriyas. A sense organ is called an indriyasthana
or the seat of an indriya. The distinction between an indriya and
an indriyasthana has to be carefully kept in mind. The five sensory
indriyas have been called jnanendriyas as they serve as sense doors
through which all knowledge comes. Jnana means knowledge. In
contradistinction to the janendriyas we have the karmendriyas or
special types of power of action. Karma means action. Here again
it is not the muscular organ as such that is called an indriya but the
specifie type of capacity that resides in it.
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44. The special capacities for action have also, as in the
case of the janendriyas, been divided into five classes. They
have been called (1) vak or speech, (2) pctni or hand, (3) pada
or feet, (4) upastha or the genital and (5) payu or the anus.
The actions corresponding to these karmendriyas are respectively
(1) expression, (2) grasping and assimilation, (3) locomotion, (4)
generation and (5) excretion. The principle of classification of
the karmendriyas is not very clear. It will be noticed that
although the mouth is an organ of assimilation and although
other structures besides the hand, e.g., the feet may be used for
grasping, the karmendriya concerned is only one as the actions
executed by the mouth in eating and by the hand and the feet
in grasping may be considered similar in the sense that somehow
or other an object is brought into contact with the body. According
to some authorities the karmendriya of pani controls both giving
and taking. As the hand is the most important organ for executing
these functions the karmendriya has been named after it as pani.
It is a peculiarity of Indian ancient nomenclature that concepts
are named after concrete objects that show the requisite characteristic in a prominent form. The karmendriya parti or hand is
not the same thing as the muscular organ hand but it is a specific
capacity possessed by that anatomical structure in an eminent degree.
45. I have already mentioned that the Samkhya postulates two
entities namely the purusa and the prakriti to explain creation. It
is not possible to exclude the one or the other from our consideration
when dealing with such problems as that of existence. Are these
two entities of equal importance ? Material objects are only
apprehended through the sense doors while consciousness does not
require any intermediary for its realization ; it is, as has been called
in Indian philosophy, self-illuminating. As the sense organs intervene
between external objects and their perception by the self doubt
naturally arises in our mind whether we can ever have a knowledge
of the true nature of material substances. We find that the jaundiced
eye perceives a yellow colour where none exists. If there be any
inherent defect in any indriya the perception of an external object
through it will be distorted to some extent and we shall never be
able to find out the deviation. Thus it will not be wise to assert
that the external objects are just as they appear to us. The immense
4
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48. It is by such considerations as have been mentioned
above that the Hindu psychologist came to classify the constituents
of matter under five heads viz, objective light, objective sound
objective touch, objective smell and objective taste. Each of
these substances is regarded as elementary because their respective
objectivity cannot be further analysed in terms of perception. It
is by a combination of this five different elements in different
proportions that all external objects in the universe are constituted.
The objective element light provides the visual form of matter,
the objective sound endows it with the capacity of emitting
sound, the element touch makes an object capable of being
felt and so on. A lump of earth has for its composition all
the five objective elements ; it is the latter that give the lump
its special form, special taste special smell, special touch and
special sound-emitting properties. Water is composed of four
elementary substances namely 'vision', 'touch', 'sound' and 'taste'
the taste of water is that by which we know that it is
water when it is placed on the tongue ; according to the
Hindu view water has a specific brand taste. Fire is composed
of three elements, viz, 'vision', 'touch', and 'sound'. Air is
composed of two elementary substances namely 'sound' and
'touch'; air can be felt as well as heard but it cannot be seen,
smelt or tasted. Is there anything in the universe that is
constituted of a single element ? I shall take up this qustion
presently. The expressions 'vision1 'sound', touch, etc. have all
been used here in the sense of external or objective realities.

which is the grossest of the elements. The five elements have been
called the five makabhutas or the five great or primary elementary
substances. In fixing the names of these five elements the Hindu
psychologist was guided by the principle of nomenclature that I
have already mentioned before. The tnahabhutas were named
after certain gross external objects showing the requisite
characteristics in a prominent form. The element 'smell1, i. e.,
smell by itself as an external entity, is called 'khitV or 'earth*.
The element 'taste' is called 'ap' or 'water'. The element 'vision'
is called 'tejah' or 'fire !' The element 'touch' is named lmaruf
or %vayu\ i. e., 'air' and the element 'sound1 is called 'byovia? or
'aka'sa1 or 'sky'. Why the primary element 'sound' should called
'akasa' which means the sky is not very clear. 'Sound1, as has
been said, is the most pervading and the most subtle among the
five elements and akasa or sky or space is the most subtle and
pervading objective entity that we know of. Perhaps it is for
this reason that the element 'sound1 has been called 'akasa'. The
elememt akasa, it should be remembered, is neither the space of
the physicist nor a void nor the sky. It is the subtle pervading
external entity of an elementary nature that is responsible for
our perception of sound, or considered from the other direction
it is what rnay be called the objective projection of the subjective
perception of sound. Similarly the other four elements also, viz,
'khiti* 'ap\ 'tejah* and 'maruV may be regarded as the external
projections of the subjective perceptions of smell, taste, vision
and touch repectively. The terms khiti, ap, tejah, marut and
akasa when used as names for the five elements should not be
taken to stand for gross earth, water, fire, air and sky ; none of
these latter objects are of an elementary nature as each of them
can be apprehended by more than one sense organ and must
therefore be supposed to be constituted of multiple elements. The
objects after which the different mahnbhT'Aas have been named
show corresponding degres of grossness. Thus the most subtle or
pervading elementary substance 'sound' has been called sky or
<*«5sa' ; this akasa is to be perceived only by one sense organ, viz,
the ear. The sky or the akasa, of our daily experience is space
which is really a void. The experience of space, like that of time,
is a secondary product arising out of the five forms of primary

49. The Hindu psychologist is thus perfectly
justified
in saying that there are only five elementary substances
in this universe. According to him these elementary substances are not of uniform grossness. The one that forms the
constant constituent of all objects in the universe, i.e.,
the one that is the most pervading, is the most subtle and
the one that is to be seen in the least number of objects
is the grossest. The element 'sound' is present
universally,
i. e., all substances can emit sound under appropriate conditions,
and sound can be heard even when no sounding object is to be
felt or seen, thus the sound element is supposed to be the most
subtle. Next comes touch, then vision, then taste and finally smell
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perceptions. The second of the mahabhwtas in order of
subtleness is 'touch'. The property of evoking the sensation of
touch is not so widely distributed in matter as is the case with
sound and sound can be heard even when we cannot touch or see
the sounding object; the elementary substance 'touch' has therefore
been named after air which we can apprehend by two of our sense
organs, viz, ear and skin. The elementary substance 'vision' is
even less widely distributed than touch ; it has been called 'fire' ;
we can recognize fire by three of our sense organs, viz, ear, skin
and eye. 'Taste' is still grosser, i. e., more limited in distribution
than vision ; it is named after water which can be cognized by
four of our sense organs, viz, ear, skin, eye and tongue. 'Smell'is
the grossest of the elements, i. e., most limited in distribution ;
it has been named after earth which can affect all the five
sense organs.

their subjective, internal or mental counterparts. These subjective
perceptions of sound, touch, vision, taste and smell are also
elementary in the same sense as the mahabhutas are but they
are more subtle than the latter. The SumJchya considers subjective experiences also as manifestations of matter. Mental processes
appear conscious from the borrowed light of consciousness of the
puni^a. The five subjective elements have been called the 'tamnatras'
which literally means 'only that' The term is a very apt one
as the tanvwtras are the mere bases of subjective experience
without refeience to corresponding external objects. The tanmatras have been named as 'sound tamnatra\
'touch tanmatrct?,
'vision tanmHtra' and so on tamnatras by a process of projection
give rise to the corresponding mahabhwtas. The tamnatras themselves are derived 'ahamakra' or the substrate of ego-feeling.
Ahamakra also belongs to the material group like the tanmatras,
in fact it may be called the material basis of ego-feeling and it
becomes conscious ego-feeling only when it is illuminated by the
light of the puru^a. It is to be remembered that except the
puru?a the Samkhya categories are derived from prakriti
and
aie therefore material, i. e,, without any power of revealing their
own presence.
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50. It it clear that the five elementary substances of the
Hindu philosopher have been derived from a principle of classification that is quite different from that employed in finding
out what we call elements in chemistry or physics. From the
standpoint of the chemist gold is to be considered an element
but according to Samkhya it is not so as it has at least three
elementary substances in its composition and can arouse three
types of sensation, viz, sound, touch and vision. The element of
the Hindu philosopher is not the same thing as the element of
the scientist. It seems that the Hindu doctrine of elementry
substances influenced certain ancient Greek philosophers like Empedocles. Some modern scholars have criticized the statement
that sound is produced by 'akmd1 on the ground that is the
vibration of the air that produces sound and not akasa or space
or sky. This objection is based on the misconception that the
aka'sa of Samkhya is the same as the space of the physicist.
It should be remembered that vibrations of other substances
besides air may produce and conduct sound. Then again the
experience of a sound is not the experience of a vibration ; the
two are qnite distinct psychologically. To say that sound or heat
or light is vibration is wrong from the standpoint of psychology
and of Hindu philosophy.
51. The five niahabhutas or external objective elements have
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52. Constituted as we are we can only be aware of the existence of the mahabhutas and the tamnatras through the intermediary
of the senses. The five jfkimndriyas must therefore be recognized
as entities separate from them. The indriyas are not the gross
organic structures, which are made up of the mahabhutas but
they are certain specific capacities residing in them. The indriyas
by themselves are not effective impliments ; they require the
collaboration of another subtle entity, viz, the mana which is much
the same as the mind, before they can be of service to us,
we do not apply our mind to anything we fail to perceive it.
The mind is as it were the controller of the indriyas. It is
therefore as much an instrument of apprehension as any of the
indriyas. Besides having its respective function the mind is an
organ of action in as much as it controls the karrnenariyas also.
The mind, presiding over the five jfiunendriyas and the five
harmendriyas, determines our knowledge of the world ani our
reactions towards it. In Hindu philosophy mind has been supposed
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to have multiple functions ; the receptive function of the mind
has been called the citta, the cogitative function that considers
alternative situations is called mana in the restricted sense and
the deciding function is called buddhi. The term mana is
often used to denote the mind as a whole. The three functions
viz, the citta, the mana and the buddhi together with the ahamkara
or the ego-feeling constitute what is called the antahkarapa or
the internal organ or instrument of knowledge and action. The
antal'karaiia with the helf of the external instrument, which is
the collective name for jftanendrias and the karmendriys, carries
on all receptive and executive functions of the organism. It is
to be noted however that the term citta as used in the Yoga
philosophy covers both the receptive and the executive functions
of the mind; what we describe as mental processes in modern
psychology are considered as vrttis or functional modifications
of the citta in the Yoga philosophy.

an eternal entity. It has received various designations, such as
the avyakta or the unrnanifested one, the alinga or the one
without any characteristic mark, the pradhana or the primal
entity, etc. The stage at which the unmanifest prakriti becomes
ready for differentiation has been called the mahat or the
great one because out of this state arises the entire universe.
The mahat has also been named the buddhi or the deciding
one because if this state be lighted by the consciousness of
the purusa it will feel like something taking the decision
of differentiating
itself. The buddhi or mahat is to be
distinguished from the buddhi of the mind. The evolution
of the mahat results in the development of the ahamkara, i. e.,
in the differentiation of the subjective basis of self from what goes
to from the objective world.
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53. When the ego-feeling develops, i. e., when a duality
comprising of self and non-self comes into being or in other
words when the distinction between the subject and the object
becomes established the mental apparatus, consisting of the
internal and the external instruments, i. e., the manat the buddhi
and the citta together with the jftanendriyas and the karmendriyas
begins to function. The Samakhy asserts that like the tanmatras
the mana, buddhi and citta which may be collectively called
the mana, as well as the jnane?idriyas and karmendriyas are all
derived from the ahamkara or the material basis of the egofeeling. Although I have hitherto described the tanmatras as
subjective perceptions it will be seen that they become so only when
the mental apparatus develops. The tanmatras can better be
described as the material substrates of subjective perception.
54. According to the Samkhya view when one entity arises
out of another the parent entity is not exhausted but continues
to exist as such. Starting from ahamkara, we thus find that
there are twenty-two categories, viz, the ahamkara, the five
tanmatras, the five mahablwtas, the mana, the five j-nanendrsyas
and the five karnendriyas. All these twenty-two categories are
ultimately derived from the prakriti.
The prakriti before the
beginning of creation exists in an undifferentiated state. It is
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55. We are now in a position to follow the Samkhya theory
of creation in a systematic manner. There are two eternal
principles one material called the prakriti and the other immaterial
and conscious known as the purusa. In the primordial state the
prakriti remains in an undifferentiated form. When creation begins
the prakriti tends to be manifest and gives rise to the mahat. The
mahat in its turn produces ahamkara. From ahaihkaras come into
being the tanmatras on the one hand and the mana the five
jfiandriyas and the five karmendriyas on the other. From the
tanmatras are derived the mahabhutas which go to constitute
the grass universe. All the twenty-four items in the creation
are simultaneously present but as a matter of fact none of
these categories may be said to exist unless there is some purusa
to apprehend them. While there are innumerable puru?a$ there
is but one prakriti.
When any purusa ceases to be interested
in any of the manifestations of the prkriti the latter disappers
from him and the purusa is left in a state of isolation. This
is liberation as in this state there remains nothing that can
affect the purus.a. The puru?a is the only entity endowed with
consciousness. In the isolated state the puru§a or self becomes
identical with pure consciousness, not any consciousness, of
this or that but something immaculate. Under ordinary conditions
the purusa remains in bondage so to say as the ego-feeling
which is a product of the prakriti, makes the puruQa think
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undifferentiated primordial matter
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of the world in terms of the self; the purufia feels pleasure
and pain and has the impression that they belong to him: he
is swayed by such considerations as 'this and that', 'mine' and
and so on. Liberation from bondage comes when the true
knowledge of creation is gained.
56. The vendanta doctrine of creation is practically identical
with the Samkhya view with this difference that the former
considers all purusas to be spark of the brahma and identical
with it; twe •prakriti is nothing but the creative power or maya
of the brahma. So there is only one eternal principle and not
to as posited by the Samkhya and that principle is the brahma.
Liberation means dissolution of the self in brahma.
57. The two charts given here will show at a glance the Samkha
and the Vedanta views of creation.

I
MAHAT or BUDDHI
or
primordial matter at the stage of
differentiation
AHAMKARA
or
material basis of ego-feeling
TANMATRAS
of
sound, touch
vision, taste
and smell
of
the five
material bases
of subjective
perception
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citta, mana
and buddhi

JNANENDRIYAS
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vision, taste
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58. In the Samkhya system we find only a description- of
the skeleton of creation. In the pura^as the process has been
described in greater detail. The following is a description of
authentic Hindu view culled from the pura&a$. The prakriti or
the primordial matter was at first in a state devoid of any
differentiation. There was no day, no night, no sky, no earth,
darkness, no light. There was nothing that had any characteristic.
When the time was ripe for differentiation the purusas or the
conscious entities that had exsisted from eternity came into contact
with the prakriti. The prakriti then began to be differentiated
and mahat came into being. From mahat was derived ahamkara
and from ahamkara evolved the tanmatras as well as the mana
and the indriyas.
The mahabkutas originated out of the
tanmatras. The gross world constituted of mahabhutas shaped
itself like a round ball called the a%4a or egg. It was in a very
attenuated form at first then it swelled up like a bubble and
shome like the sun. In the course of time water, 'air', etc. began
to be separated from one another. The 'earth' was covered with
'water' and the 'water1 was surrounded by 'teja'. The teja in its
turn was covered by 'air' and aka'sa encircled the air. The earth
lay under water for millions of years. When the earth emerged out
of water mountains, rivers, seas and lakes appeared on its surface.
Millions of worlds developed in a similar manner out of millions
of 'eggs'. The process of creation from the egg stage may still
be going on somewhere. Consciousness is associated with every
stage of the creation. According to the Vedanta the concious
individual entities known as the purttfas of Samkhya are but
sparks of the brahma which is the sole conscious element. That
aspect of the brahma that was in contact with the undifferentiated
prakriti is known as nvara1. In its association with the glowing
cosmic egg the conscious element is known as 'hiranyagarbha* In
individuals the conscious brahma element is known as 'bhutatma9
or souls of beings. As the core of every bhutdtma brahma is called
^param&tma*. As the conscious entity associated with the infinite
number of 'eggs' the brahma is called 'viraf or the great one
and so on.
59. When the earth rose out of the water there was nothing
of life on it. The barren land, the naked mountain ranges and
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the immense expanse of the seas were the three characteristic
features of the earth. There were no individual begings on this
earth at this time, only the creative conscious element remained as
the sole experiences Then out of the material non-living substance
plants appeared on this earth. In plants the conscious element
remained practically hidden. The creation of the vegetable kingdom is known as the 'first' or 'primary creation' because plants
came into being earlier than animals and men. The insects,
birds and lower animals came at the second stage. This is known
as the 'second creation'. There is no description in Hindu literature in which order the various oviparous and the viviparous
animals appeared on this earth. After the animals came the lower
order of human beings known as pisacas, yaksas, etc. Civilized
men came into the field last of all. Except for the factor of
consciousness which is supposed to be immanent in all stages of
the creation the Hindu description of the evolution of the world
resembles the modern account in a very striking manner.
60, Naturally one is curious to learn how the ancient Indian
philosophers arrived at the different categories described in their
scheme of creation. Was it by any process of intellectual reasoning
on the lines I have been following here to explain their concepts
that they came to their deductions or had they any fact of observation to guide them ? Was it again any mystic intuition that gave
them the necessary information ? The answer is to be found in their
own statements and in the traditional accounts preserved in ancient
Indian writings such as the vedas, the upuniqads, the puranas, etc.
Their knowledge of the creation, of liberation, of the purusas, etc.,
were all derived from deep introspective experience of reliable
observers. In the Nasadiya hymn of the Big-veda it is mentioned
that the learned sages searched their own hearts to find out how
'that which exists' came out of 'non-existence'. At first sight it
seems absurd that any one should try to solve the problem of
existence by such methods but when we remember that the approach
of the Indian sages to the problem of creation was psychological the
justification of searching the mind will be apparent. As a preface
to Svetasvatara upanisad the sage asks certain questions. 'Is brahma
the final cause of everything or is the cause some thing else ? How
do we experience pleasure and pain in life ? Is it time or is it the
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nature of things, or is it blind destiny or mere chance or is it the
elementary matter of the puru*a that is to be thought of as the first
cause ? In answer the sage says that 'it is none of these entities nor
any combination of these that is to be looked upon as the root cause
of things ; the T§is by having recourse to 'dhyana yoga' saw the
hidden creative energy that presides over time and all the other
factors'. It was dhyana or deep introspective meditation then that
gave the Indian philosophers the necessary information. There is
nothing of what we call mysticism in this method. The actual
method of dhyana has been explained in the Yoga~s~Uras and anybody
is at liberty to test the validity of this method by actual experimentation. Indian philosophical systems such as the VedHnta and the
Savikhya have been built up on such introspective observational
data ; the philosophers merely tried to systematize the data of the
seers and make them intelligible to the average person. The introspective experience itself has often been called '/flSftJI1 in Indian
literature in contra-distinction to its philosophical eleboration which
has been given the designation of 'vijnana'.
Different philosophical
systems can be evolved from the same source material but no one can
go beyond the data of experience of reliable and competent unbiassed
observers as the ancient rsis are supposed to have been. This is
the reason why the Indian philosopher has almost at every step to
fall back on authority. In the Gita it has been said that perhaps one
in a thousand makes any effort to gain such direct knowledge and the
number of men who have such knowledge and can put it in a
philosophical form is still more rare, (Gita 7,2,3). Indian tradition
ascribes to Kapila the originator of the Sdmkhya system both these
qualification. He not only.

THE THREE GUNAS

61 The theory of the three gunas, viz, sattva, raja, and tama
so widely accepted by the Hindu philosophers is another baffling
problem. It is a favourite theme with them to classify all objects
and actions under the three heads of sattva raja and tama. There
are certain elements in creation e.g., the indriyas which belong to
the raja group and the rest belong to tama group. The brahmin's
profession is sattvic the King's duties are 'rajasic' while the butcher's
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activities are 'tamasic . Milk is a 'sattvic' food, meat is 'rajasic while
alcoholic drinks like whisky and brandy are 'tamasic' ; and so on, in
every department of life. What the Hindu philosophers actually
aimed at achieving by the classification is difficult to realize. Max
Muller in his "The Six Systems of Hindu philosophy" says in page
357 ; "I have tried to explain the meaning of the three Gunas before,
but I am bound to confess that their nature is by no means clear to
me, while, unfortunately to Indian philosophers, they seem to be so
clear as to require no explanation at all". Sattva is described as the
quality of goodness raja as that of passion and tama as that of darkness.
"Godness is all that is bright, passion all that excites and darkness
all that is not bright". Then again sattva has been described
as illumination or knowledge, raja as action and tama as inertia.
It is difficult to find out the motive for this tripartite classification
with so many vague connotations of gu^as or characteristics of
physical and mental phenomena. The principle of classification
does not seem to be at all logical. How such different things
as brightness and action could form the basis of classification is
difficult to understand. The explanation of the riddle of sattva,
raja and tama is to be sought for in the psychological plane and
the solution that I offer here will, I hope, prove to be satisfactory.
62. Unlike most of the philosophical systems of the west the
aims of all Hindu philosophical thought is essentially practical.
Hindu philosophy teaches the methods of permanently getting
over all sorts of pain in this world and attaining a state of
perfect happiness. Because of this practical outlook philosophical
teachings and doctrines have permeated every phase of the Hindu's
life. Even food and sexual enjoyment are sought to be regulated
on philosophical basis. The religion of Hindu is an offshoot of
his philosophy and really consists in practices in conformity with
philosophical doctrines suited to different social and intellectual
strata, the ultimate aim being the attainment of a state of perfect
freedom from pain, pain is only to be conquered by the realization of the relationship between the ego and the external world
which constitutes the non-ego. For this the nature of the ego
must be appreciated and anything that helps to favour the
development of this knowledge is to be encouraged while all
activities and agents which divert us from this aim are to be
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avoided. The nature of the self or the ego is to be realised by
knowledge. Ignorance stands in the way of this realisation.
Knowledge is of two kinds, (i) the knowledge of external things
and (ii) the knowledge of the inner workings of the mind.
These roughly correspond to what we would call physical knowledge and psychological knowledge respectively. The knowledge
of external objects direct our mind towards them and leads to
activities with reference to tbem. Although such knowledge is
desirable from the practical standpoint of life and society it is not
the type of knowledge that helps us to realize the ego. In fact
this knowledge takes us away from the ego. The only knowledge
which will reveal the ego is introspective knowledge of the mind.
But the human mind is naturally so constituted that it has a
preference for running after external objects and events rather
than concern itself with its own workings. Incidentally I might
say that this is why introspective psychology as a science is not
so popular as physics or chemistry. Introspection of the mind is
the method advocated by the Hindu philosophers to find out the
nature of the ego. Introspection, which may be difficult to practise
in the beginning, gradually leads to the development of the
knowledge of the self which has been called the "true knowledge".
The Bsis observed that certain conditions favoured the growth
of introspective power in an individual and certain other conditions
retarded it. Food, environment, habits of life, all have their
peculiar influence on the introspective faculty of the mind. Anything that stands in the way of knowledge, whether objective or
introspective, is supposed to be invested with a peculiar quality
which has been called the tama. In the domain of creation the
tama obscures the light of consciousness and is responsible for
the evolution of inert matter. In practical life tama obscures our
knowledge of external objects and the inner affairs of the mind.
Darkness, for instance, iterferes with our perception of the true
characteristics of an object; hence darkness has the attribute of
tama in it. Similarly alcohol makes a person unfit to grasp the
true perspective of things and events ; therefore alcohol is a tamasic
drink. Tama is of the nature of obstruction or ignorance, Raja
is that attribute which helps the development of knowledge of
external things and events i.e., of the non-ego. Knowledge of
6
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external things is pre-requisite basis of all our actions. Take
the instance of the simple act of drinking water. We must have
a perception of water as an external object and be familiar with
its characteristics before we attempt to drink it. Baja, therefore,
is an incentive to action. Our subjective perceptions also if they
are associated with action attitudes, for instance, when there is
pain accompanied by a tendency to do something for its relief,
are to be looked upon as products of raja. A butcher's action is
considered tamasix because he does not realize the pain and
sufferings of the animal he slaughters ; and to that extent his
knowledge of external events is defective. It is also supposed that
activities like that of the butcher deaden the finer sensibilities
and lead to an incapacity to understand the subtle workings of
the ego, the knowledge of which constitutes sattva and is essential
to salvation. In the case of the butcher the lama, therefore,
interferes both with raja sattva. A king's activities on the other
hand is rajasic. A king or a judge may order a person to be hanged
but the does it after carefully considering all points. His appreciation
of external events does not suffer. The true warrior is similarly of
a rajasic bent.
63. We now come to sattva. Whenever our attention is
directed towards our own mental experience sattva is predominent.
The introspection of the psychologist is satttvic in nature as it is
by such introspection that the mysteries of the ego are ultimately
revealed. The knowledge that results from inner observation of
the mind in contradistinction to rajasic knowledge is 'pure
nature inasmuch as it does not lead to action. Whenever any
indriya is active sensory experience results and this subjective
experience by itself, without refeience to the object which produces
it, is the result of sattva. Both raja and tama are opposed to
sattva in the sense that one diverts the mind to the outward
world or the non-ego, while the other opposes the development
of knowledge altogether.
In all our actions there is an intermixture of the three
in different proportions. Pure sattava or raja or tama does not
exist. Generally one of the guij,as preponderates over the others.
One must be gunatita or beyond all three guyas, if the self is to be
realized. While the tama and raja prevent the vision of the
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self, sattva helps to open the road to it. But an individual
who merely goes on taking interest in his own mental experience,
although he may turn out to be a good psychologist, fails to
understand the nature of the self which is the experiencer and
not the experience. The attraction of the road is to be overcome
before the goal can be reached. One must get beyond the mind
itself the reach the ego. The Kausitaki upanisad says (3rd chap.
Sec. 8) "Do not try to understand the nature oi vision but try
to understand the visualizer ; do not try to understand sound but
try to understand the agent who hears the sound ; do not try to
understand the experiencer to touch ; do not try to understand
the mind but try to understand the agent who controls the
mind," and so on. This is theory of sattva raja and tama in a
nutshell. If we accept this interpretation all anomalies and vagueness
disappear and the fundamental importance of the theory clearly
stands out.
65. The interpretation of the doctrine of the gu^as given
here finds support from the Gita in the fourteenth chapter of
which the problem has been discussed in some detail. The
following is a literal translation of a few relevant 'alohas from
that chapter; In explaining the nature of the guii,as Krsna says
to Arjuna "O sinless one ! Of these (three gunas) sattva, because
of its pure nature (i. e., absence of admixture with any characteristic
other than its specific one), is revealing in function and is free
from all disturbances ; it keeps (the ego) in bondage by causingit
to come into contact with pleasure and also with knowledge.
(hhka 6). You should know that raja is characterized by that
which colours the mind (i. e., feelings and emotions) ; it arises out
of thirst for objects and attachment to them ; O son of Kunti I
It keeps the embodied self in bondage by causing it to come into
contact with karma or action, {sloka 7). Know that tama
originates from ignorance ; it is mohana to all embodied beings (i. e.,
it leads to deprivation of consciousness, confusion, wrong impulsive
action, etc.) ; it keeps (the ego) in bondage by producing mistakes
and irrational attitudes, inertia and sleep (sloka 8). When in this
body, among other manifestations, illumination of knowledge appears
at all the sense-doors then you should know that sattva has
increased, {sloka 11). O leader of the Bharatas ! When raja is
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on the increase greed, desire and striving for action, emotional
restlessness and thirst for enjoyment arise, (sloka 12). O scion of
Kuru I When tama becomes prominent obscuration of the illumination
of knowledge, inertia in action, mistakes and improper conduct,
deprivation of consciousness and confusion appear, (sloka 13).

KARMA AND REBIRTH

66. The doctrines of karma and of rebirth have been accepted
by almost all systems of Indian philosophy ; they have permeated
the different strata of the Hindu society and have moulded the
thoughts and expressions of everyday life. The doctrine of karma
asserts that every action inevitably leads to a result which in its
turn produces another action and so on though infinity. In modern
language the doctrine may be called a special formulation of the
law of determinism which states that nothing happens without a
cause and that there is an infinite succession of cause and effect
in all phenomena ; the effect of one cause becomes the determining
factor for the next happening in the series. Expressed in this form
there is nothing to object to the doctrine of marma, in fact it has
been the usually accepted doctrine of present-day science. Some
modern phisicists, however, seem to think that although determinism
explains natural phenomena occurring in masses it is not operative
in the case of individual minute particles. The behaviour or
extremely fine particles is governed by chance and therefore there
is such a thing as a principle of indeterminacy. The enunciation
of this principle is the result of bad philosophy applied to science.
What indeterminacy really implies is that with our present knowledge
and present methods it is not possible to predict the movements
of certain minute particles. It should not mean that such
unpredictable phenomena are guided by chance ; had it been so
there would be no constant statistical average result in any series
of observations where a large number of minute particles are
concerned. Physicists do not deny such determinism as science
would be impossible without accepting this proposition of constant
average in natural phenomena.
67. The doctrine of marma in so far as it relates to the general
principle of cause and effect is therefore a perfectly valid law. It
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is only in the specific applications of this law that objections may
be raised. The Hindu doctrine of karma is really something more
than a general statement of the principle of determinism. It seeks
to explain the vicissitudes of life as well as the social and other
forms of inequalities among human beings and animals. Stated simply
it tries to find out the reason for individual difference. As the
circumstances in the existing lives of persons are often not
sufficient to explain why one individual suffers misery and another
enjoys happiness, why one comes into this world with some
inherent defect and disadvantage while another has a good heredity
and is born with a silver spoon in his mouth, the theory of karma
assumes that the cause of individual difference is to be traced to
previous births. The doctrine of karma is thus inseparably associated
with that of rebirth.
•
68, Hindu philosophers have discussed the evidence in suport
of the law of karma from different angles. Some of the arguments
are hased on observations of everyday life and the others are derived
from the introspective experiences of yogis. I shall consider the
main types of evidence from the standpoint of a rationalist. Assuming
for the sake of argument that there is rebirth and that the deeds of
one birth determine the fate of a person in his subsequent births it
will be quite natural to suppose that it is the merit and the demerit
of out acts, i. e., our virtus and sin, in a former birth that shape our
destiny in the present one. We are, however, curious to know the
nature of the previous misdeed that causes a particular trouble and
the share of the present environment in bringing it about. How
are marma, heredity and environmet related to one another ? Is it
some misdeed in a previous existence that makes one suffer from
chronic malaria or is it because one lives in a malarious disctrict
without caring to take the necessary precautions that one contracts
the disease and becomes an invalid ? When a chronic malaria patient
is cured by quinine what becomes of the causative misdeed ? Such
posers are however easily answered by assuming that it is the karma
that makes a person careless in taking precautions against malaria
and that it is his karma egain that brings about the cure in proper
time ; many malarial patients die without having the opportunity to
take any medicine or in spite of getting quinine.
69. According to the doctrine of karma, than the heredity of
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particular person and the environment in which he lives are all
predetermined. Even a conscious wilful effort such as taking a
quinine pill or not comes under the domination of the inexorable law
of karma. The doctrine of karma denies the element of chance in
natural happenings including those in the mental sphere. According
to this view therefore the human being is not a free agent and he has
no free will, The Gita says that while every act is really accomplished by the parkriti through its guyas, the self, over-powered by
the ego-feeling has the impression that lI am the executive agent1.
{Gita 3.27). The Hindu view does not deny the value of conscious
efforts in the daily affairs of life, it simply says that we call a voluntary conscious act is also a product of predetermination.
The
average man may be willing to admit that external events are
controlled by determining forces but he will storngly oppose the
assertion that he is not free to think and act as he likes and that he
is merely a robot in the hand of destiny. He feels that he can raise
or lower his hand or do any other things just according to his own
pleasure and that he is absolutely a free agent in such matters.
According to the Hindu view this experience of freedom of choice is
an illusory one. As example, which has been used by certain modern
philosophical writers as well, will make the Hindu point of view
easily understandable. Let us suppose that a clock becomes endowed
with consciousness and feels itself to be an individual sentient being.
The clock under these circumstances may be supposed to feel somewhat on the following lines : I am moving my wheels and my hands
of my own accord ; it is as a result of my deliberate choice that I make
the hour hand go slowly and the minute hand faster. I take the hour
hand to the mark five on the dial and the munite hand to the mark
twelve and than I decide on my next course of action. Shall I strike
or shall I not ? Being free to decide according to my own pleasure
I choose now to strike five. I could have regrained from striking at
all or I could have brought the hour hand to the mark four and struck
four, etc. ; This illustration shows the nature of what we call choice
in a person who feels that he has a free will. It is interesting to note
that an important school of modern psychologists, viz, the pscyhoanalysts do not believe in free will. According to them our mental
processes including our so-called freedom of choice are as much under
the control of determining factors an any physical event. Hindu

philosophy asserts that when one attains liberation one can directly
feel that it is not the self that controls the operations of the body
and the mind but the natural or prakritic forces ; the self remains a
mere sdksi or a spectator. Psyco-analysis claims that a person can
appreciate the presence of unconscious desires when he is psychoanalysed. Freud's queer assertion that we are lived by unknown
forces is a striking reminder of the Hindu view. The Hindu believes
that both the mind and the body are of physical nature and the
function of consciousness is merely to illuminate what happens in
material structures ; he, thus, does not find much difficulty in accepting the principle of determinism even in the mental sphere.
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70. The previous discussions will have shown that there are
no insurmountable difficulties in accepting the principle of determinism
as a theory of explain the inequalities of life but I am bound to
confess that the consolation that many people derive from the
doctrine for their sufferings in this world is of an illusory order.
In the first place the law of karma does not really offer any explanation for the orgin of individual differences ; it merely pushes
back the question to a previous birth. The inequalities of the
previous life have to be explained by the events of a still earlier
one and so on ad inflnitum. The doctrine of karma is requisitioned
by certain people for the purpose of preserving intact their belief in
an all-powerful and at the same time an all-merciful Godhead.
Whatever inequity is to be fonnd in this world is to be ascribed
to the karma of a previous existence and not to the unfairness of
God. It is conveniently forgotten that there is nothing to prevent
an all-powerful being who is at the same time considered to be
all-merciful to prevent the mischief of a misdeed at its very
inception ; then again since the average man is not expected to have
any memory of his misdeed committed in a previous birth the
resultant suffering, which is often interpreted as a corrective punishment adminstered by the loving God through the operations of karma,
loses all its significance ; it virtually comes to inflicting punishment
on a person who does not know what his offence is. Karma as an
explanation of the inequities of a world ruled by an all-merciful
and all-powerful god is valueless. It is strange that man should
try to find out the reason and justification for inequalities among
biological individuals only and remain more or less indifferen to the
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existence of gross differences in the inanimate sphere ; one dose not,
for instance, usually ask why gold should be gold and iron iron. It is
the empathy that makes us feel the sufferings and enjoyments of
fellow creatures and prompts us to find a solution forthe inequities
of life. No one, apart from the poet perhaps, sympathizes with the
state of the rock that forms the foundation of the Himalayas and
that has in consequence to sustain a tremendous pressure. We do
not call it an unfairness of God even when we compare the fate
of this rock with that of the one constituting the peak which has
no pressure to bear. The doctrine of karma simply tries to trace
the antecedent causes of individual differences in an infinite series,
it does not really offer any moral justification for their existence
in life.
71. We have just seen that the doctrine of rebirth is not of
much value as a theory to explain inequities. There are other fields
in which rebirth has been requisitioned as an explanation by certain
Indian writers. How is it that the new-born babe shows reactions
of fear in situations of danger encountered for the first time ? How
is it that instinctive actions of a complicated nature are carried
cut by animals without any previous experience ? How is it that
all of us try hard to avoid death although none can have any personal
knowledge of its nature ? The explanation offered is that we carry
with us the latent memory impressions of the events of past life in
which we have already suffered these experiences. We fear death
because we retain the memory of death in a previous existence.
The instincts are derived from memory impressions of experiences
gained in past lives. The knowledge acquired in a former birth in
any subject makes it easier for us to learn it in the present life.
Some people are born musicians or born mathematicians. It will be
seen that what Hindu writers try to explain on the basis of memory
impressions of previous lives is accounted for by the principle of
heredity by modern scientists. Then again the Hindu believes in the
transmission of acquired characters, not through heredity but through
rebirth. The transmission of acquired character is a moot point in
modern biology. I shall revert to this question presently.
72. Certain objections may be raised against the theory of
rebirth as an explanation for instinctive behaviour. Supposing
a man commits a misdeed in a particular birth and as a result
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what becomes of his human traits, and further how does he
develop the tendency to grasp branches of trees etc. In a manner
befitting a monkey and how does he perform other acts peculiar
to the species without any previous experience. If we accept
the principle of heredity in place of the theory of rebirth all
these difficulties ceases to exist. These facts, however, are not
incapable of being explained on the hypothesis of rebirth. The
explanations offered are as follows : During the life of an
individual as a monkey special human tendencies lie dormant.
They await fulfilment in a later birth. What is considered as a
misdeed is traceable to certain forms of desire. It is the"
unfulfilled strong desire as such that seeks expression in a
future birth in which there is the possibility of its satisfaction
The nature of unfulfilled desires in one birth therefore determines
in which species or in which form subsequent births will materialize.
The desires of animals and of men run in certain sterotyped
grooves corresponding to the different species. The desires and
cravings form specific groups which have special facilities for
satisfaction in specific types of animals. It is not that the tendency
which is specially strong in any particular species of animal is
entirely absent in another. Every type of animal has all forms
of desire some of which remain latent in some species while others
that are characteristic of the species become prominent- It is
therefore not at all impossible for a human being who happens be
born as an animal in a subsequent birth to exhibit the special
traits of that species.
73. The doctrine of rebirth states that when any human being
or animal dies the soul, which has been called the puru$a by the
Sdmkhya, leaves the gross body together with certain subtle
bodily elements. The unit comprising the ahamkara, the mafia, the
five j^uendriyes,
the five kahmendniyas and the five tanmatras
constitutes what is called the linga or the suk$ma sarr^ra or the
subtle body. The gross body dies but the subtle body consisting of
the seventeen categories mentioned here continues to exist and it
leaves the body in company with the puru?a. The subtle body is born
again when a suitable opportunity presents itself for the development
°r a gross body corresponding to its needs. The subtle body repreeent
7
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the mental nature of our being and as such it is the repository of
all our cravings. The desires that have remained unfulfilled in our
life time are not extinguished on death, they provide the urge for
the rebirth of the subtle body which chooses a constitution that
con be suitably developed to give it the best opportunity for their
expression. The required constitutional structure is made available
to the subtle body by the parkriti from amongest the different forms
of life found in nature. Each species of organism is so constituted
by heredity that it can act as an efficient instrument of expression
for certain specific groups of desires. If a being harbours such
different types of cravings as cannot be satisfied in one type of
body then there will be more than one rebirth in different
species.
74. According to the Hindu view an organism is considered
to be higher or lower in the scale of creation according as the
element of consciousness in its being is more or less prominent.
Persons in whom the sattva gu#a becomes predominant at the I
time of death are reborn as superior beings while those with a
greater proportion of raja in their nature have their rebirrh as
ordinary men. When the sattva and the raja gu$as remain
overwhelmed by tama there is rebirth as a lower animal or plant
(Gita 14-14,15). The misdeed that leads to rebirth in a lower order
of being is thus not a misdeed in the restricted social sense of the
term : it is an act prompted by desires that are under the influence
of tama and whatever social value may be attached to such a performance is merely an incidental affair from the standpoint of the
doctrine of karma. A man might commit the gravest social offence
and* yet be spared in consequences of a low rebirth ; it is the attitude
towards the act that is important and not the act itself that
determines the rebirh ; In the Upani$ad$ there is the story
that Indra the ruler of the gods murdered his father and yet
never suffered anything in consequence. The theory of karma
is not an enunciation of the principle of retributive punishment
but is a mere statement of the law of cause and effect as
specially applied to rebirth.
75. We find that the theory of karma and rebirth as well as
the modern theory of heredity can both otTer explanations of the
phenomena of instinctive behaviour in biological organisms. The
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theory of karma is however more complicated than the theory of
heredity, Heredity lays stress on structure while karma emphasizes
the importance of function as a unit of transmission. The doctrine
of karma asserts that it is the subtle body, i.e., the functional mental
unit with the puruQa or consciousness that is transmitted in rebirth
by taking advantage of hereditary structures in organisms.
76. The view that function may be transmitted as such
without a material basis of structure is in reality not scvabsurd
as may appear at first sight. According to the Hindu view the
function that is transmitted is itself subtle matter ; no distinction
is to be drawn between sahti and the saktiman, i. e., between
power and that which possessess the power. In modern language
the same idea is expressed by saying that matter and energy
are identical. Modern psychological and as well as biological
thought is inclining to the view that heredity and evolution may
perhaps be better explained than can be done at present by
assuming a transmission not of structural crganization but of
functional units and of acpuired functional characters along with
them. In this connection the views of Freud, the foremost
exponent of the deterministic school of psychology are worth
quoting.
77 In answer to the question 'How do we receive our racial
inheritance ?' Freud says "The experiences undergone by the ego
seem at first to be lost to posterity ; but, when they have been
repeated often enough and with sufficient intensity in the
successive individuals of many generations, they transform themselves, so to say, into experience of the id (region of the mind
from which instincts arise), the impress of which is preserved
by inheritance. Thus in the id, which is capable of being
inherited, are stored up vestiges of the existences led by
countless former egos and when the ego forms its super-ego
out of the id, it may perhaps only be reviving images of egos
that have passed away and be securing them a resurrection.'
{The Ego and the Id.' P.52). Long before this definite assertion
Freud took up the view that symbols are inherited. Psychologically
apeaking it means that readilyformed ideas and images may be
hereditarily transmitted. Since identical symbols with identical
meanings make their appearance in dreams of peoples widely
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separated from one another both culturally and geographically
and since in the thoughts of the dreamers no associational links
can be discovered connecting the symbols with what they really
stand for, one has to assume the presence of unconscious ideas that
can be transmitted from generation to generation, and that can be
truly said to reside in what we may call the racial unconscious.
Freud writes "we are faced by the fact that the dreamer has
at his disposal a symbolic means of expression of which he is
unconscious while awake, and does not recognize when he sees
That is as remarkable as if you should make the discovery
that your chambermaid understands Sanskrit, although you know
she was born in a Bohemian village and never learned the language. It
is not easy to harmonize this fact with our psychological views.
Until now it was only necessary to admit of unconscious impulses
those about which one knew nothing. But now we deal with
something more ; indeed, with unknown knowledge, with thought
relationships, comparisons between unlike objects which lead to
this, that one constant may be substituted for another. These
comparisons are not made anew each time, but they lie ready,
they are complete for all time. That is to be concluded from the
fact of their agreement in different persons, agreement despite
difference in language." [A General Introduction to psychoanalysis,
pp. 136, 137).
76. Freud in his "Totem and Taboo" wrote "Without the
assumption of mass psyche, or a continuity in the emotional
life of mankind which permits us to disregard the interruptions
of psychic acts through the transgression of individuals, social
psychology could not exist at all", (p. 260). In this connection
Freud raised the question what ways and means does a generation
use to transfer its psychic states to the next generation f Fieud
gave a somewhat halting answer to this question at the time.
He was not sure of his grounds then. In his latest book
"Moses and Monotheism', however, he has expressed a definite view,
and in the section headed 'Difficulties' (pp. 148-) he has made
his position clear. In discussing the various peculiarities of transmission of symbols and of tradition from generation to generation
Freud states that the theory of oral communication is not enough
to explain the effects. Freud writes 'I hold that the concordance
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between the individual and mass is in this point almost complete.
The masses, too, retain an impression of the past in unconscious
memory traces'. Freud is thus inclined to explain biological heredity
in terms of archaic inheritance of certain dispositions that include
also individual differences. They represent what is recognized as the
constitutional element in the individual. Freud's analytical experience
led him to believe in the transmission of acquired phylogenetic experiences as well. Freud says "In fact it seems to me convincing
enough to allow me to venture further and assert that th» archaic
heritage of mankind includes not only dispositions, but also ideational
contents, memory-traces of the experiences of former generations
(p. 159). Further, Freud seems to consider heredity itself as an
acquired character. He writes, 'In making this postulate we also
do something else. We diminish the over-wide gap human arrogance
in former times created between man and beast. If the so-called
instincts of animals which from the very beginning allow them to
behave in their new conditions of living as if they were old and
long established ones, if this instinctual-life of animals permits of
any explanation at all, it can only be this that they carry over
into their new existence the experience of their kind, that is to
say, that they have preserved in their minds memories of what
their ancestors experienceJ. In human animal things should not
be fundamentally different. His own archaic' heritage though
different in extent and character corresponds to the instincts of
animals.
79. Regarding the transmission of acquired characters Freud
is thus very definite. He writes explicitly This state of affairs is
made more difficult, it is true, by the present attitude of biological
science which rejects the idea of acquired qualities being transmitted
to descendants. I admit, in all modesty, that in spite of this I
cannot picture biological development proceeding without taking
this factor into account (p. 160). It will be seen that Freud's
later views and Jung's ideas on the transmission of the archaic
unconscious coincide to some extent. Freud's line of thought has
been anticipated by certain biologists also. I quote the following
from William Bateson's 'Problem of Genetics' (1913- pp. 190, 191) :
The conception originally introduced by Hering and independently
by S. Butler, that adaptation is a consequence or product of
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accumulated memory was of late revived by Semon and has been
received with some approval especially by F. Darwin. I see nothing
fantastic in the notion that memory may be unconsciously preserved
with the same continuity that the protoplasmic basis of life
possesses. That idea, though purely speculative and, as yet, incapable
of proof or disproof contains nothing which our experience of
matter or of life at all refutes. On the contrary, we will probably do
well to retain the suggestion as a clue that may some day be of
service. But if adaptation is to be the product of these accumulated
experiences, they must in some way be translated into terms of
physiological and structural change, a process frankly inconceivable.
To attempt any representation of heredity as a product of memory
is, moreover, to substitute the more obscure for the less. Both
are now inscrutable ; but while we may not unreasonably aspire to
analyse heredity into simpler components by ordinary methods of
research, the case of memory is altogether different. Memory is
a mystery as deep as any that even psychology can propound.
Philosophers might perhaps encourage themselves to attack the
problem of the nature of memory by reflecting that after all the
process may in some of its aspects be comparable with that of
inheritance, but the student of genetics, as long as he can keep in
close touch with a profitable basis of material fact, will scarcely
be tempted to look for inspiration in psychical analogies1.
80. It will be noticed that what was merely an interesting
line of thought with Bateson has been given a definite scientific
shape by Freud's work. When we seek to explain biological
behaviour in terms of memory images and inherited thought we
are unconsciously leaning towards a functional standpoint rather
than a structural one. Any psychological interpretation of heredity
is bound to be of the functional order. Hitherto amongst biologists the structural standpoint seems to be more popular than
the functional one. The average biologist likes to work with
material objects and certainly structures are more tangible than
the functions they carry out, Evidence however is not wanting
to show that a new orientation in biology is taking place and
greater attention is being paid to function at present than has
ever been done before. One of the earliest and most brilliant
workers in this line was Jagadis Chandra Bose. When he showed
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experimentally that impulses are sometimes conducted in vegetable
tissues in a manner that reminds one of nervous mechanism in
animals, and when on the basis of such experiments he asserted
that plants had nerves, a hue and cry was raised by orthodox
biologists that it was not justifiable to say that plants possessed
nerves unless one could show its presence under the microscope. The
nerve according to this view is supposed to be a physiological structure
having definite characteristics. This is the structural standpoint. If
however we describe the nerve as something that conducts an impulse
of the type which the physiologists associate with nervous tissue,
then we will be laying more stress on function than on structure,
and from this standpoint the statement that plants possess nerves
can certainly be justified. There is no doubt that such a view is
bound to be associated with some amount of vagueness in our
biological descriptions. Concepts like that of 'functional nerve'
have, however got certain advantages. The idea of a 'functional
nerve' as distinguished from a 'structural nerve' helps us to keep
prominently before our mind the problem of the evolution of both
nervous structure and nervous function. A conceptual attitude
is bound to be more fruitful in biology than the structural view
prevalent at present.
81. Observations of a purely biological nature also are
Accumulating of late tending to shift our attention from structure
to function. It is difficult to conceive merely from the structural
standpoint how the elaborate machinery of fertilization found in
certain types of orchids could have developed. Referring to such
phenomena John Langdon-Davis in his book 'Man and His Universe'
writes "Darwinism asks us to believe that this machinery consists
of many parts which arose by chance and were assembled by chance ;
that they just 'happened1 and, proving useful, continued. It is as
if, motor cars instead of being intelligently made, resulted from
nuts, screws, pipes, tanks, pieces of steel of every shape, all in
infinite variety, being fitted together haphazard for countless years by
some one who had never seen a motor car and had no idea of a use
for one, until finally one such fitting together happened to work",
(p. 202). Several years back a French observer discovered that
there is a form of South African orchid resembling very closely
in insects in form. The males of this insect come to maturity
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two weeks before the females every year. It is just during
this interval that the orchid blooms. The resemblance of the
flower with the female form of the insect is so close that the
mature males rush to them mistaking them for their normal partners.
When the male insect discovers its mistake it turns its attention to
another flower. It is by this means that the polens are transferred
from one flower to another. When the mature female insect arrives
on the scene the flowers are discarded, and the male insect courts
its genuine partner. It is extremely difficult to conceive how merely
by blind chance the successive generations of flowers varied gradually
from the original form till ultimately the resemblance with a female
insect was sufficient to deceive the male. How is it that during the
many thousands of years that must have elapsed for this evolution
to have taken place the plant did not become extinct ? It is also
not clear how the little variations could have a survival value. It had
to be a fairly good resemblance with the female insects from the
very beginning or none at all. The Darwinian theory also fails to
give a satisfactory explanation of the evolution of certain traits
in the worker bee. The worker bee, when it comes back to the
hive after a successful flight for the purpose of gathering honey or
pollen, executes a sort of dance that informs the other bees of its
success and that makes them go out in swarms for the place where
the honey is available. When all the honey in the particular locality
is exhausted the bee that returns with the last load does not dance
and the other workers cease to sally forth for the honey. How
can this complicated behaviour be supposed to have evolved by mere
chance occurrence particularly when we remember that the queen
bee never goes out for honey and that the workers are all neuters
and have no progeny ? For a satisfactory consideration of phenomena
of this type it will be wise to assume that it is the function that
determines the evolution of the structure rather than its opposite".
(See "Man and His Universe'' by John Langdon-Davis. The
Thinkers' Library No. 61 pp. 200-206).
82. A comparison between the theory of heredity and the
doctrine of karma may now be made with advantage. There are
two aspects of a biological organism. A man, for instance, has
his physical body and his mental constitution that includes his
personality or self or ego-feeling. These two aspects, the physical
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and the mental, roughly correspond to the structural and the
functional organizations of his being. The theory of heredity
asserts that the germ plasm docs not die, it is transmitted from the
parent to the offspring. The somatoplasm or the body that suffers
death arises out of the germ plasm ; the somatoplasm may be looked
upon as a sort of encasement for the protection of the germ plasm.
Whatever hereditary resemblance there is among the different
individuals of a species, as also among the different members of the
same family, is to be traced to the germ plasm that is continued from
generation to generation. It is out of the germ and the somatoplasm,
both of which are of a physical nature; that the mind and the
personality develops in every individual. The mental organization
is thus a new creation in all cases and arises out of the physical.
The structural element provides the continuity of being and the
functional aspect is, so to say, its offshoot. The theory of karma on
the other hand holds that the mental or functional part, that is made
up of the purusa, the ahairikara, the indriyas and the tanmtitras,
provides the basis of continuity of existence, and the body, consisting
of both the germ and the somatoplasm, merely supplies the physical
instrument for the expression of the desires and strivings of the
functional unit. The resemblance between the parent and the offspring is due to the fact that their physical bodies are controlled by
personalities having to some extent similar desires. A species con*
tinues to exist only so long as there are suksma sariras or functional
personality units to utilize the bodies peculiar to the species. In the
sixth chapter of the Gita it has been said that a person who practises
yoga but is not able to reach his aim in one birth is born again in a
pure and cultured family or in the family of yogis ; his training in the
previous birth makes him inclined towards yoga and he is impelled
to make earnest efforts towards its perfection (Slokas 41-44). This
statement clearly illustrates the Hindu view that the linga sarira or
the subtle body constituting the functional unit chooses a suitable
hereditarily determined physical constitution in expressing itself. In
other words the ego as a mental functional unit in its countless
transmigrations suffers modification in each successive rebirth and
every time it chooses a constitution suitable for its needs in some
particular family of a particular species. While according to the
Hindu doctrine in an ego there are impressions of its numerous
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former births Freud asserts that in each ego there are vestiges of
countless former egos.
83. The conception of a microscopic immortal physical germ
plasm carrying unit characters or hereditary traits of almost infinite
variety from generation to generation and giving rise to different
personalities belonging to the species as its offshoot is not easier
of comprehension than the idea of numbers of more or less similar
immortal subtle bodies constituting functional personality units and
controlling the propagation of a species by producing hereditarily
similar organism?. As a theory therefore the doctrine of karma
may be said to be almost as good or as bad as the accepted doctrine
of heredity particularly when we remember the importance of a
functional concept.
84. We have seen that the doctrine of karma and rebirth
does not offer any explanation of the origin of individual differences ;
it merely points out that such differences are no chance occurrences
but that they should be traceable to antecedent causes which may
be found in previous births if not in this one. As a justification
for the inequities of life in the presence of an all-powerful and
all-merciful God the doctrine is found to be valueless. It may
certainly be taken as a fairly sound working hypothesis to explain
heredity and instinctive behaviour from the functional standpoint.
In this respect it is as good as the structural theory of heredity
and has even certain advantages over the latter.
85. We can now discuss karma and rebirth from the factual
standpoint. A factual proposition is to be distinguished from a
conceptual theory. A conceptual theory is like a convenient
mnemonic or a formula that enables us to remember and correlate
certain groups of our observational data. The conception of a
mathematically determined four dimensional space, for instance, is
a good theory to explain certain physical phenomena but it is
not a factual proposition inasmuch as such a space can never be
the subject matter of our direct experience. The theory of
ether of the classical physicist also belongs the conceptual type
as it asks us to believe in the existence of a substance that is
forty times denser than steel and yet allows us to move freely
through it without any resistance whatever. Similarly, even if
rebirth cannot be proved as fact there is no harm in accepting

it as a conceptual theory provided the supposition serves to explain
manifestations such as those of individual difference, heredity and
instinct.
86. Is there any evidence in support of rebirth as a factual
proposition '( It must be remembered that rebirth is not a phenomenon of the type that can be directly observed. If, however, any
person asserts that he can remember the incidents of a former
existence and if his statements are substantiated by independent
evidence free from all possibilities of error, then rebirth will have been
proved as a fact. Unfortunately it is extremely difficult to obtain an
unbiased evidence when the question of rebirth is at issue. Almost
every one of us wants to live through eternity but death stands in the
way of the realization of our desire, hence the thought that death is
not the end of our existence and that we have an after-life and shall be
born again has a wish-fulfilment value. This creates a bias in some
people towards believing in rebirth and in others in a sort of static
eternal life after death. Even scientific men of eminence are not
immune from this tendency; t h e evidence produced by some of them
as proof of the survival of the personality after death is not beyond
criticism. There are so many possible sources of error to be guarded
against in discussing the evidence for rebirth that one cannot be too
careful in the matter. In fact it requires a well-trained specialist in
this line to be able to assess the value of the evidence} the equipments
of a physicist or a chemist, however eminent he may be in his own
line, are not sufficient for this purpose.
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87, I shall mention here some of the more important factors
that usually go to vitiate the evidence for rebirth. The tendency to
exaggerate accounts of incidents that look out of the ordinary is very
common. One should be extremely careful in accepting oral and
written evidence in support of any supernormal even if it comes from
an otherwise highly trustworthy person, I am of course assuming
that all possibilities of intentional distortion or of fraud which is very
often to be found in such affairs have been ruled out. There is
another source of error similar to exaggeration. This is technically
known as secondary elaboration. It consists in our unconsciously
alhng up the gaps that may be present in the true account and in
establishing connections that may be really wanting among the
different elements of the story. In the unmodified naked form the
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account of a supernormal happening may appear to be incomplete and
disjointed and it is the function of secondary elaboration to make the
report a presentable one. Secondary elaboration makes it difficult
for the investigator to find out how much of the report represents
the actual facts and how much the observer's own unconscious
additions and alterations.
88. The most common source of fallacy in an otherwise
authentic account of a supposed supernormal phenomenon is traceable
tc that peculiar mental aberration known to the psychiatrists as
paramnesia. Paramnesia is characterized by falsification of memory
so that a person suffering from this disorder when experiencing a
situation for the first time really, has the impression that he must
have lived through it on some previous occasion. As the false localization in time is never definite in such cases and as actual facts prove
the impossibility of his having met the situation before, the person
concerned comes to the conclusion that the experience must have
occurred in a previous birth. Persons otherwise normal may show
paramnesic disturbances. Memory sometimes plays other forms of
trick on us. The memory of something learnt in early life and
subsequently forgotten may suddenly reappear divested of its previous
connections, In such cases we are unable to say, how, when and
where we acquired that particular knowledge. Such incidents have
sometimes led to rash theorization on rebirth. Mental patients
suffering from delusions often give details of their experiences of
so-called previous births; it is, however, comparatively easy to recognize the falsity of their assertions. The possibility of such delusions
occurring in otherwise normal people should not be forgotten; in such
cases the delusive nature of the ideas may not be easily detected.
89. A person claiming to have knowledge of a former existence
will often try to prove his assertion by undertaking to identify places,
things and men connected with his previous birth but unknown to
him in the present one. In an investigation of this nature care
should be taken by observers and onlookers familiar with the objects
sought to be identified by the claimant not to give him any direct or
indirect hints about his success or failure by any sign of approval or
denial. Those who honestly claim to possess memories of a previous
birth are generally of a sensitive neurotic temperamenti they are very
quick to interpret unconscious gestures of people around them.
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The method of getting information from other people by noticing and
interpreting their involuntary movements is wcllknown to spiritists,
magicians and psychologists. It is technically called muscle reading.
It requires an expert to take precautions against the possibility of
muscle reading. The capacity of muscle reading is present in many
mediums. It is the procedure often requisitioned by sensitive persons
without their being aware of it to arrive at what they call intuitional
knowledge. It does not necessarily mean any wilful effort at
deceit.
90. I have pointed out some of the principal sources of error in
appraising evidence for rebirth. There are other fallacies which I
need not discuss here. What I want to emphasize is that it would be
very hazardous to accept evidence in favour of rebirth unless it comes
from a person who has specialized knowledge of the errors and
pitfalls that beset this problem. During the last thirty years I had
opportunities of investigating on several occasions supernormal
phenomena suggesting rebirth. Some of these manifestations appeared
to be quite startling at first sight but in none of the cases could I find
any convincing evidence that would justify us in believing in karma
and lebirth as a factual proposition. It must be stated here that the
ancient Hindu seers consider rebirth as an actual phenomenon and
not as a mere theory. The theoretical application of the doctrine of
rebirth is a sort of corollary to their belief in the occurrence. In the
Kathopanvsad it has been stated that the problem of what happens to
the soul after death of the body is an extremely difficult one and even
wise men get bewildered in attempting to solve it; only a limited few
have the requisite knowledge. In the Yoga-sUtras it is asserted that
when one attains aamadhi or engrossment by fixed concentration of
the mind on the memory impressions one gets a direct knowledge of
one's previous births There is no reason to suppose that the sages
deliberately indulged in false assertions to mislead us. Rebirth is not
an impossible*phenomenon. From the evidence before us the rationalist would'be justified in keeping an open mind on the subject of
rebirth; any definite denial or an acceptance would be equally rash
procedures.
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EXPLANATION OF THE CHARTS SHOWING TRANSMISSION OF TRAITS.

The chart shows in a diagrammatic manner the Hindu view
as also that of Weismann and that of Freud on the transmission
of traits. The long horizontal line provided with an arrow head
passing through the centres of the circles marked 'G' in the three
diagrams shows the direction of transmission in each successive
generation. The circles 'G' represent the germplasm of Weismann.
The germplasm consists of germ cells inside the body represented
by the triangle marked 'B' in the diagrams. The triangle B containing the circle G within it represents the physical body and the
rectangle 'M' underneath the triangle represents the mind. The
letter E represents the influence of the environment which may
affect both the mind and the body. The arrow marks in the
lines connecting the triangle with the rectangle indicate the lines
of influence between the body and the mind. According to
Weismann1 s view, the mind is, as it were, an offshoot of the
body and it is the body that creates and moulds the mind.
According to the Freudian view, the mind is derived from the
body and the body can act on mind and mind on body ; this is
shown in the second diagram by the direction of the arrow marks
in the lines connecting the triangle B representing the body with the
rectangle M representing the mind. According to the Hindu view,
the mind is a separate entity and it selects its own body and
utilizes the body for its own purpose ; the body does not mould
or create the mind ; the mind is derived form the lingasarira
represented by the dotted rectangle 'L' in the diagram. The
linga'sarira or the dynamic non-corporeal mind passes out of a
body when it dies and enters a fertilized germplasm suitable for
its purpose to be born again as shown in the second circle G
in the diagram representing the Hindu view.
Out of the mature bojy comes the germplasm for the next
generation and this is represented by the second circle marked
G in each diagram. The germplasm in a sbsequent generation
is merely a continuation of the germplasm of the previous generation. The line F piercing the second circle marked G in the
figures represents fertilization. The fertilized germplasm gives rise
to the first rudiments of the body represented by the triangular
caps over the third circle in each diagram. This rudiment of
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the body is the somatoplasm. The somatoplasm ultimately encloses
the whole of the germplasm as shown in the next stage. The
triangle B covering the fourth circle G represnts the mature
body developed out of the somatoplasm represented in the previous
figure by the triangular cap S. The mind grows afresh in each
individual of the species out of the body according to Weismann
and Freud while according to the Hindu view the lingasarira or
the non-corporeal dynamic mind (which in the diagram is shown
to enter the second circle G) is a more or less permanent entity
which continues from one birth to another and grows into a
full mental apparatus in each birth as has been represented by
the rectangle M in the diagram showing the Hindu view.
The subtle body or the Uftgasarlra or the dynamic non-corporeal mind
The non-corporeal mind described by the Hindu philosophers
corresponds to what is called the soul by the laity. This entity
passes out of the body on death. It consists of seventeen categories,
namely, (1) ahainkara- or the material basis of ego-feeling, (2) inana
or the material basis of mind, (3) the five sensory capacities, (4)
the five motor capacities and (5) the five tanmatras or the material
bases of subjective perception. These seventeen elements when
lighted up by the consciousness of the ptirusa form the lingasarira.
The ling?,sarlra carries xnto the next birth all our unsatisfied cravings
and desires as latent impressions When the opportunity comes
the lingasarira selects a suitable fertilized germplasm and enters
it so that it may have its unfulfilled cravings satisfied when the
fertilized germplasm grows into a developed being.
INHERITANCE OF TRAITS
THE SUBTLE BODY OR THE LINGA
DYNAMIC NON-CORPOREAL MIND.

PURUSA
OR
Consciousness

1. The Aharhkara - t h e material basis of egofeeling
2. The Mana
- „
„
„ „ mind
+

3. The 5 Jfianendriyas- sensory capacities
4. The 5 Karmendriyas — motor

„
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5. The 5 Tanmatras-
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material basis of
subjective perception

17. Categories constituting the material basis of
the mental apparatus without the element
of consciousness. When joined with the
puruQa they go to form the mental functional unit otherwise called the linga sanra.

FUNCTIONS OF THE MANA AND YOGA

92. What we call mind in modern psychology comprises the
aliamkara, the tanmatras, the mana, the five jii&nendriyas and the
five Jcannendriyas of Hindu philosophy lighted up by the consciousness or purusa. The term 'mana* in common parlance is often used
to denote mind but in technical literature the expression is used in a
restricted sense. The ego-feeling which is supposed to be a manifestation of the mind in western psychology is something different from
the mana. The material basis of the ego-feeling is the ahaihJcara of
Samkhya. Neither ahatiikara nor mana has the attribute of consciousness that is ascribed to mind by western psychologists. The
mana together with the ahaihkara appears conscious from the
borrowed light of the puruQa. According to Hindu psychology the
mana has several distinct functions. In the first place it controls
the indriyas and works in conjunction with them. No indriya
whether sensory or motor is effective unless the mana applies itself
to it. This may be described as the attentive function of the mana ;
it is in this sense that the mana is considered to be an instrument o£
knowledge and of action ; mana has been called the eleventh indriya,
the other ten being the five sensory and the five motor ones ; the
mana is intiriyadhipati or the lord of the indriyas.
93. The sensory experience gathered by the jMnendriyas is
received by the mana and h stored up in it ; this constitutes tha
receptive function of the minct : this aspect of the mana has been
called the citta, It should be rerrembered that the term citta in tha
Yoga-sutras has a wider connotation and stands for all the different)
functions of the mana taken collectively ; in Yoga citta and mana
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are synonymous terms. Besides having its receptive function the
mana has to control thought and action. For this purpose it must be
supposed to have a capacity for considering alternative situations and
for discrimination before it can arrive at a decision. The cogitative
aspect of the mana that considers and ponders over alternatives is
also called mana in the restricted sense. The deciding aspect has
been called the buddhi. Mana then controls the sensory and the
motor indriyas, receives and stores up knowledge as memory impressions, cogitates on the different aspects of a situation and finally
comes to a decision. Where necessary it is the mana that settles on
a definite line of action and sets the karmendriyas in operation
accordingly. Most of its activities appear to be conscious because
of its association with the puru*a. It is the consciousness of the
puru^a again that enables the mana to be aware of its perceptions
both subjective and objective. The perceptions arise when the
conglomerations of the tanmatras and those of the mahabhTitas,
constituting the bases of subjective and objective perceptions
respectively, are brought into contact with the mana through the
intermediary of the jfianendriyas. Western psychologists describe
mind not as something having a separate existence but as the sum
total of the mental processes. Hindu psychologists on the other
hand consider mana as a definite entity, something like what we
understand by the expression mind stuff. What we call a mental
process is to be regarded as a functional modification of the mind
stuff lighted up by the consciousness of the puru$a.
94. There is not much difficulty in indicating the seat of the
sensory indriyas that give rise to perceptions but the problem is not
at all simple when we try to find bodily locations for the other mental
processes. It requires a welltrained introspective capacity on the
part of an observer to be able to say at which part of the body the
various mental functions, e.g., thinking, reasoning, etc, are to be
located. The localizations are all of the psychological order and they
refer to the kinaesthetic sensations that are to be felt at different
Parts of the body in association with the different mental processes.
When we are overpowered by grief, for instance, we feel a suffocative sensation in the chest particularly in the region of the heart ;
it is because of such experience that we say 'my heart is bursting
with grief or 'trembling with fear' and so on. This 'heart' is not the
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anatomist's heart but it is an ill-defined region of the chest situated
over that organ. The functions of the mana in the restricted sense
of the term is cogitation and consideration of alternatives. In cogitating we generally have recourse to what is called in modern psychology
internal speech which can be located as a kinaesthetic sensation inside
the throat or inside the mouth ; hence in Hindu psychology these
parts of the body have been called the seat of mana. Physiologically
speaking it is the brain that is to be considered the seat of all mental
processes including that of mana and not any other organ of the
body but to a psychologist the brain is a non-entity unless he sees it
in a dissection. Hindu psychologists have located buddhi or the
deciding function of the mind in the regions of the head and the mouth ;
in exercising buddhi also as in the case of ??iana internal speech is at
work ; the 'head' that is the seat of buddhi is not the brain. The
citta in its restricted connotation, i. e., the receptive function of the
mind, has been located in the region of the navel and the ahafnharil or
the ego-feeling has been said to reside in the region of the heart.
Sometimes the term mana is used in a wider sense to denote the
whole mental apparatus and as such it is located by different authorities in . different places such as the region of the navel or of the heart
or in the space between the two eyebrows. It will be seen that these
localizations are not at all fantastic as many scholars suppose them I
to be, on the other hand they rest on sound introspective evidence
and are thus scientifically admissible.
95. The puru§a or the soul has been described as 'Guhahita'
or residing within the cave. By Guhx is meant the lirdaya Guha'
or the cave in the region of the heart. The expression 'guhahita'
seeks to convey the idea that in deep introspection the ego
appears to be located within the region of the heart. There is
no need to bring in any mystic explanation. The ego has again
been described as "angii*thamatra" or of the size of the thumb.
Although, I am not in a position to substantiate if, I am sure
this refers to the introspective experience of risis.
96. The mana or the mind stuff, as mentioned before, is the
same as the citta of the Yoga-stitras. For every experience there is
a corresponding modification of this citta. I shall henceforth use
in this chapter the yogic technical term citta in place of mana
to denote mind stufif. The nature of the modification that the

citta undergoes in experiencing a perception or in harbouring a
thought has been the subject matter of many polemics by Hindu
psychologists. Broadly speaking it may be said that there are
two theories in the field. According to both the views there
must be some sort of contact between the indriya and the object
of its apprehension before any perception can arise. Some hold
that the citta or mana comes out through the indriya or the
sense door and reaching the objects invests it in such a manner
that it may be said to assume the form of that object. This
process has been called 'tadakuraJcarita' or 'assumption of that
form'. When the purusa lights up the form assumed by the
citta there is awareness of the object concerned or in other
words there arises a specific perception. According to the second
view there is in every object capable of being perceived a
special capacity or power which may be called the power of
cognisability. This power extends as a ray from the object and
reaching the citta through the indriya brings about a functional
modification of the citta in such a manner that the latter assumes
the form of the object to be cognized perception arises when
this mental form receives the light of consciousness of the purusa.
'Tadaltay altar it? or 'assumption of that form' has been recognized
as the basic principle of mental functioning in Hindu psychology.
The citta or mana can assume a gross or a subtle, a big or a
minute form according to the nature of the object with which
it has to deal. The variety of objects being almost infinite the
corresponding mental forms must also be innumerable.
97. Once the citta, in apprehending an object or a situation,
has assumed a particular form as a functional modification it develops
a special predisposition to revert to that form in future or in other
words every experience leaves on the citta a sort of indelible impression that tends to be revived later. This impression is called samshara.
The savislura is the basis of memory ; in fact it may be called latent
memory impression. All our wishes and cravings also give rise to
saohsJcara. The saihskaras produced by unfulfilled desires have an
almost indestructible tendency to appear as urges whenever opportunity
offers for their satisfaction. The samskaras are thus not mere
passive memory impressions but are to be considered as active
tendencies of a latent nature that give rise to memory images on the
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one hand and to urges for action for the fulfilment of desires that
have been on the waiting list on the other. The satnskaras are stored
up by the citta and are carried over by the t&h&Mt sarlra or the
subtle body to the next birth on the death of the gross body. It is
for this reason that the Yoga-sutrcts say that by attainment of
samadhi in regard to the samskaras one gets a knowledge of one's
previous births. The saihskHras of earlier births determine in which
form the subsequent rebirths will materialize ; they also provide the
basis of instinctive life and inborn traits in animals and men.
98. During the assumption of each form corresponding to
each experience the citta undergoes a special functional modification.
The functional modifications of the citta are known as its vrttis
The cittavrttis although almost infinite in number have been
classified in the Yoga-sutras under five heads. I shall discuss the
principle of this classification in its proper place in connection
with the explanation of the sutra 1.6. The state of the citta varies
at different times according to the nature of the cittavrttis. When
the sattva guna is prominent the citta receives more of the light
of consciousness and thus being concerned more with the nature
of the experience than anything else, remains calm. When raja
overpowers sattva the attention is directed outwards and the
object apprehended acts as a stimulus for action ; emotions arise
and the citta remains in a ruffled state. When taraa is dominant
the citta fails to have a proper perspective of the surroundings
and becomes unduly excited or lethargic.
99. From the standpoint of yoga the states of the citta
have been described under five heads (1) distracted, i.e., in which
the citta is never steady in any of its functional-'modifications ;
it jumps from one object to another, (2) stupefied, in which the
citta is lethargic or is completely overpowered by impulses, (3)|
mildly distracted, in which the citta remains steady only for transitory
periods on certain objects, (4) one.-pointed, in which the citta can
be kept voluntarily fixed on one object for a fairly long time and
(5) suspended, in which the citta remains in its pure form without
undergoing any functional modification, i.e., it is not concerned
with any object whatever. The five states of the citta as described
here are to be distinguished from the five types of functional modification referred to previously. The five types of modification

may occur in any of the five states of the citta. Yoga has been
defined as the suspension of all functional modifications of the
citta, i.e., the fifth or the suspended condition of the citta is to
be considered as its yogic state.
100. The first three states of the citta namely the distracted,
the stupified and the mildly distracted ones are not conducive
to the production of the yogic state. The aspirant must practise
to keep his citta fixed at one object, i.e., he must have a onepointed citta before he can expect to have samadhi and yoga.
He should first of all direct his mind to fixation on a particular
object and then concentrate on it till he is completely engrossed
in the thought of the object. The fixation of attention
on any particular point of an object or on any locality is technically
called dharana. Dharana may be translated as fixation of attention.
For the purpose of practising yoga the aspirant can fix his
attention on any object irrespective of its nature ; it does not matter
whether the object is imaginary or real whether it is some
mental process like sensation or whether it is some object in the
body or outside the body. The continued perception of the fixed
object only is called dhyana or concentration. The dhyana or
concentration reaches the stage of samadhi, which may be
translated as engrossment, when the whole of the conscious field
is occupied by the intended object to the exclusion of everything
else ; the ego-feeling, the knowledge that one is thinking of something and all action attitudes with reference to it disappear from
consciousness the whole of which becomes engrossed in the contemplation of the object alone. In yogic terminology the three
processes, vis, dharana, dhyana and samadhi, i.e., fixation of attention,
concentration and engrossment are collectively indicated by the
term samyama. It is asserted that by samyama the yogi gets the
tiue knowledge of things. The aspirant is advised to practise
samyama first on gross objects and then gradually as he attains
success the samyama is to be practised with reference to subtle
ements. So long as samyama is concerned with any definite
experience whether it be of the gross or subtle order the samadhi
said to be one with a core. The cittavrttis or the functional
Modification of the citta has a definite form in such cases. In
words the mind has something as its content. When there
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is samadhi or engrossment with reference to tl e citta itself i.e.,
when the engrossment is without a cote and the mind remains
in its pure unmodified form, yoga is attained.
101. The whole theory of yoga as propounded in the Yogasuttas may be said to rest on the idea of saraapatti which is a
specific and exclusive form of'tadakarakarita' which I have translated
into the expression 'asumption of that form*. According to the
Yoga-sutras the citta in samadhi not only assumes the form of
the object apprehended but also becomes indentical with it ; the
yogi under such conditions develops power or attributes that are
characteristic of the object. In modern psychology the view that
the mind becomes identical with the object of its perception has j
found favour with certain schools of psychoanalysts. It is only
by a sort of identification that one comes to know of the characteristics of an object but the indemnification that is posited by
yoga, is quite different from this. By the identification in samadhi
the citta not only knows the characteristics of the object itself.
If the aspirant attains samadhi by concentration on the strength
of an elephant he will himself be as strong as that animal. From
samyama directed towards a heavenly body one can acquire the
knowledge of the distribution and movements of all celestial bodies
and so on. The Yoga-sutras go even so far as to assert that one may
by practising samyama on suitable objects and situations overcome
the forces of gravity and float about in air can take any animal form
one likes, can make oneself invisible, can enter inside stones and what
not. It is true that the Yoga-sutras assert that the special super- I
normal powers only serve to detract the yogi from his final goal,
namely that of liberation, but the fact remains that according to the
Yoga-sutras the attainment of such powers is within the limits of I
practical possibility for a human being.
102. The description in the Yoga-sutras of the super-normal
powers that may be acquired by the yogi is bound to rouse incredulity
in the mind of the average reader. The orthodox Hindu view is that
the account is a perfectly true one and although we do not come
across miracle-working yogis in our everyday intercourse in towns
and villages at the present time there are such people to be found in
jungles and mountains away from human habitation. Ancient Indian
literature is full of the records of the achievements of yogis. These
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descriptions have been given by learned persons whose t r u s t w o r t h i ness there is n o reason t o suspect. I t is o u r o w n w a n t of knowledge
and of experience t h a t makes us disbelieve such accounts ; t h e r e is
nothing impossible of a t t a i n m e n t by t h e yogi. W h o among t h e
rationalists would have believed in t h e miracles of t h e present-day
science had he been told a b o u t t h e m say t h r e e h u n d r e d years ago ?
Even at t h e present time we d o come across genuine cases of such
apparently mysterious performance as fire walking ; t h e n again t h e r e
are a u t h e n t i c instances of sadhus or religious men remaining buried
under earth for periods extending over days and m o n t h s w i t h o u t any
apparent sign of life and regaining full vitality when brought u p to
the surface again. All such p h e n o m e n a would be considered impossible judged from o u r knowledge of m o d e r n physiology and y e t they
happen. Similarly, however impossible t h e feats of t h e yogis may
appear t o us from t h e standpoint of present-day science we have no
right t o discredit t h e m on a priori g r o u n d s particularly in view of t h e
existence of records left by ancient learned sages.
103. T h e r e is a good deal of t h e element of t r u t h in these
arguments set forth by o r t h o d o x believers in yoga. Considering t h e
setring of the Yoga-sutra it would be highly unwise for anybody to
suppose t h a t their a u t h o r has deliberately given us an irresponsible,
wrong, exaggerated or a false a c c o u n t of the possibilities of yoga.
The opinion held by certain persons t h a t these ancient learned m e n
were so many supersititious gullible people w h o believed in the claims
of yoga merely because of a baseless tradition is equally futile.
Admitting t h e validity of all these arguments t h e question arises
whether it will be justifiable for us as rational and practical men t o
believe implicitly in the claims of yoga simply on t h e basis of ancient
written evidence and on t h a t of isolated occurrences of
fire-walking
and t h e like.
104. Every scientific worker h a s certain more or less definite
ideas of t h e limits of possibilities ; these ideas guide him in his
investigations and thoughts. W h a t the scientist considers to be the
limit of possibility in any case is determined by the knowledge he has
acquired from others on t h e subject and by his o w n observations.
No rational person would therefore be justified in definitely accepting
an assertion as t r u e merely on verbal evidence, even if it comes from
a trustworthy source if t h e alleged fact goes beyond t h e limit of
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possibility admitted by him. In such a case he has no right to disbelieve the statement either. He should keep his judgement in suspension till further evidence is collected. If subsequently the alleged fact
is proved beyond doubt he will have to modify his idea of the limit of
possibility. A rationalist three hundred years ago, for instance,
would have been perfectly justi6ed in refusing to accept as true the
proposition that news can be instantly transmitted thousands of miles
through empty space ; he would have been wrong in his attitude,
however, if he had altogehter denied such a possibility. A scientist
should be willing to admit that even a definitely established universal
law, like that of gravitation, may be inoperative under certain conditions but he must not accept such a statement as having been proved
true in any particular case merely on verbal evidence. The greater
the deviation of an alleged occurrence from the normal the more
stringent should be the test to establish its authenticity. The idea
of the limit of possibility held by any person should not be inviolable ;
its proper function is to indicate that judgement in favour of belief
should be suspended when the limit appears to be transgressed till
such time as the accumulated evidence becomes convincing. In the
present state of our knowledge the yogic miracles seem to us to be
beyond the range of possibility and as such we cannot accept any
verbal evidence in its favour as final. We should maintain an open
mind and should be prepared to examine any further proof that may
be forthcoming in favour of the reality of supernormal yogic
phenomena.

is intimately connected with two other concepts, viz, 'dharana1
and dhyana. For the purpose of practising yoga the aspirant has
to fix his mind on some point of some object ; the point as well
as the object itself may be an imaginary one. The riveting of
attention upon a particular locality is called dharana and the
continued perception of one object, whether it be the fixated point
or some other thing conceived to be located there, is called dhyana.
The dhyana becomes samadhi when the whole of the mental apparatus
becomes occupied by the intended object to the exclusion of everything else i in samadhi the knowledge that one is concentrating
on something or that the contemplated object has a particular
setting and that it has certain properties, etc., all dissappear from
the conscious field. Dharana, dhyana and samadhi have been
variously translated by different writers on yoga. I propose to
use the English equivalents 'fixation of attention1, 'concentration1
and 'engrossment* in their place. These expressions do not convey
the full significance of the original Sanskrit terms but given the
explanation they are sufficiently precise for our purpose. Dharana,
dhyana and samadhi taken together constitute 'samyama'. I have
retained 'samyama' as 'samyama' as no English rendering of the term
will convey the requisite meaning.
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TECHNICAL TERMS

105. The Yoga-sutras are replete with technical terms some
of which arc not capable of being rendered into English as they
stand for ideas and concepts that are entirely new to European
philosophy. It would be best if all the technical terms could be
retained in their original form in an English translation of the
Sutras but this would lead to difficulty of understanding in the
case of the average English reader. It is desirable, therefore,
for the sake of intelligibility to translate the terns wherever
possible even at the risk of sacrificing accuracy to some extent.
Take the case of the term 'samadhi1. The concept of samadhi
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106. Avidya is a term that has been translated as 'nescience1,
'ignorance1, etc. None oc these proposed English equivalents carry
the connotation of the term avidya. The Yoga-sutras have defined
avidya as that which causes what is really impermanent, impure,
painful and not belonging to the self to be looked upon as permanent,
pure, pleasurable and pertaining to the self (115). It is futile to
make any effort to find a suitable single English term for this
complicated concept. Sattva, raja and tama are also untranslatable.
I have, therefore, left such terms as the are and have remained
content by pointing out their connotations. The enly liberty that
I have taken is with regard to their spelling. In Sanskrit there are
eight cases endings and three numbers giving 24 variants for each
noun. Besides these there is the basic form of the word. Some
scholars in retaining the Sanskrit terncs in English have chosen the
basic forms, e.g., brahman. Some others prefer to use the singular
number of the nominative or the first case as brahma. It is difficult
to maintain one uniform principle in the choice of English forms
10
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of Sanskrit terms as no matter whether we use the base or the
nominative singular the transliteration becomes too cumbrous in
some cases and the resulting form of the word goes against the
spirit of the English language. Then again there is the difficulty of
coining the necessary derivatives from such words. When the
Sanskrit word prakrti is retained in English doubt arises in spelling
the derivative adjective. The Sanskrit form of the adjective is
prakrtika while if we are to be guided by the English convention
it would be desirable to spell it as prakritic and the original word
as prakriti, I have not, therefore, followed the rules of Sanskrit
grammar and spelling in transliterating the technical terms that
refuse to yield English equivalents. I have chosen the spelling
that seems best to be in conformity with English us age and that
will yield suitable derivatives.
107. The Sanskrit equivalent of the English term 'mind' is
supposed to be 'raana'. Mind and 'mana' are however not exactly
identical things. What is described as mana in Indian philosophy is
really the material basis of mind, i.e., it is mind minus the conscious
element. Although I have used the word 'mind' in place of the
word 'mana' in some cases it is to be noted that such use is
not quite correct. I have done it for the sake of simplicity of
expression, and I hope the reader will have no difficulty in finding
out the true meaning of the passages in which the word 'mind'
occurs in the sense of *mana\ 'Manas' is the basic form of the
word. The first or the nominative case singular from is 'manah' ;
the derived adjective is 'manasika'. I have used neither the basic
form 'manas1 nor the first case singular fcrm manah but simply
'mana'; similarly sattva, raja, tama, buddhi, samadhi, samapatti,
karma, yoga, etc. The derivative adjectives have been spelt as
sattvic, rajasic, tamasic, karmic, yogic, prakritic, etc. The corresponding Sanskrit forms are sattvika, rajasika, tamasika, yaugika, karmanya,
prakrtika, etc. The derivative forms that I have used conform
to English usage and they do not depart greatly from the Sanskrit
originals. The transliterated words are to be pronounced in accordance with their diacritic marks.
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SUMMARY OF THE FIRST QUARTER

{The numbers within brackets refer to the Sutras of the first quarter)
108. The first quarter of the Yoga-sutras has been called the
samadhi padah. It describes in general terms the nature of the
various forms of samadhi or engrossment that is the final step in the
attainment of yoga and the obstacles that are to be met with in this
connection.
109. Yoga consists in voluntarily suspending all functions of
the mind (2). The mental functions are called in yoga functional
modifications of the citta (2). These functional modifications provide
the source of our experience and they initiate all our actions including those of the unconscious type. The citta received impressions
as stimuli from the outside world and from within the body and acts
in accordance with them. Action is thus secondary to knowledge or
experience. Hence in describing the functions of the citta the Yogasutras consider only its primary cognitive aspect.
110. The functional modifications of citta have been classified
under five heads which include all possible types of cognition (5).
The five types of cognition constitute the five types of knowledge.
They are as follows ; i. correct knowledge derived from perception,
inference and communication from others collectively called pramana,
ii. false perceptual knowledge or knowledge depending on illusions
called viparyaya iii. fanciful conceptual knowledge, called vikalpa,
arising out of a combination of words, e. g., a threelegged snake, iv.
the knowledge of non-existence of something, as for instance, the
experience that one has after waking from sleep that one knew
nothing so long as one was sleeping ; the knowledge of the type that
such and such a person is not in the room also belongs to this category ; this type of experience has been named after sleep as nidra
and v. the knowledge derived from memory called smrti (6-11). It
will be seen that whatever may be the source of an experience the
resulting cognition comes under one or other of the five classes of
mental function described here.
111. When the citta apprehends any object it assumes the
form of that object and we have a cognition when this form is
lighted up by the consciousness of the experiencing agent or the
Purusa. The aim of yoga is to suspend all types of modifications
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of the citta so that the latter may remain in its pure unmodified
form : it is only in this state that the true nature of the experiencing
agent is realized (3). It required a good deal of earnest practice
extending over a long period. For this purpose it is necessary to
control the worldly desires that make the citta run after objects.
The thirst for objects has to cease or in other words the gunas of
the prakriti should bz rendered powerless by the cultivation of
non-attachment to objects and situations. When the purusa reveals
itself to the aspirant the non-attachment attains its highest limit
(12-16).
112. The aspirant is advised to practise suspension of the
citta's function with reference to gross objects at first and then
as success is attained he may proceed to tackle subtler elements.
The gross objects are those which can be perceived by everybody
as existing outside his ego and which can form the subject matter
of discussion with others ; they are derived from the mahabhutas.
The subtle objects are one's own subjective perceptions, they cannot
be discussed with any body else. Besides the subjective perceptions
that arise out of the tanmatras, the group called subtle objects
includes the indriyas or the sensory and motor capacities, the
ahamkara or the asmita or the ego-feeling, the mahat, i. e., the prakriti
at the stage of differentiation and lastly the prakriti or primordial
matter in its undifferentiated form (45).
113. The assumption of the citta of the form of the object
it contemplates during engrossment samadhi is known as samapatti
(41). The argumentative form of samapatti concerns itself with
gross objective perceptions attended with action attitudes. In the
deliberative form of samapatti with subtle objects also the action
attitude is present. It is this action attitude that makes us think
of objects in terms of their use and imparts meaning to a situation. When the aspirant is able to discard the action attitude
altogether non-argumentative and non-deliberative forms of samapatti
arise ; under these conditions the resulting cognitions of both gross
and subtle objects seem devoid of their significance, the item of
contemplation appearing merely as an object, gross or subtle as
the case may be, without any meaning (42-44). The four types
of mental modification described here, namely savitarka, savicara,
nitvitarka and nirvicara are called samprajnata or cognizant be-
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cause in each of these there is cognition of something or other
by the citta (17). With futher practice all specific cognitions
drop off and only latent impressions remain in the citta (18).
This state has been called asamprajnata or one in which no form
of cognition is present.
114. The forms of samadhi attended with the cognizant and
the non-cognizant varieties of samapatti come under the group sabija
or that with a core. In the cognizant form either a gross or a
sabject forms the core of the citta while in non-cognizant variety
the latent impessions alone which persist constitute the core (46).
The attainment of the non-deliberative form of samadhi has been
said to produce bodily and mental tranquility (47), and knowledge
derived from this form of samadhi has been called truthhearing as under this condition everything in this world is perceived
in its true form (48-49). Whsn the yogi is able to make his
titta free of the influence of even latent impressions he attains
nirbija samadhi or engrossment without any core (51). This state
is one of perfect yoga as during this condition functional modifications of the citta are entrirely suspended.
115. Besides the practice of different forms of samadhi devotional contemplation of God is also a method of attaining yoga (23).
God is a being who is entirely beyond the reach of all forms of karma
and bondage (24) and in Him is to be found a perfect knowledge of
the past, the present and the future (27). On repeated contemplation of the characteristics of this being the functional modifications
of the citta may be suspended (28).
116. Various forms of disturbances may detract the aspirant
form attaining yoga (30). The methods recommended to overcome
these distractions are concentration on a single element (32),
development of certain specific attitudes (33), control of breath (34),
concentration of the mind on certain aspects of perception (35, 36),
concentrating on the mind of a person free from all attractions
for wotldly objects (37), concentrationg on the perceptual experience
of dreams or of sleep (38) or concentrating on a object of one's
choice whatever be its nature (39). Practice in concentration
enables the aspirant to fix his mind steadfastly on all objects
ranging from the biggest to the minutest entity (40). This leads
to the attainment of samapatti in which the citta assumes the
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form of the object contemplated to the exclusion of everything
else (41). Samapatti is the state of the citta during samadhi and
saraadhi, as has already been said before, is the essential prerequisite for the attainment of yoga in which all mental functions
are suspended.
SUMMARY OF THE SECOND QUARTER

(The numbers ivithin brackets refer to the sutras of the second quarter)
118. The second quarter of the Yoga-sutras deals with the
expedients that are to be employed for the acquirement of the
different capacities that lead to the final yogic state ; it also discusses
the impediments that the aspirant has to overcome in order to attain
success in yoga.
119. The Yoga-sutras maintain that the cause of all our
miseries lies In the union of two radically different entities, viz, the
experiencer and the experienced (17). This union is to be traced to
the operations of the avidya (24). Avidya is the source of our egofeeling and of the attraction and repulsion that we feel with reference
to external objects and situations ; avidya is also the agent that lies
behind the desire of every living being io maintain life (5-9). The
avidya, the ego-feeling, the feelings of attraction and repulsion and
the innate desire to live have been called the five klesas or bondages
that lead to pain (3) as in the course of their operations they produce
karmic deposits which fructify in this life or in some later birth. They
have been called bondages because so long as they exist they bind
down the purusa to a succession of rebirths and thus prevent his
liberation (12, 13). According to the merit or demerit of the acts
prompted by these five urges the purusa experiences either pleasure
or pain (14) ; the discerning person, however, considers all pleasurable states of this nature as nothing but painful because of their
attendant afflictions and because they leave karmic residues resulting
in rebirths (15). The yogi therefore should try to avoid these
bondages so far as it lies in his power (16),
120. Since the union of the experiencer and the experienced
is the source of bondage (17) the aspirant should try to realize the
nature of these two entities. That which is experienced is derived
out of the prakriti and is under the sway of the latter's gunas (18,19),
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the experiencing agent on the other hand is pure and immutable and
it cognizes objects only in the wake of the different functional
modifications of the citta which is a product of the prakriti (20).
The objects of experience exist merely for the sake of the experiencer
(21) and they suffer extinction in the case of a purusa who ceases
to take interest in them (22).
121. Although the union of the experiencer and the experienced
is the source of bondage and paiii it serves as the medium of
liberation also because it is through this union that we realize the
true nature of the object as well af that of the experiencer (23).
The avidya that is responsible for the union of the experiencer and
the experienced has therefore to be tackled. If the aspirant can
conquer avidya there will be no connection between the subject and
the object and the experiencer will be isolated from the prakriti and
will be established in his own pure nature (24, 25). The avidya
exercises its effect through the bondages, hence means must be
adopted to deal with the latter also. The bondages may be attenuated
and finally destroyed by observing certain codes of life and by the
help of certain special practices. There are eight types of such
means known as the yogansas or the expedients to yoga. They are i.
yama or restraints of the tendencies to do injury to other beings, to
behave falsely, to get other peoples things, to enjoy sex pleasure and
to acquire property (30), ii. niyama or rites under which are included
cleanliness, contentment, voluntary austerities, recitation of sacred
texts and devotional contemplation of God (32), iii, asana or a steady
comfortable posture that enables the aspirant to practise successfully
the subsequent expedients (40), iv. pranayma or control of breath
(49), v. pratyahara or withdrawal of the senses from their respective
objects (54), vi. dharana or fixation of the citta to a particular
locality (III, 1), vii. dhyana or concentration of the citta on some
definite object ? (11.2) and viii. samadhi or complete engrossment
of the citta in the object of contemplation to the exclusion of everything else (III.3).
122. The practice of the first two forms of expedients, viz,
restraints and rites, favours the development of the capacity for
samadhi and at the same serves to attenuate the bondages (2,
38,39,40,41,43,45). If during such practice any impediments arise
they are to be removed by thinking of the other side of the
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question (33,34). After the bondages have been deprived of
their strength by the proper exercise of the restraints and rhe
rites they may be removed altogether by dhyana or concentration
(11). The practiceof control of breath leads to the purification of the
sattva or the revealing aspect of ths citta and promotes the capacity
of fixation (52,53). When all the eight forms of expedients have
been properly mastered unwavering discriminative reaching to the
highest is acquired (28). By discriminative knowledge is meant
the knowledge that that makes one realize the essentially different
nature of two entities, viv, the prakriti and the purusa i.e., the
experienced and the experiences Discriminative knowledge is the
means of overcoming avidya (26, 27,23) and of attaining isolation.

125. i When samyama is applied successfully to any object or
situation the yogi gains true knowledge with reference to it (5).
The knowledge that we gain under ordinary circumstaces is not
likely to be perfect as both the mind as well as the objects that
it cognizes are in a state of continuous flux. This flux is of a
threefold nature, In the first instance it affects the properties
of substances so that one property may give place to another
resulting in the rise of an apparently new characteristic of the
object ; this change has been called in yoga as the property—
resultant. Secondly there is another type of flux which brings about
what may be called the time-resultant; this consists in the change
of form that a substance unndergoes from moment to moment ;
the future and as yet unmanifest form of an object become the
present form when we apprehend it and then in the next moment
it is relegated to the past. The third type of flux affects value
of an object ; the change of the newness of an article for
instance into oldness is called value-resultant ; similarly the valueresultant of a particuler woman changes according as she is considered as a daughter, a wife or a mother (13, 14).
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123. The practice of the expedients of yoga incidentally leads to
the development of certain special powers ; these have been
mentioned both in the second (35-45, 48, 52, 53, 55) and in the
third quarter of the Yoga-sutras.

SUMMARY OF THE THIRD QUARTER

(The numbers within brackets refer to the sutras of the third quarter)
The third quarter of the Yoga-sutras deals with bibhuti or
super-normal powers. The yogi may acuire special powers by
applying to specific situations the last three of the expedients
mentioned in the previous quarter. These expedients are dharana
of fixation of attention to some particular locality (1), dhyana
or concentration which consists in the continued perception
of one object only on which the attention has been fixed (2)
and samadhi or engrossment in which the whole of the conscious
field is occupied by the object of concentration to the exclusion of
everything else (3). The dharana, the dhyana the samadhi may
be regarded as the consecutive phases of the same procedure hence
they have been collectively named as samyama should be practised
with gross objects at first and then when success has been achieved
it should be directed in stages to increasingly subtler and subtler
elements, While in samyama the consciousness has for its core
some object either gross or subtle (8) in nirbija yoga .,or yoga
without a core the consciousness is devoid of all contents.
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126. In samadhi the mental function that concerns itself with
manifold objects gives place to one that directs the mind is said to
have a single directional resultant with reference to the single object
when the past and the present cognitions of it are alike (12). In
nirodha only the latent impressions of the citta remain (9) so that
the flow of the mind becomes tranquil (10). It is only in the state of
single-directional resultant of the mind that true knowledge of objects
can be gained. In nirodha the knowledge of the latent impressions of
the citta becomes available to the yogi. By applying samyama to the
three types of resultants arising out of the three types of flux mentioned
above the yogi acquires the knowledge of the past and the future (16).
127. Besides the flux that affects objects there is another from
of impediment that comes in the way of correct knowledge is not
pure ; it is a confused mixture of the knowledge of the object itself,
the world standing for the name of the object and the different ideas
that are associated with the word and the object (17). In order to
get a correct knowledge of things the yogi has to distinguish these
three elements in our perception by directing his samyma towards
them individually.
11
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128. Samyama thus provides the yogi with a steady unidirectional mental apparatus which enables him to probe into the exact
constitution of all objects in this world in spite of their flux, beginning from the grossest to the most subtle one. Since in samyama there
is samapatti or assumption of the contemplated form by the citta the
yogi himself aquires the characteristic of the object of his samyama.
It is by this means that the supernormal powers as also liberation
come to him (16-55) (See the chapter on functions of the Mana and
Yoga).

SUMMARY OF FOURTH QUARTER
(The numbers within brackets refer to the sutras of the fourth
quarter)
129. The third quarter of the Yoga-sutras mentions some of
the super-mormal powers that the yogi may acquire by special
practices. The first six sutras of the fourth quarter explain how,
given the limitations of the body possessed by the yogi, such
apparently supernormal feats may become possible. The human body
as also all other objects in the universe are derived from one and
the same prakriti. The human body therefore possesses the latent
possibilities of transformation into any other natural object including
the bodies belonging to other species of animals. The prakriti sets
up barriers that normally prevent a transformation of one body into
another. By special acts of merits and demerits as well as by yogic
practices, incantations and drugs these barriers may be removed and
thereafter an automatic transformation may take place. This is how
the Iinga sarira or the subtle body of a human being after death may
be reborn as a lower animal. This also explains how a yogi can
transform his body into that of any other being (1-3) ; the mind of
the newly created being is however not an independent entity but
is derived from the ego-feeling of the yogi himself (4) and all acts
performed by this being produces karmic impressions on the yogi's
citta as happens under conditions of his normal life ; the only
exception is when the new body is a prduct of dhyana on the part of
the yogi •, since in dhyana the desires are suspended no karmic
impression is formed by the acts of the new being (6). The yogi's
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acts arc neither 'black' nor 'white',, e., they have no merit or
demerit and leave no karmic impression. The acts of ordinary
persons on the other hand always leave karmic residues which tend
to bear fruit some time or other (7-9).
130. In the fourth quarter the question of kaivalya or isolation
or liberation from bondages has been mainly discussed. The bondages
are the outcome of avidya which manifests itself as ego-feeling bringing about a distinction batween the subject and the object attractive
or repulsive to the subject; avidya also perpetuates this state of
affairs by creating an urge for the continuation of life (II. 3-9). As
a result of the operations of the avidya the purusa comes into contact
with the manifestations of the prakriti constituting the external world
of objects. The objects are apprehended by the citta through the
intermediary of the indriyas. The purusa, the citta and the external
object therefore constitute the three elements in the bondage ; the
part played by each of these three entities in creating bondage has
been discussed as also the relation they bear to one another and the
means by which the interconnecting links may be severed and the
purusa liberated.
131. So long as avidya is potent the law of karma holds good
and our acts leave on the citta samskaras or impressions which
fructify inevitably in fresh actions later on although such fructification of any particular impression may be postponed for a shorter or
longer time by the intervention of resultants of other impressions
(9). Since desires are eternal the impressions produced by acts
prompted by them have also no beginning (10). The questions arises
how can this eternal karmic chain of acts and impressions be broken
so as to liberate the purusa. The latent impressions require certain
conditions for their fructification ; the cause of each impression is a
particular type of previous act; the impression thus produced
fructifies when it leads to a fresh action. In the absence of the five
bondages (11, 3) any act that may be performed by the yogi is free
from all merit or demerit (7) and as such it produces no karmic
residue ; under such conditions also the already existing impressions
left by previous actions have no opportunity of fructification. Then
again the impressions require a substratum for their storage and
preservation ; under ordinary conditions the citta serves as the
repository of the impressions but in the yogic state when all its
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functional modications have been suspended the citta becomes a
barren soil for the impressions. The latent impressions require,
further, for their fructification certain external objects which go to
form their support so to say; when discriminative knowledge is gained
by the yogi all attraction for objects regress to their source, i. e., to
the unmodified prakriti (32-34) ; the impressions are bereft of their
support. The latent impressions are thus seem to be conditioned by
different factors in the absence of which they cease to be operative
(11) and the karma bondage is then rendered futile (12).

cravings and has no desire even for isolation his saraadhi reaches the
highest point and he fully realizes the true nature of all the
properties of all the objects (29). In this state there is little to be
known and the objects have no attraction for the yogi, the chain of
karma is disrupted and the gunas having fulfided their purpose
regress to their original state and show no mutations. This is how
isolation is attained by yoga (30-34).

132. The purusa, the citta and the object consitute, as has been
already mentioned, the three elements of the bondage. Of these the
purusa is the only immutable entity ; both the citta and the object
are liable to flux. The citta undergoes functional modifications in
apprehending objects and the properties of the objects themselves
are continuously changing ; the properties are derived from the gunas
and they may be either manifest or latent (23). Although an object
may be said to be constituted of a number of properties its singleness
as an entity is perceived by us because the resulant of the gunas is a
single product (14). The object remaining the same the citta may be
influenced in different ways by it, hence the object and the citta stand
on different footings (15). An object exists only so long as it is
apprehended by the citta but as there are mvlitiple beings each with
a citta, the object, even if it is not perceived by one person, does
not really cease to be (16). The object is known by the citta (17)
and the functional modifications of the citta are known by the purusa
(18). There cannot be a simultaneous cognition of the object
experienced (19). The citta or mind dose not know itself (19) nor
is there any inner mind of the mind to reveal its presence (21). The
citta has an experience of itself when it takes the from of the pure
conditions (22) or tne purusa and it appre ends object when it is
influenced both by the experiencer and the experienced (23).
133. Being the object of experience for another the citta or
mind exists for the sake of its master the purusa (18, 24). When one
sees the difference between the purusa and the citta the feeling that
the mind is the self disappears (25) and the conditions become
favourable for isolation (26). Although there may be occassional
lapses from the state (27) the disturbances may be removed by
appropriate measures (28). When the yogi has conquered all
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TEXT
134 First quarter
Samadhipadah
I. 1
I. 2
I. 3
I. 4
I. 5
I. 6
I. 7
I. 8
I. 9
I. 10
I, 11
I. 12
I. 13
I. 14
I. 15
I. 16
I. 17
I. 18
I. 19
I. 20
I. 21
I. 22
I. 23
I. 24
I. 25
I. 26
I. 27
I. 28

atha yogS-nu&tsanam
yogaS citta-vrtti-nirodhah
tada dra?tuh svarupe vasthanam
vrtti-sariipyatni-taratra
vrttayalj pancatayyab kli?ta-kli?tah
pramana-vinaryaya-vikalpa-nidra-smVtayab
pratyaksa-numana-gamah pramanani
viparyayo mithya-jnanama-tadrupa-pratistham
sabda-jnana-nupaci vastu-Sunyo vikalpah
abhava-pratyaya-lambana" vfttir-nidra
anubhuta-visaya-sanipramosal; smrtib
abhyasa-vairagyabhyam tan-nirodhab
tatra sthitau tatno bhyasah
sa tu dirgha-kala-nairaniarya-satkara-sevito-drtHia-bhumih
dr§ta-nusravika-vi?aya-vitr^nasya vasikara- samjna vairagyam
tat param puru?a-khyater-guna-vaitrsnyam
vitarka-vicara-nanda-smita-nlpa-nugamat samprajnatalj
virama-pratyaya-bhyasa-purvab samskara-se?o'nyab
bhava-pratyayo videha-prakrti-layanam
^raddba-virya-snirti samadhi-prajna-purvaka ita
tivra-saiiivega.jama sannab
mrdu-madhya-dhiniatritvat tato'pi viSefalj
iSvara-pranidbffn&d-vff
kleSi-karrna-vipaka-Havair-aparamr^tab
tatra niratisayam snrvajrla-bijam
purve?ama-piguruh kalena-navacchedat
tasya vacakah pranavaij
taj-japas-tad-artha-bhavanam

I. 29 tatalj pratyak-cetana-dhigarno'py-antaraya-bhiiva^-ca
I. 30 vyadhi-styanasanis.iya-pramada-lasya-virati-bhriintidat^analabdha-bhumikatva-navasthitatvani citta-vik?apas-te'n-tarayalj
I 31 dubkha-daurmanasya-nJarne-jayatva-svasa-pra^vasa vik?epasahabhuvalj
I. 32 tat-pratisedha-rthame-katattv5-bhyasalj
I. 33 maitri-karuna-mudito-peksana'm sukha-duljkha-punya-punyavi?ayanam bhavanataS-citti-prasJidanam
I. 34 pracchardana-vidharanabhyam va pranasya
I. 35 vi?ayati vii pravrttir-utpanna manasal? sthiti-nibandliani
I. 36 visoka va jyoti'smati
I. 37 vitaraga-visyain va cittam
I. 38 svapna-nidra-jnanfi-lambanatii vfi
I. 39 yatha-bhimata-dhyanad-va
I -40 paramanu-parama-mahattva-nto'sya vaSikaralj
I. 41 kslna-vrtter-abhijatasye-va maner-grahltr-grahana-grahyesu
tatstha-tadanjanara samapattilj
I. 42 tatra sabdartha-jnana-vikalpailj sa'pkirna savitarka samapattili
I. 43 smrti-parisuddhau svarupa-stiny^-va-rthamatra-nirbha-a
nirvitarka
I. 44 etayai-va savicara nirvicant ca suk?ma-vi?ya vyakhyata
I. 45 suksma-visayatvani ca-liiiga-paryyavasanam
I. 46 ta, eva sabijab samadhit
I. 47 nirvicara-vais^radye'dhya tma-prasadalj
I. 48 rtanibhara tatra prajfia
I. 49 srutanumana-prajfiabhyama-nyavisaya
r. 50 taj-ja]; sainskaro'nya-sainskara-pratibandhi
I. 51 tasya-pi nirodhe sarva-nirodhan-nirbijalj
135 Second Quarter
Sadhanapadah
1 tap,ih-sv3dhyave-svara-prani dhanani' kriya-yognh
II. 2 sa samadhi-bhavana-rthah klesa-tanukarana-rtha^-ca
II. 3 avidya-smita-raga-dvesa-bhinivesab paiica-klesa^
II. 4 avidya k?etramu-ttareSam prasupta-tanM-vicchino-dar.anajn
II. 5 anitya-suci-dubkha-natmasu nitya-Huci-sukiia.-tma-khyatir
avidya
II.
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II.
II.
II.
II.
II.
II.
II.
II.
II.
II.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

II. 16
II. 17
II. 18
II.
II,
II.
II.
II.
II.
II.
II.
II.
II.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

II. 29
II.
II.
II.
II.
II.

30
31
32
33
34

II. 35
II. 36
II. 37

drg darsana-saktyor-ekatmate-va-smita
sukha-nu^ayi ragab
duljkha-nusayi dve?ak
sva-rasa-vahl viduso'pi tatha-radho
te pratiprasava-heyaj? siiksmab
dhyana-heyas-tad-vrttayalj
kle^a-mulab karma-liyo-drsta-drsta-janma-vedanlyab
sati mule tad-vipako-jaty-ayur-bhogalj
te hlada-paritapa-phalalj punya-punya-hetutvat
parinama-tapa-samskara-duljkhair-guna-vrcti-virodhac-ca
dubkhame-va sarvam vivekinah
heyam duljkhama-nagatam
drastr-drsyayoh sainyogo-heya-!ietu]j
praka^a-kriya-sthitMilam bhute-ndriyfi-tmakaip bhoga-pavargartham dr^yam
vise?a-visesa-lingamatra-Iingani guna-parvani
drasta dv^i-matralj suddho'pi pratyaya-nupa-syah
tad-artha eva dr^yasya-tma
krtartham prati nasfama-py-anastim tad-anya-sadhSra'.iatv at
sva-svami-6aktyob sva-rupo-palabdhi-hetulj saniyogalj
tasya hetur-avidya
tad-abhavat sa'Pyoga-bhavo hanain tad-drseh kaivalyam
viveka-khyatir-aviplava hano-payab
tasya saptadha pranta-bhumilj prajna
yoga-ngft-nu?thanad-nsuddhi-ksaye jnana-diptir-avivekakhyateh
yama-niyama-sana-pranayama-pratyahara-dharana-dhyanasamadhayo'sta-vangani
ahimsa-satya-steya-brahmacarya-parigraha yamalj
jati-de§a-ka1a-samaya-navacchinn5}j sarvabhauma mahSvratam
sauca-sainto?a-tapa]?-svadLiyaye-^vara-prani dhanani niyatnal?
vitarka-badhane pratipak?a-bhavanam
vitarka himsadayalj kvta-karita-numodita lobha-krodha-mohapurvaka mrdu-raadhya-dhimatra duIjkhS-jfiana-nantaphala iti
pratipak?a-bhavanam
ahiipsa-pratisthayam kriya-phala-srayatvara
satya-pratisfhayain kriya-phala-Srayatvam
asteya pratisthayani sarva-ratno-pasthanam
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II.
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II.
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II.
II.
II.
II.
II.
II.

38 brahmacarya-pratist'iayara virya-labhab
39 aparigraha-sthairye janraa-kathamta-sambodhalj
40 Saucat sva-nga-jugupsa parair-asamsarga})
4] sattvasuddhi-saumanasyai-kagryc-ndriyajaya-tma-darsanayogyatvani ca
42 samtosad-anuttamalj sukha-]abhalj
43 kaye-ndriya-siddhir-asuddhiksayat-tapasalj
44 svadhyayad-ista-devata-samprayognlj
45 samadhi-siddhir-isvara-pranidhanat
46 sthira-sukhama-sanam
47 prayatna-saithilya-nanta-samapattibhyam
48 tato dvandva-nabhighatalj
49 tasmin sati Svasa-pra6vasayor-gati-vicchedab pranayamalj
50 bahya-bhyantara-staTibha-vrctir-de^a-kala-samkhyabhilj

bahya-bhyantara-visayaksepl caturthab
tatab kslyatc prakaSa-varanam
dharanasu ca yogyata manasaJj
sva-visaya-samprayoge cittasya svarupa-ruik&ra ivendriyanam
pratyaharab
II. 55 tatab parama vasyate-ndriyanam
136 Third Quarter

III.
III.
III.
III.
III.
III.
III.
III.
III.

1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

III. 10
III. 11
12

Bibhutipadab
defia-bandhas-cittasya dharana
tatra pratyayai-katanata dhyanam
tad-eva-rtha-matra-nirbhasam svarupa-^unyami-va samadhib
trayame-katra satpyamab
taj-jayat prajna-lokab
tasya bhumisu viniyogab
trayaraa-ntaraiigam pQrvebhyab
tad-api bahirangam nirbijasya
vyutthana-nirodha-samskarayor-abhibhava-pradurbhavau
nirodha-k?ana-citta-nvayo-nirodha-parinatnab
tysya pra^anta-vahita saniskarit
sarvarthatai-kagratayob k?ayo-dayau cittasya samadhiparinamalj
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tatalj punah Santo-ditau tulya-pratyayau cittasyai-kagrataparinamab
etena bhute-ndriyesu dharrna-laksana-vastha-parinama
vyakhyatab
santo-dita-vyapadeSya-dharma-nupati dharmi
krama-nyatvam parinama-nyatve hetub
parinama-traya-saniyamad-atua-nagata-jnanam
^abda-rtha-pratyayanami-tare-tara-dhyasat samskaras-tatpravibhaga-samyamat sarvabhiita-ruta-jnanam
samskara-saksat-karanat piirva-jati-jnanam
pratyasya para-citta-jnanam
na ca tat salambanam tasya-visayl-bhutatvat
kayarupa-samyamat tad-grahya-sakti-stambhe caksub-prak-aSasamprayoge 'ntardbanam
sopakramani nirupakramam-ca karma tat-samyamad-aparantajnanama-ri?tebhyo va
maitry-adi?u balani
balesu hasti-bala-dini
pravrtty-aloka-nyasat suk?ma-vyavahita viprakr?fca-jnanam
bhuvana-jnanam surye samyamat
candre tara-vyuha-jfianam
dhruve tad-gati-jfianam
nabhicakre kaya-vyuha-jnanam
kanthakupe k?ut-pipasa-nivrttib
kflrma-nSdyffm sthairyam
mflrdha-jyoti?i siddha-darsanam
pratibhad-va sarvam
hrdaye citta-samvit
sativa-purusayor-atyonta-samkirnayolj pratyaya-vi^e?o-bhoga k
para-rthatvat svartha-samyamat puru?a-jnanam
tatab pratibha sravana-vedana-darsa-svSda-varta jayante
te samadha-vupasarga vyutthane siddhayab
bandha-karana-saithilyat pracara-samvedanacca cittasya para-
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III- 43 bahir-akalpita vrttir-mahavideha tatalj prakasa-varanak^a-yai
III- 44 sthula-svarupa-suksma-nvaya-rthavattva-sainyamad-bhiltajayab
III. 45 tato' nima-di pradurbhavalj kaya-sampat taddharma-nabhighatas-ca
III. 46 rupa-Iavanya-bala-vajra-sa'nhananatvani kaya-sampat
III. 47 grahana-svarapa-smita-nvaya-rthavattva-samyamad-indriyajayafe
III. 48 tato manojavitvaip vikarna-bhava^ pradhana-jaya^-ca
III. 49 sattva-puru?a-nyata-khyati-matrasya sarva-bhava-dhi?thatrtvam sarvajnatrtvam-ca
III. 50 tad-vairagyad-api doSa-bija-ksaye kaivalyam
punar-anisfaIII. 51 sthany-upanimantrane sanga-smaya-karanara
prasaiigat
III. 52 k?ana-tat-kramayob samyamad-vivekajatn jiianam
III. 53 jati-Iaksana-de^air-anyata-navacchedat tulyoyos-tatalj pratipattilj
vi?ayama-kramam-ce-ti
III. 54 taraka1? sarva-visaya'p sarvatha
vivekajaip jiiSnam
III. 55 sattva-puru?ayob ^uddhi-samye kaivalyami-ti
137 Fourth Quarter
IV. 1
IV. 2
IV. 3
IV.
IV.
IV.
IV.
IV.
IV.

4
5
6

7
8

9

IV. 10
IV. 11

Kaivalyapadab
janmau-Sadhi-mantra-tapalj-samadhijab siddhayab
jaty-antara-parinamab prakrty-apfi rat
nimittama-prayojakam prakrtinam varana-bhedas-tu tatalj
ksetrikavat
nirma"na-cittany-sasmita-matrat
pravftti-bhede prayojakam cittarae-kama-neke?am
tatra dhyanajama-na^ayam
karma-3ukla kr?riara yoginas-trividhami-tare?am
tatas-tad-vipaka-nugunaname-va-bhivyaktir-vasananSm
jati-dasa-kala-vyavahitSnama-py-anataryam sm?tisamskarayor-ekarupatvat
tasama-naditvam-ca-^iso nityatvat
hetu-phala-^raya-lambanaib samgrhltatvad-esama-bhave
tad-abh5vab
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IV.
IV.
IV.
IV.
IV.
IV.
IV.
IV.
IV.
IV.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

IV. 22
IV. 23
IV. 24
IV.
IV.
IV.
IV.
IV.

25
26
27
28
29

IV. 30
IV. 31
IV. 32
IV. 33
IV. 34

atita-nagatam svarupato sty-adhva-bhedad-dharmanam
te vyakta-sfiksma guna-trnanalj
parinamai-katvad vastu-tattvam
vastu-samye citta bhedat-tayor-vibhaktak panthab
na cai-kacitta-tantram vastu tad-apramanakam tada kim syat
tad-uparaga-peksitvac-cittasya vastu jnata-jnatam
sada jnata^-citta-vyttayastat-prabholj puruSasya-parinamitvat
na tat sva"-bhasam drsyatvat
eka-samaye co-bhaya-navadharanam
citta-ntara-draye buddhi-buddher-atiprasaiigati-smrtisamskara^-ca
citer-apratisamkramayas-tad-akarapattau svabuddhisamvedanam
drastr-drsyo-paraktatn cittam sarva-rtham
tad-asaipkhyeya-vasanabhi£-citrama-pi para-rtham samhatyakaritvat
vi§e?a-dar^ina atma-bhava-bhavana-vinivrttilj
tada viveka-nimnani kaivalya-pragbharam cittam
tac-chidre?u pratyaya-ntarani samskarebhyab
hSname-sara klesavad-uktara
prasarakhyane 'py-akusidasya sarvatha viveka-khyater-dharmameghab samadhilj
tatab kleSa-karma-nivmib
tada sarva-varana-mala-petasya jnanasya-nantyaj-jneyamalpam
tatat krta-rthanam parinama-krama-samaptir-gunanam
k§aija-pratiyogi parinama-paranta-nirgrahyalj kramalj
puru?a-rtha-Sanyanam gunanam pratiprasavalj kaivalyam
svarupa-pratisfha v5 citi-^aktir-iti

YOGASUTRAM
The Yoga-sutras of Patinjali
Samidhipidah
138 The Section on Engrossment
The Yoga-sutras are divided into four piidas or quarters.
The first quarter of the book deals with sanvidhi or engrossment.
I. 1 atha yoga-nusasanam
Now begins the instruction in yoga.
I. 2

yogas-citta-vrtti-nirodhalj
Yoga is the suspension of the functional modifications of
the citta,
By the term citta is meant both citta and buddhi, i, c, both
the receptive and the acting or deciding functions of the
mind. The citta together with the ahamknra, the indriyas
and the tanm&tras go to from the 'mind* of the western
psychologists minus the element of consciousness. The citta
becomes self-conscious when it is united with the ahaipkara and
reflects the consciousness of the puru?a. In explaining the
sutras I have often used the word mind in place of citta
for the sake of simplicity.

I. 3 tada dra?tulj svarfipe' vasthanam
Then, i. e., when yoga is attained, the experiencing agent
exists in its own unmodified and pure form.
The experiencing agent in its own form is identical with
pure consciousness, not consciousness of this or that but
consciousness pure and simple. Consciousness according to
this view may be compared to light the function of which
is to show up things.
I. 4

vrtti-siirupyami-taratra
On other occasions the experiencing agent or consciousness
takes the form of the functional modification that the citta
undergoes, i. e., of the mental content, or in other words
it assumes the form of consciousness of this or that.

i2a
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I. 5 vrttayab pancatayyab kli?ta-kli?tab
The functional modifications of the citta are of five kinds ;
they can be further classified into two classes as (1) leading
to pain, i.e., leading to action resulting in bondage in the
shape of rebirth and (2) not leading to pain, i.e., where
there is true realization or awareness of the situation only
without any tendency towards action and consequently no
bondage.
I. 6

pramana-viparyaya-vikalpa-nidra-smrtayah
The cittavrttis or the functional modifications of the citta
are concerned in the acquirement of (i) pramana or
correct knowledge, i.e., knowledge that is not upset by
any subsequent experience of anybody ; of (ii) viparyaya
or false perceptual knowledge, i.e., knowledge that is upset
by other experiences ; of (iii) vikalpa or fanciful conceptual
knowledge of objects not existing in reality ; of (iv) nidra
or knowledge of non-existence as realized in one's ow,n
knowledge of sleep ; and of (v) smrti or knowledge depending on past experience and brought up by the exercise
of memory.
The principle underlying the five-fold classification of
the cittavrttis lays stress only on what may be called
the receptive functions of the mind and neglects altogether its executive or deciding activities, i.e., the buddhi
aspect of the mental apparatus. The reason lies in the
supposition that action is secondary and is dependent
on knowledge of some sort. Reflex actions and acts
executed during sleep or unconscious states are to be
explained as the results of stimuli perceived by the receiving mental apparatus activating past samskaras which
include memory impressions. Unconscious receptive activities have been admitted in the Yoga-sutras as in the
postulation of knowledge of one's own sleep, even when
there are no dreams and also in the concept of latent
saniskara. Vacaspati Misra says in his commentary on sutra
I.I, that citta includes buddhi, i.e., the executive mental
apparatus.
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I. 7 pratyak?a-numana-gama]j pramanani
The different forms of pramana or correct knowledge are
derived from perception, inference and reliable verbal information.
Verbal information includes written information and
information conveyed by gesture.
I. 8 viparyayo mithya-jnanama-tadrupa-prati?tham
Viparyaya or illusion is false knowledge resting on perception that does not correspond to reality.
Viparyaya is contradicted by subsequent correct perception either of the person who experiences it or of other
normal people. It is identical with the 'illusion' of the
psychiatrists.
I. 9 sabda-jnana-nupati vastu-^unyo vikalpah
Vikalpa or fanciful concept is derived from the knowledge
of a combination of words representing an object which
is non-existent in reality.
The concept of a three legged snake is an illustration
of vikalpa.
I. 10 abhava-pratyayn-Iambana vl'ttir-nidrn,
Nidra or 'sleep' is that modification of the citta that has
for its object the perception of non-existence.
As sleep is the state in which the knowledge of nonexistence is best realized, this particular modification of
the citta has been named sleep; c.f., principle of naming
of the mahabhutas and the indriyas.
I. 11 anubhuta-vi?aya-sampramo?a]j RmFtib
Smrti or memory is not losing the subject matter of a cognition.
The vyas-bhasya translates the sutra as follows .' Smrti or
memory is not losing an object or situation that has been
cognized.
Anubhutavi?aya means the object or the subject matter
of a cognition and not the object or situation that has been
cognized.
I. 12 abhyasa-vairagyabhya'vi tan-nirodhalj
The suspension of these functional modifications of the mind
is attained through practice and absence of desire for worldly
things.
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I. 13 tatra sthitau yatno' bhyasalj
The effort to bring about their, i.e., of the functional
modifications, static condition is called abhyasa or practice.
I. 14 sa tu dirgha-kala-nairantarya-satkara-sevito drdha-bhumilj
That practice attains firm ground only when it is served for a
long time uninterruptedly with due devotion.
I. 15 dr?ia-nusravika-vi?aya-vitl?nanasya vaslkara-sanijna vairagyam
One who has no thirst for objects that are perceived by the
senses or for those about which one hears from others, e.g.,
scriptures, posssesses the vairagya or non-attraction that is
called vaslkara, i.e., under control.
I. 16 tat param puru?a-khyater-guna-vaitr?nyam
It, i.e., the non-attraction, attains the highest stage when as a
result of the manifestation of the purusa, i.e., the self or pure
cousciousness, there is cessation of thirst for the gunas.
I. 17 vitarka-vicarfi-nanda-smita-rupa-nugamat saraprajnatah
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I. 18 virama-pratyaya-bhyasa-piirvah savnsakara-seso'nyalj
That caused by the suspension of all cittavrttis including
argumentation, deliberation, etc., and attained through practice
and having only the latent impressions as residuum is the
other form of samadhi that is called asamprajnata or noncognizant, i.e., without the cognitive factor.
See 1.50
Viramapratyaya means caused by virama or suspension,
c.f., bhavapratyaya in the next sutra, also up&yapratyaya in
the Vyas-bhasya of 1.20. Viramapratyaya stands for the
cause of virama according to Vacaspati Misra
I. 19 bhava pratyayo videha-prakm-layiinam
In the case of those who have been resolved into the bodily
elements or into the subtler prakritic elements the asamprajnata
samadhi has bhava, i.e., the force creating the worldly
manifestations or avidya as its cause.

When attended with the forms of vitarka or argumentation,
vicara or deliberation, ananda or joyousness and asmita or
ego-feeling the samadhi is called samprajnata, i.e., cognizant.
The meaning aspect of objective perception is described as
vitarka because it can be discussed in terms of the object
itself and in terms of the corresponding idea.
Vicara refers to the meaning of the subjective perception
which can be considered only by the experiencer himself in
terms of localization in place and cause ; see 1.42 ; III. 17.
Ananda refers to the pure sensory aspect of the perception
without any meaning attached to it. When the attention is
riveted upon the manifestations of the sense organ only there
is also modification of consciousness without any meaning
element. Manifestation pure and simple is sattva and it is
described as a pleasant experience.

When samadhi is attained the yogi may be said to resolve
into the object of his samadhi and become engrossed by
or merged in it. This is laya, prakriti as distinguished from
purusa has different modifications ; they can be broadly
classified under two heads, viz, gross and subtle. The five
mahabhutas and the eleven indriyas may be called the gross
modifications while the 5 tanmatras, the ahamkara, the
mahat and the avyakta may be called the finer manifestations. The gross modifications may also be described as
bodily elements since they go to make up the body. Samadhi
obtained by concentration on any of these gross bodily
elements may be said to be identical with the resolution
into these elements. This is videhalaya. Samadhi in the
subtler or finer prakritic elements is prakrtilaya. Both
these forms of samadhi having prakriti or avidya as their
root cannot give final salvation which can only be attained
by samadhi in the puru?a.

Asmita refers to the situation in which the attention is
directed to the perceiver and not to the pure sensation
without meaning, neither to the subjective nor to the objective
aspect of the perception.

According to the current explanations of 1.19 videhalaya
and prakrtilaya mean disembodied personalities that continue
to exist even after death ; these are celestial beings
enjoying a state very much similar to salvation with
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the difference that it is a temporary one and after the
expiry of a definite period the disembodied personalities
are born again as corporeal beings. The sutra says that
bhava or avidya it-self leads those who have attained
videha or prakriti Iaya to asamprajnata samadhi.
I. 20 SraddhS-virya-smrti-samadhi-prajna-purvaka itare?am
For the others asamprajnata samadhi has to be preceded by
due devotion, strength, proper course of action, engrossment
and correct knowledge of things.
The expression samadhi prajna in this sutra may mean
saniprajnata samadhi. According to this interpretation
asamprajnata samadhi has to be preceded by saipprajnata
samadhi.
Smrti means here proper course of action as laid down in
Sastras, c.f., Bhagavadgita, smvtivibhramalj in 2.63. According to Vacaspati Misra smyti means dhySna or concentration.
I. 21 tivra-samveganama-sannalj
In the case of those with powerful drive samadhi is attained
early.
Samvega means drive. According to Vacaspati Misra
samvega means vairagya or non-attraction. According to
Bhojadeva and VijEana Bhik?u samvega is energetic
exertion.
I. 22 m?du-madhya-dhimatratvat tato' pi vi^eSalj
In judging the time required for the attainment of samadhi
a further distinction is to be made according as the powerful drive is comparatively mild or medium or extraordinarily
great.
I. 23 isvara-pranidhanad-va
Early samadhi is also attained by devotional contemplation
of I§vara or God.
I. 24 kleSa-karma-vipaka-6avair-aparamysta]j puruSa-viSe?a iSvaraij.
Isyara is that special puru?a (soul or being) who is untouched by the painful bondage of avidya, actions and their
results and corresponding innate desires.
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I. 25 tatra nirati^ayaip sarvajna-bijam
In him is to be found in the most perfect form the pastpresent-future-knowing seed or faculty.
The usual explanation is as follows : In him is to be
found in its absoluteness or the highest extent the seed
of the omniscience.
Sarvajna-bijam means the past-present-future-knowing seed
or faculty. Sarvajna cannot refer to omniscience as
there cannot be degrees of omniscience. Saivajna is
the agent that has knowledge of sensible and supersensible objects existing in all the three states, viz., past,
present and future. There can be gradations in such
knowledge and hence different degrees of capacity of
knowing the past, present and future. I should therefore
like to translate sarvajna-bijam as the seed or the
latent faculty of knowing the past present and future
that is present in every individual to some extent.
This latent faculty is capable of being developed hence
it is called a seed.
Sarvajiia is identical with trikalajna i.e., one who knows
the p?st, the present and the future.
I. 26 purve?araa-pi gurub kalena-navacchedat
He is even the revered of all the old or early ones, i.e.,
of the first instructors of yoga, because of his being
unconditioned by time.
I. 27 tasya vacakal? pranavalj
His designation is the pranava or the word W .
I. 28 taj-japas-tad-artha-bhavanam
Its repetition and the contemplation of its meaning has
to be practised.
I. 29 tatafc pratyak-cetana-dhigamo'py-antaraya-bhavas-ca
Through this one has access to the inner self or consciousness that is apprehended by the inward turning of
the sense organs, and also through this results the
disappearance of obstacles.
I. 30 vyMhi-styana-saipsaya-pramada-lasya-virati-bhrantidarsanalabdhabhumikatva-navasthitatvani citta-viksepas-te'ntarayajj
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Disease, incapacity for mental functioning, doubt, want
of interest, laziness, want of abstention from sensory
enjoyment, false notions, failure to maintain a yogic state
even wben it is reached are the distractions of the mind
that are called obstacles to samadhi.
I. 31 duljkha-daurmanasya-jayatva-svasa-prasvasa vik?epa-sahabhuvalj
These distractions are accompanied by pain, mental disturbance,
trembling and movements of parts of the body and irregularities of inspiration and expiration.
I. 32

tat-prati?edha-rthame-katattva-bhyivsaU
To prevent these distractions one must practise concentration
on a single principle, entity or element.
I. 33 maitri-karuna-mudito-peksanam sukha-duhkha-punya-vi?ayanam
bhavanatas-citta-prasadanam.
Mental calm can be attained by developing the attitudes of
friendliness, compassion, complacency and indifference respectively towards persons placed in situations of pleasure, pain,
virtue and vice.
For the method of attainment of mental as well as physical
calm see 1.47.
I. 34 pracchardana-vidharanabhyam va pranasya
Or by the proper regulation of expiration
of breath.

and

retention

I. 35 visayavati va pravmir-utpanna manasah sthiti-nibandhani
The development of a pure objective mental functioning
is also conducive to static fixity of the mind, i e., when
the mind takes the form of an object in being fully engrossed
in it there develops the capacity for mental steadiness.
This refers to samadhi with reference to
of the mind. In the next sutra samadhi
the sattva aspect is indicated.
I. 36 viioka va jyotismati
The development of the sorrowless effulgent
tioning also leads to steadiness, i.e., when the

the raja aspect
with regard to

mental funcmind functions
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only in its sattvic aspect which is the pure revealing aspect,
and hence called effulgent, mental steadiness is achieved.
The effulgent function is free from all action attitudes
is devoid of pain and pleasure ; therefore it is also called
sorrowless. The mental condtion is one of perfect peace
or ananda.
I. 37 vltaraga-visyam va cittam
Mental steadiness may also be gained by concentrating on
the mind of a person free from all attractions for objects
or worldly things.
I. 38 svapna-nidra-jnana-lambana'P va
Or by having as the object of concentration the perceptual
experience of dreams or deep sleep.
Deep sleep gives us the perceptual knowledge of negation,
see I. 10.
I. 39 yatha-bhimata-dhyanad-va
Or by concentration on any desired object.
I. 40 paramanu-parama-mahattva-nto'sya vasikarab
By these means one attains mastery of static fixity of the
mind on objects ranging from the minutest particle to the
biggest material element.
I. 41 ksina-vrtter-abhijatasye-va maner-grahitr-grahana-grahyesu
tatstha-tadanjanata samapattib
When its ordinary functions are attenuated the mind, like
a pure crystal, reflects or assumes the form respectively
of the apprehender or the means of apprehending or the
thing apprehended according as it rests on one or other of
these ; the assumption by the mind of the form of the
object on which it rests is known as samapatti or identity
of mental form
Samapatti is equivalent to exclusive 'tadakarakarita' or
'assumption of that form1.
I. 42 tatra sabdartha-jnana-vikalpaib samkirfia savitarka samapattilj
When the samapatti is characterized by admixture of the
elements consisting of the word, the perception of the object
denoted by the word and the idea conveyed by the perception
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II. 3 avidj5-smita-raga-dve?a-bhinive§ab panca-klesab
Avidya, ego-feeling, attraction, repulsion and the innate desire
to live are the five bondages leading to pain.
For the definition of avidya, etc., mentioned in this sutra
see the sutras following.
II.

4 avidya k?etramu-ttare?am prasupta-tanu-vicchino-daranam
Avidya is the field of origin of these four bondages mentioned
after it whether they remain in a dormant, attenuated,
interrupted or in a manifest form.
Avidya is the source from which ego-feeling, attraction, •
repulsion and the desire for life spring. Avidya is that
which produces a sort of attachment between the pure,
eternal puru?a or consciousness on the one hand and
matter on the other. The ego-feeling as expressed by the
words T, 'my1 'mine', etc., the attraction for pleasurable
objects and the repulsion for painful ones as also the
desire for life arise out of avidya and are referred to the
self which thus loses its immaculate character for the time
being. 'Dormant' refers to that state in which the urge
for expression is absent ; 'attenuated' refers to that state
in which the bondages are weakened as a result of practising yogic rites or performances; in the 'interrupted'
state one particular form of bondage remains over powered
by a contrary one, e.g., non-emergence of anger during
the state of love ; in the 'manifest' form bondages arc
in actual operation.

II. 5

II.

anitya-^uci-duljkba-natmasu-nitya-Suci-sukha-tma-khyatiravidya.
Avidya is that which causes what is really impermanent,
impure, painful and not belonging to the self to be looked upon
as permanent, pure, pleasurable and pertaining to the self.
6 dTg-dai§ana-Saktyor-eka-tmate-va-smit5
Ego-feeling is the apparent identity of the agent that experiences and the means of experiencing.
The experiencing agent is the puru?a while the means or
instrument of experience is the citta or mind minus its
consciousness.
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II. 7 sukha-nuSayl r&gafa
Attraction is that which follows as a consequence of pleasure.
II. 8 duljkha-nusayi dve?ab
Repulsion is that which follows as a consequence of pain.
II. 9 sva-rasa-vahl vidu?o'pi tatha-rudho' bhinivesalj
The innate flow of desire for maintaining life that is present
in the lowliest of beings and that is known to exist even in
the wise as well is called abhinivesa.
II, 10 te pratiprasava-heyalj suk?ma}j
These attenuation bondages disappear by regressing to their
original state.
The five bondages mentioned before are attenuated by
yogic performance j see II. 2. After attenuation they
are destroyed, i.e., they disappear by regression to their
original state ; when the functional modifications of the
mind are suspended the klesas or bondages suffer extinction. The means by which the bondages in their
attenuated state can be made to disappear is discussed
in the next sutra.
II. 11 dhyana-heyas-tad-vrattayah
These functional modifications of the mind are to be discarded by dhyana or concentration.
II. 12 klesa-mulalj karraa-sayo-drsta-janma-vedaniyalj
The latent mental deposit of merit or demerit resulting
from previous acts has its root in kle^a or bondage and has
to be experienced or actually lived through when it ripens
in a birth seen or unseen, i.e, either in the present birth
or in a future one.
II. 13 sati mule tad-vipako-jaty-ayur-bhogafr
So long as the root exists it will mature and lead to
fructification in the shape of birth, life and experience.
II. 14 te hJada-paritapa-phalalj punya-punya-hetutvat
They, i.e., birth, life and experience yield pleasure and
pain according as they spring from merit and demerit.
II. 15 parinama-tapa-saniskara-duljkhair-guna-vrtti-virodhac-ca
dubkhame-va sarvam vivekinah
But to the discerning person all these, including the pleasurable
states resulting from merit, are really pain because of their
14
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resultant effects, the attendant afflictions and the latent
karmic impressions they leave behind and also because of
the innate opposition that exists among the fluctuations
produced by the gunas.
heyam duljkhama-nagatam
The pain that is not come yet is to be avoided.
Pain that occurred in the past has already been experienced so there is no question of avoiding it, the pain
that is being experienced at present is already there
so effective measures can only be taken against pain
not yet come.
drastr-drsyayob samyogo-heya-hetulj
The union of the expeiencer and the experienced is the
cause of that which is to be avoided. .
The expression 'that which is to be avoided' refers to
pain mentioned in the preceding sutra.
prakasa-kriya-sthiti-sllam bhute-ndriya-tmakam bhoga-pavargartham dr^yam.
That which is characterized by the capacity of being manifest,
by activity and by inertia, i.e., that which comes within
the purview of the three gunas, sattva, raja and taraa and
which has for its constituents the bhutas or the five primary
elements and the indriyas and which has for its purpose
the worldly experience and emancipation of beings is called
drsya or the object of experience.
viSeSa-viMa-lingamatra-lingani guna-parvani
The concrete, i.e., the five mahabhutas and the eleven
indriyas, the subtle, i.e., the five tanmatras and ahamkara,
that with the differentiated mark, viz, the mahat, and
that with no differentiation of mark or character, i.e., the
prakriti are the segmental divisions of the gunas.
dra?ta drsi-matralj suddho' pi pratyaya-nupasyab
The experiencer is nothing but the power of experiencing
and although pure and immutable it apprehends things in
the wake of pratyaya or intellect.
tad-artha eva drsyasya-tma
The very nature of the object of experience is meant only for
his, i.e., the experienced sake.
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II. 22 krtartham prati nastama-py-anasfam tad-anya-sadlwanatvat
Although it i.e., the object of experience, ceases to exist for
him that has achieved his end it does not cease to be because
it is comon to others.
II. 23 sva-svami-fiaktyobsva-rapo-palabdhi-hctub samyogalj
Union is the cause of realization of the true nature of its
(of the object) own power and that of its master's i.e., the
experiencer's.
When union between the experiencer and the experienced
leads to the realization of objects bhoga or experience
results and when such union leads to the realization of
the experiencer apavarga or emancipation results. It is
for this reason that in sutra II. 18 it has been said that
the object serves the purpose of both wordly experience
and emancipation.
II, 24 tasya hetur-avidya
Its (of the union,) cause is avidya
II. 25 tad-abhavat samyoga-bhavo hanam tad-drselj kaivalym
From its absence results the absence of union ; with the
avoidence of union there is isolation of the experiencer which
becomes established in its own nature.
II. 26 viveka-khyatir-aviplava hano-payalj
Unwavering discriminative knowledge is the means of avoiding
union.
II. 27 tasya saptadha pranta-bhumib prajna
For him, i.e., for one who has unwavering discrimination
knowledge reaching to highest stage is sevenfold.
The Vyasa-bhasya explains the sevenfold knowledge as
follows ; —
(1) That which is avoidable is known and there is nothing
more to be known.
(2) The causes of that which are to be avoided are attenuted and there is nothing more requiring attenuation.
(3) The avoidance is directly perceived by engrossment
leading to suspension of mental functions
(4) The means of avoidance in the shape of discriminative
knowledge is mastered.
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These four ensure the freedom of knowledge. The following three ensure freedom of mind.
(5)

The function and office of the intellect are fullfilled.

(6)

The gunas merge in their cause and attain their dissolution and do not rise again for want of any necessity.

(.7)

In this stage the puru-sa is beyond the contact of the
gunas and appears in its own true form and is undefiled, effulgent and isolated.
The person experiencing the sevenfold highest stage
of knowledge is called an adept. Even if the mind
only regresses the person is freed and become an
adept because he goes beyond the range of the gunas.

II. 28 yog&-nga-nusthanad-asuddhi-k?aye jnana-diptir-avivekakhyateh
When the impurities are attenuated as a result of the practice
of the expedients to yoga knowledge brightens up till it becomes discriminative knowledge.
The expedients are described in the next sutra.
II. 29 yama-niyama-sana-pranayama-pratyahara-dharana-dhyanasamadhayo '?ta-varigani
Restraint, rite, posture, regulation of the breath, withdrawal
of the senses, fixation of attention, concentration and engrossment form the eight expedients.
II. 30 ahimsa-satya-steya-brahmacarya-parigraha yamalj
Restraint of the tendency to do any injury to any being,
truthfulness or restraint of the tendency to false behaviour,
restraint of the tendency to get other people's property by any
means not sanctioned by the sastras, restraint of the sexual
organ and restraint of the desire for possession constitute
the different forms of yama.
Injury to another may be done by thought word or deed.
Truthfulness consists in imparting correct information to
another in a way so that there may be no misunderstanding
and no harm to the person to whom the information is
communicated. That which corresponds to a fact but is
harmful to the welfare of any person is no truth. It is
sin. Brahmacharya originally means the rules of life of
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an unmarried religious student ; here it means sex
abstinence.
jati-desa-kala-samaya-navaccbinnalj sarvabhauma mahavratam
When these restraints are practised under all conditions
uninterrupted by any proviso regarding particular class, place,
time or convention, they constitute what is called 'mahavrata'
or the great code of life.
sauca-samto?a-tapa]j-svadhyaye-avara-pranidhanani niyamalj
Cleanliness, contentment, voluntary austerity, repetition to
oneself or recitation of sacred texts and devotional contemplation of God constitute the rites.
Cleanliness refers to both bodily and mental cleanliness.
In sutra II, 1, voluntary austerity, recitation of sacred
texts and devotional contemplation of God have been
called kriyayoga.
In Vyasa-bhasya tapa has been explained as austerity
practised to develop the power of enduring situations that
occur in pairs, e.g., heat and cold, hunger and thirst etc.
vitarka-badhane pratipak?a-bhavanam
When during the practice of restraints and rites obstructions
arise from vitarkajj or the questionables, i.e., from those
mental functions against which the restraints and rites are
directed, the other side of the question should be thought
of and developed.
For instance, in the case of a wish arising in the mind
to do injury to one's enemy one should think of the
desirability of maintaining non-violence under all conditions for the attainment of yoga and also of the undesirability and harmfulness of violence and so on.
vitarka himsadayah krta-karita-numodita lobha-krodha-raohapurvaka mrdu-madhya-dhimatra dubkha-jnana-nantaphala iti
pratipaksa-bhavanam
By the expression vitarkalj or questionables is meant the
tendency to do injury to others and the rest referred to in
sutras II. 30 and II. 32, i.e., those mental functions against
which the restraints and the rites are directed ; whether
those are indulged in or caused to be indulged in or approved
and further whether they arise from greed, anger or biased
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judgement and also whether they are mild, moderate or
intense they eternally bear fruit in the shape of pain and
ignorance. This is how the other side is to be thought of,
i.e. by such way of thinking the questionable mental functions
are controlled.
II. 35 ahimsa-prati?thayam tat-sannidhau vaira-tyagafr
When the steadfastness of the restraint of the tendency
do injury to others is attained by any person there is
cessation of hostility on the part of all beings in his
presence.
In the presence of the yogi who is establised in
non-violence the aggressive feelings of all living beings
disappear; even the natural hostility existing between
certain animals, e.g., the snake and the mongoose, is
suspended.
II. 36 satya-prati§thayam kriya-phala-srayatvam
When the truthfulness attains steadfastness in any person
the capacity to act as the repository of the fruits of all
action comes to him.
Ordinarily coveted things are obtained only by following
certain definite courses of action but the person who is
established in truthfulness can by his mere word make
possible for anybody to get anything the latter wants
without his having to strive for it.
II. 37 asteya-pratisthayam sarva-ratno-pasthanam
When the restraint of the desire to get other people's property
by unlawful means attains steadfastness in any person all
riches approach him.
II. 38 brahmacarya-pratisthayain virya-labhalj
When the restraint of the sexual organ attains steadfastness
in any person there is acquisition of strength.
II. 39 aparigraha-sthairye janma-kathamta-sambodhal?
When the restraint of the desire for possession attains
steadfastness there is perfect knowledge of all problems
regarding the why and the wherefore of birth.
II. 40 saucat-sva-nga-jugupsa parair-asatpsargal?
From cleanlines, i.e., when cleanliness attains steadfastness,
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there is disgust at one's own body and cessation of intercourse with others.
II. 41 sattvasuddhi-saumanasyai-kagrye-ndriyajaya-tma-darsanayogyatvani ca
There result also purification of the sattva guna, clear
understanding, capacity to direct the mind to a single point,
subjugation of the senses and fitness for the realization
of the self.
II. 42 samtosad-anuttamat sukha-labhal?
From contentment results the attainment of the pleasure
of the highest degree,
II. 43 kaye-ndriya-siddhir-asuddhiksayat-tapasab
From voluntary austerity results special powers of the body
and of the indriyas through attenuation of impurities.
According to Vyasa-bhasya the special powers consist
in the capacity to assume minute forms, etc., and also
in the capacity to hear and see things at a distance,
etc. The term siddhi is a technical term denoting
supernormal bodily capacities, see note to III, 45.
II. 44

II. 45

svadhyayad-i?(a-devata-samprayogal}
From repetition to oneself or recitation of
results union with one's chosen deity.

sacred

texts

samadhi-siddhit-isvara-pranidhanat
From devotional contemplation of God results success in
engrossment.
II. 46 sthira-sukhama-sanam
Asana or posture is that which is steady and confortable.
The word asana in the sutra is a technical term. In
practising yoga the. body should be kept in a steady
and comfortable position.
II. 47 prayatna-Saithilya-nanta-sair.apattibhyam
Asana is achieved when all active efforts to maintain it
cease and by engrossment in Ananta, i.e., Sesanaga w ho
holds the earth steadily on his hood.
So long as one has to make a conscious effort to keep
the body in the yogic posture the mind remains distracted and yoga becomes impossible. With practice
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one may learn to maintain the yogic posture without
any conscious effort.
Samapatti is engrossment with a core.
Ananta or se?anaga is believed to support the earth on
his hood. The popular idea is that when Ananta moves
his head earthquake results, so Ananta has to be
exceptionally careful in maintaining the steadiness of his
posture. Engrossment in the steadiness of Ananta leads
to the steadiness of posture in the aspirant.
II. 48 tato dvandva-nabhighataii
From that, i.e., as a result of achievement of asana one
remains unassailed by situations that occur in pairs, i.e.,
by heat andcold, hunger and thirst etc.
II. 49 tasmin sati Svasa-prasvasayor-gati vicchedak pranayama]}
Pranayama consists in interrupting the natural course of
inspiration and expiration in that situation, i.e., when Etsana
has been mastered.
svasa here means inspiration and prasv&sa expiration.
In ordinary usage however svasa stands for both
inspiration and expiration; nisvasa has also the same
meaning while prasvasa means expiration only. The
connotation of the term svasa in the Yoga-sutras does
not conform to ordinary usage.
II. 50 bahya-bhyantara-stambha-vFttir-desa-kala-saipkhyabhilj
drsto dirgha-suksmalj

pari-

Prfinayama is considered long or subtle according as its
external, internal and arrested functional modifications are
differently conditioned by space, time and number.
The functional modifications of pranayama is called
external when the course of respiration is stopped or
interrupted after expiration ; it is called internal when
the interruption is made after inspiration ; it is called
arrested when both inspiration and expiration are stopped.
Conditioned by space : the expired air may be felt a
longer or a shorter distance away from the nostrils. The
inspired air or the arrested air is said to occupy greater
or less space according as it is subjectively felt to spread
over a larger or a smaller area inside the body. The
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aspirant may feel a creeping sensation spreading over
his limbs during inspiration. The question of space
occupied by the inspired or the arrested air is entirely a
matter of subjective experience.
Conditioned by time : the different phase of pranayama
may take varying time to be completed.
Conditioned by number : the expiratory, inspiratory and
the stationary phases of respiration or the external, the
internal and the arrested phases of pranayama may be
related to one another in certain time ratios expressed
by numbers, e.g., 1 : 2 : 4, i.e., if the expiration is completed
in 2 seconds the inspiration has to be compled in 4
seconds and breath is to be held for 8 seconds before
the cycle is repeated.
II. 51 bahya-bhyantara-vi?ayak?epi caturthalj
The fourth functional modification of priinayama is that in
which the limiting conditions of the external and the internal
forms are considered and transcended.
The meaning of this sutra is difficult to follow.
Apparently it is advised that the aspirant should con
centrate his mind oa the perceptions experienced during
the practice of the external and the internal modifications, i.e., dursng the phases of expiration and inspiration.
With practice these perceptual experiences gradually go
out of mind, i.e., they are transcended and the kumbhaka
that results is said to be the fourth form. This type
of kumbhaka comes only with practice while the ordinary
kumbhaka which is the third modification of pranayama
can be executed at once by stopping the flow of
respiration without paying any heed to the accompanying
subjective perceptions and without having the necessity
of transcending them.
II. 52 tatab ksiyate prakasa-varanam
As a result of the mastery of pranayama the obstructive
covering ofthe revealing capacity or sattva aspect of the
mind is attenuated.
Sattva is ijentical with prakasa. The sattva guna of
the mind is responsible for making things manifest.
15
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In dhyana there is uninterrupted flow of only one thought,
idea, or perception.

II. 53 dh&ranasu ca yogyata manasah
The mind also acquires the capacity of fixation of attention.
II. 54 Sva-visaya-samprayoge cittasya svarupa svarupa-nukara ivendriyanam pratyaharalj
The pratyahara of the indriyas consists in their detachment
from their respective objects; this occurs as if in imitation
of the citta when it assumes its own unmodified form during
nirodha.
See sutras 1, 2, and 1, 3. Pratyahara may be translated
as drawing back or withdrawal.
The terra indriya in the sutra apparently includes both
sensory and motor capacities of different order.
II. 55 tataJj parama vasyate-ndriyanam
From that, i.e., from pratyahara or withdrawal, results
perfect control over the indriyas.
According to some control over the indriyas means lack of
attraction for sound, vision, and other sensory objects ;
according to others sensory experience without feeling of
pleasure and pain and without any accompanying attraction and repulsion constitutes control over indriyas ;
others hold that control is identical with non-appreciation
of sensory objects resulting from the direction of the mind
to a single point.

HI, 3 tad-eva-rtha-matra-nirbhasara svarupa-sunyami-va samadhifci
That, i.e., the dbyana or concentration becomes samadhi or
engrossment when there is manifestation of the object only,
i.e., when the whole of the conscious field is occupied by
the intended object, and the concentration becomes divested
of its own form as it were.
In samadhi or engrossment there is no other cognition
except that of the intended object The ego-feeling, the
knowledge that one is concentrating on something etc.,
all disappear from consciousness and the whole consciousness becomes engrossed in the intended object.
III. 4 trayame-katra samyamalj
The three, i.e., the dharana, the dhyana and the samadhi
taken together constitute samyama.
III. 5 taj-jayat prajna-Iokalj

III.

III. 1 desa-bandhas-cittasya dharana
Fixation of mind on a particular place is dharana.
Dharana may be translated as fixation of attention. For
the purpose of practising yoga the attention may be fixed
on any object imaginary or real whether inside or outside
the body.
III. 2 tatra pratyayai-katanata dhyanam
The continued perception of one object only in that place is
called dhyana or concentration.

From its mastery, i.e., from the mastery of samyama shines
the light of true knowledge.
6 tasya bhumisu viniyogalj
Its application should be by stages.

III.

The sutra intends that samyama should be directed towards gross material objects at first and then when
success has been achieved it should be directed by stages
to increasingly subtler elements.
7 trayama-ntarangaip purvebhyab

III.

These three expedients are more proximate to yoga than
the others mentioned before viz. restraint etc.
8 tad-api bahira^gam nirbijasya

Bibhutipadalx
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Even these three are to be considered as ulterior to yoga
without a core.
In case of samadhi or engrossment mentioned in sutra
III. 3, the consciousness has for its core a content representing an object of some sort. In yoga without a core
the consciousness is devoid of all contents
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III.

9

III. 10

III. 11

III. 12

III. 13

vyutthana-nirodha-sarpskarayor-abhibhava-pradurbhavau
nirodha-k?ana-citta-nvayo-nirodha-parinamalj
When the manifest or active impressions are suppressed, ie.,
when they cease to operate, the suspended ones remain;
the phase of the mind during which only the suspended
impressions are present is called the suspension-resultant.
tasya prasanta-vahita sa^skarat
Tranquil flow of that mind results from suspended
impressions, i.e. when there is no active impression the mind
remains undisturbed.
The impressions so long as they remain suspended or
latent do not disturb the tranquility of the mind.
sarvarthatai-kagratayol? k?ayo-dayau
cittasya
samadhiparinsmalj
When the mental function that concerns itself with manifold
objects is suppressed and there is the rise of the function
that directs the mind to a single point the mind is said to be
in the state of engrossment-resultant.
tatab punalj santo-ditau tulya-pratyayau cittasyai-kagrataparinamalj
Then again when the past and now quiescent cognition and
the present cognition are alike the state of the mind iscalled
single-directional-resultant.
etena bhiite-ndriyeSu dbarma-laksana-vastha-parinama
vyakhyatalj
By this is explained the threefold resultants effecting
property, time and value in connection with the bhutas and
the indriyas.
The threefold resultants occur in the fame way as the
different resultants of citta mentioned in the previous
sutras, III. 9-12. A Particular resultant arises by the
suppression of a previous state and the rise of a new
one. In this sutra the resultants are described with
reference to bhutas and indriyas whereas in the previous
sutras mental resultants are mentioned.
When one property gives place to another there is a
property-resultant, for instant, for instance, when some
object endowed with property, such as, earth, is made to
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change its lump form into the from of a pot there is
property-resultant. The form of a pot that is related
to the future, ie , that belongs to the future, becomes
its present form when we apprehend it and then it is
relegated to the past. This is what is meant by the
change with reference to time-resultant.
The value-resultant is associated with the two resultants
mentioned before. The change of the newness of a
pot into oldness is value-resultant. Similarly the valueresultant of a woman changes according as she is
considered as a daughter, a wife or a mother.
III. 14 santo-dita-vyapade£ya-dharma-nupati dharmi
That which follows, i.e., is subject to the characteristics of
quiescence, i.e., cessation of past activity, rise, i.e., the
appearance of present activity and indescribability, i.e.,
latency with reference to future activity is called an entity
endowed with property.
III. 15 krama-nyatva1? parinama-nyatve hetuJ?
The manifoldness of the resultants is due to the sequence of
events.
An entity endowed with properties may show different
resultants in the form of changes but these different
resultants can only come one after the other as a certain
definite sequence. This means that the entity itself
remains one and the same and the different resultants
appear one at a time. For example, the earth remaining
the same may appear in the form of powder at first, then
as a lump, then as a pot, then as broken pieces of the pot,
then as fine particles and so on.
III. 16 parinama-traya-sa™ yamad-atita-nagata-jiianara
From the samyama of the three resultants follows the
knowledge of the past and future.
The yogi who can successfully practise dharana, dhyana
and samadhi with reference to property time and valueresultants achieves knowledge of the past and the future.
III. 17 sabda-rtha-pratyayanami-tare-tara-dhyasat saipskaras-tatpravibhaga-sa^yamat sarvabhuta-ruta-jnanam
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As a result of super-imposition upon one another the
word, the object denoted by the word and the idea with
reference to the word or the object get mixed up ; from
saniyatna of these different divisions arises the knowledge
of the cries of all living beings.
When ordinarily we use any word, e.g., 'cow' we do
not distinguish the word 'cow', the perception of the
animal 'cow' and the ideas conveyed by the word or
the perception 'cow'. These three elements although
they are different from one another get mixed up and
produce what we ordinarily call our knowledge with
reference to 'cow'. See Suttas I. 17 und I. 42 with the
note.
sa^skara-saksat-karanat purva-jati-jnanam
From a direct realization of the samskaras or latent
impressions results the knowledge of previous births.
Although it is not directly mentioned in the sutra
it is implied that the latent impressions or the samskaras
can be apprehended by samyama directed towards them.
pratyasya para-citta-jnanam
By direct appreciation through samyama of any particular
congnition there arises the knowledge of the mind of
another person.
When the yogi applies samyama to gestures, flushing of
the face, etc., of another person he acquires a knowledge
of the mental state of that person. In the next sutra it
has been stated that although by this method the yogi
may be acquainted with the mental state of another he
has no knowledge of the condition that has roused that
mental state.
na ca tat salambana1? tasya-vi?ayl-brmtatvat
But this knowledge does not include the knowledge of the
situation on which depends the mental state, the situation
itself not being the subject matter of samyama.
kayartipa~samyamat tad-grahya-§akti-stambhe cak?ulj-praka£asatpprayoge 'natardhanam
By samyama of the visual form of the body its visibility is
suspended and the power of the eye to see things failing
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to effect and union with it the yogi's body acquires
invisibility.
According to the yogic theory of vision a visual object
is endowed with a special characteristic of visibility and
the organ of vision also is endowed with a similar characteristic that enables it to see things. A sort of ray
comes out from the eyes and meets objects endowed with
the property of visibility and it is only then that vision
results. The characteristic of visibility in the object has
been called grahyasakti in the sutra and the ray from the
eye has been called caksuhprakasa.
III. 22 sopakrama™ nirupakramatp-ca karma tat-sa™yamad-aparantajnanama-ris|;ebhyo va
Karma or action that is determined both by the present and
the previous births, is of two kinds, viz., that which has
begun and that which is yet dormant ; by samyama of this,
i.e., of twofold karma, arises the knowledge of death; this
is also achieved by a knowledge of the portents.
The yogi by such means may know where and when he
is going to die.
III. 23 maitry-adi?u balani
By samyama of friendliness and the rest arises powers with
reference to these attitudes.
See sutra 1.33
'Friendliness and the rest1 stands for friendliness, compassion and complacency according to Vyasa-bhasya. The
yogi acquires by samyama of these attitudes friendlinss
and compassion towards all beings as well as complacency
towards the virtuous. In sutra I. 33 there is another
item, viz, indifference. Indifference being a negative
attitude there cannot be any position power with reference
to this.
III. 24 bale?u hasti-bala-dlni
By samyama of powers there arise powers like those of an
elephant, etc.
By samyama of the power of an elephant one gets the
power of an elephant, by samyama of the power of a
lion one acquires the prowess of a lion and so on.
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III. 25 pravVtty-aloka-nyasat suk?ma-vyavahita-viprakr?tajnanam
As a result of directing the revealing light of objective
mental functioning, i.e., the consciousness that reveals an
external object, arises the knowledge of subtle, of intercepted
and of distant objects.
When the yogi practises samyama of a concealed or
distant object he acquires the knowledge with reference
to it.

III. 30 kanthakupe k?ut-pipasa-nivmib
By samyama of the pit of the throat there is cessation
of hunger and thirst.
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III. 26 bhuvana-jnanam surye samyamat
By samyama of the sun there arises the knowledge of the
different worlds.
According to Hindu cosmology there are fourteen worlds
constituting the universe.
III. 27 candre tara-vyiiha-jnanam
By samyaraa of the moon there arises the knowledge of
the stellar constellations.
The moon is supposed to rule over the twentyseven
nakasatras or stellar econstellations hence a perfect
knowledge with reference to the moon also includes
the knowledge of the stars.
III. 28 dhruve tad-gati-jnanam
By samyama of the pole star arises the knowledge of
the movements of stars.
According to Hindu astronomy it is round the pole
star that the other stars revolve.
III. 29 nabhi-cakre kaya-vyiiha-jnanam
By samayma of the naval circle arises the knowledge of
the bodily constellations or systems.
The cakras or circles are certain regions of the body.
They are six in number : (i) muladhara, the part about
pubis, (ii) svadhisthana, umbilical region (iii) manipura,
epigastrium, (iv) anahata the root of the nose, (v)
visuddha, the hollow between the frontal sinuses and
(vi) ajna, fontenalle. (Sanskrit-English Dictionary,
Monier-Williams).
The naval circle mentioned in the sutra appears to be
svadhisthana.
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III. 31 kurma-naclyam sthairyam
From samyama of the kurmanadi results motionlessness.
Any tubular organ is called nadi. According to the
Vyasa-bhasya, below the pit of the throat and inside
the chest lies the tubular organ shaped like a tortoise
and hence called kurmanadi. The bhasya further states
that the motionlessness described in this sutra is like
that found in a snake or a crocodile. The snake,
during the period of hybernation, remains absolutely
motionless and the crocodile while basking in the sun
remains inert like a log of wood, Apparently these
states are referred to in the bhasya.
III. 32 murha-jyotisi siddha-darsanarn
From samyama of the revealing light on the top of the
results the vision of the siddhas.
The siddhas may mean the perfect ones, i.e., those
who have been liberated and have attained salvation.
Siddhas may also mean a class of celestial beings residing
in the space between the earth and vault of heaven.
Siddha is also the name of a particular tribe living
in mountainous regions, they are often mentioned with
the gandharvas.
III. 33 pratibhad-vii sarvam
Or from samyama of the intuitional aspect of knowledge
results the knowledge of everything.
According to the Vyasa-bhaSya this intuitive knowledge
precedes discriminative knowledge just as the light of
down precedes day light.
III. 34 hrdaye citta-samvit
From samyama of the heart-region arises knowledge of the
mind.
'Hrdaya' is not the anatomical heart. It is an indefinite
region of the chest round about the heart where the
functional modifications of the mind are located,
16
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knowledge of the paths in the body through which it
moves the mind develops the power of entering other
bodies.
The slackening of the bonds and the knowledge of
mental paths are both due to samadhi. This sutra
asserts that the yogi's mind together with the indriyas
may enter the body of another being, living or dead
and utilize it for its own purpose.

During states of emotions bodily disturbances occur
which on introspection are felt to be located in the
region near the heart. It is in this sense that the
heart has been called the seat of emotions or of
the mind.
III. 35 sattva-purusayor-atyanta-sanikirnayolj pratyaya-vi^esobhogarj
para-rthatvat svartha-samyamat purusa-jnanam
The undiffernetiated cognition of sattva, i.e., of the
revealing aspect of the mind and of the purusa or self
which two entities in reality are entirely different from
and unconnected with each other, constitutes bhoga or
enjoyment or experience so called because of its being
an object for another, i.e., for the experiencer ; samyama
of that which exists for its own sake yields the knowledge
of the purusa.
The sattva and the experience resulting therefrom
are for the purpose of the self; c.f. Rutra II. 21.
III. 36 tatab pratibha-aravana-vedana-dar§a-asvda-varta jayante
From that, i.e., from the knowledge of the purusa arise
intuitive cognition, audition, touch, vision, gustation and
olfaction.
These experiences are of the supernormal order.
III. 37 te samadha-vupasarga. vyautthane siddhayat
These, i.e., intuitive cognition, etc., are to be considered
as obstacles to engrossment on the one hand and on the
other hand as special powers in the active state of the
mind.
Although the special powers are acquired by fixation
of attention, contemplation and engrossment with
reference to certain objects the powers have been
described as obstacles to engrossment itself inasmuch
as they prevent the attainment of engrossment without
a core.
III. 38 bandha-karana-saithilyilt pracara-sa^vedanac-ca-cittasya
As a result of the slackening of the causes that bind
the mind to the body and of the acquirement of the
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III. 39 udana-jayaj-jala-panka-pkantaka-di?v-asanga utkrantis-ca
By mastery of the udana there is no impediment from
water, mud, thorns and the like and there is also death
at will.
The body is supposed to be controlled by different
vayus, i e., forms of nervous energy acting in different
regions. The region extending from the top of the
head to the nostrils is under the influence of udana
vayu ; prana vayu rules the part of the body extending
from the nostrils to the region of the heart ; samana
vayu controls the activities of the part extending
from the heart to the navel; the region from the
navel to the sole of the feet is under the influence
of apana vayu, while the vyana vayu holds sway over
the entire body.
III. 40

saraana-jayaj-jvalanam
By mastery of the samana there is burning, i. c, there is
effulgence of the body.
Corresponding supernormal powers arise by mastery of
the other forms of vayu.

III. 41 srotra-kasayob sambandha-sai?yamad-divyam ?rotram
By samyama of the relation existing between the indriya
of hearing and the akasa or the mahabhuta which is the
source of sound, there develops the supernormal organ of
hearing,
III, 42 kaya-kasayofc
sambandha-sa'Pyamal-laghu-tuIa-samapattesca-kasa-gamanam
By samyama of the relation existing between the body and
the akasa or by engrossment with reference to light objects
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like cotton there develops the power to travel through akasa,
i. e., empty space or air.
In samapatti there is engrossment with a core.
III. 43 behir-akalpita vfttir-mahavideha tatalj prakasa-varaneksayalj
When the mental functions are directed to and are localised,
not merely in imagination, in an outside object without any
thought of one's own body the state is called the great
disembodiment there is attenuation of the obstructive
coverings of the revealing capacity or the sattva aspect of
the mind.
See II. 52
When the attention is fixed on an object outside the body
is called videha dharana or extra-corporeal fixation and
this extra-corporeal fixation is called 'kalpita' or imagined
so long as the body remains the seat of the mind, when
the mind leaves the body entirely and bexomes fixed on
an outside object the extra-corporeal fixation is called
'akalpita' or not-imagined ; this akalpita extra-corporeal
fixation of the mind is also called maha-videha or the
great disembodiment because it is during this state that
the mind gets disembodied and is capable of entering
another body.
III. 44 sthula-svariipa-suksma-nvaya-rthavattva-sa^yamad-bhutajayalj
Conquest of the bhutas is effected by samyama of their
five-fold characteristics, viz, their gross specific forms,
general attributes, subtle forms, linkage with the gunas
and purposivencss.
Let us consider a lump of earth ; its gross and specific
form is its objective perceptual form, its general attribute
is its extension, etc., its subtle form is the tanmatric from,
i.e. its subjective perceptual form, its linkage with the
gunas makes it subject to the influences of sattva, raja
and tama and its purposiveness lies in its capacity to form
the means of enjoyment or of emancipation.
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III. 45 tato' nim&-di-pradurbhaval} kaya-saippat taddharmanabbighatas-ca.
From that, i.e, from the conquest of the bhutas proceed
anima, i.e., capacity to assume minute forms and other
special powers as also perfection of the body and absence
of impediments arising out of the properties of the bhutas.
The general meaning of the sutra is that the yogi acquires
special powers and rises above all impediments offered
by natural objects. He can assume at will (1) a minute
or (2) a magnified from (3) he can float in the air (4)
he can reach any object hs likes, even the moon, with
his finger tip, (5) can live under water without wetting
himself, can get inside stones (6) can make every thing
follow his will, (7) can rule over everything and (8)
has the capacity to modify events according to his desires.
These constitute the eight siddhis or special powers.
The perfection of the body is described in the next sutra.
III. 46 rupa-lavanya-nala-vajra-samhananatvani kaya-sampat
Beauty, grace, strength and adamantine
constitute perfection of thebody.
III. 47

compactness

grahana-svarupa-smitanuaya-rthavattva-samyamad-indriyajayalj
By samyama of the specific perceptual capacity, of the
general attributes, of the associated egofeeling, of the
linkages with the gunas and of the purposiveness of the
indriyas there results mastery over them.

See III. 44. The general attribute of an indriya is
its revaling capacity ; corresponding to the tanmatras
with reference to the bhutas there is asmita or egofeeling in the case of the indriyas. The rest of the
characteristics are similar to those of the bhutas.
III. 48 tato manojavitva1? vikarna-bhavat pradhana-jayas-ca
From that, i.e., from the mastery of the indriyas results
speed like that of the mind, supernormal perception without
the help of the indriyas and mastery of pradhana or of the
mutations of prakriti.
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III. 49

III. 50

III. 51

III. 52

III. 53
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We can reach the most distant object conceivable
in a moment in thought or imagination hence mind
is supposed to be endowed with the maximum velocity.
The samkhya categories other than undifferentiated
prakriti and purusa are intended by the term pradhana
here.
sattva-purusa-nyata-khyati-matrasya sarva-bhava-dhisthatVtva™ sarvajnatrtvaf-ca
For one who has only this knowledge that the revealing
sattva aspect of themind and the purusa are different
entities, there results mastery of all states of existence
and knowledge of everything.
tad-vairagyad-api doSa-bija-ksaye kaivalyam
From non-attraction even for these supernormal powers and
after attenuation of the speeds of bondage there results
isolation.
In this sutra 'dosa1 seems to be identical with 'klesa' in
II.3. Isolation refers to the isolation of the purusa which
on the severance of the bondage referred to in the sutra
exists in its immaculate form.
sthany-upanimantrane sanga-sraaya-karanam punar-anisfaprasangat
If the yogi receives invitations or offerings from personages
in high places he should feel no attachment or pride as
these might lead to undesirable consequences. The yogi
who yields to temptation is involved in bondages again.
Isana-tat-kramayob samyamad-vivekajam jfianam
From samyama of the moments and their uninterrupted
succession arises discriminative knowledge.
The moments and their succession are not real objects
but arise out of mental processes. In any particular
moment one can appreciate the true nature of the
universe as it appears as a resultant of previous
states.
jati-lak§ana-desair-annata-navechedat tulyoyos-tatafj
pratipattilj
From that, i.e., from samyama of the moments and their
successson, arises the knowledge of the difference of two
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similar things, even when they cannot be distinguished
from each other by their class, specific characteristics and
location in space.
The yogi for example can spot a particular pea after
having seen it once even when it is mixed up with
other similar peas.
Ill, 54 tarakam sarva-vi§ayam sarvatba
vi?ayama-ktamam-ce-ti
vivekajam jnanam
The discriminative knowledge is emancipative, has everything for its object under every condition and arises as
an inclusive whole without any sequence.
III. 55 sattva-puru?ayoh suddhi-samye kaivalyami-ti
When the sattva, i.e., the revealing attribute of the mind
and the purusa become equally pure there is isoiation.
Kaivalyapadalj
The Section on Isolation
IV. 1 jarmau-sadhi-mantra-tapafc-samadhijab siddhayalj
The supernormal powers may proceed from birth or drugs
or incantations or voluntary austerities or engrossment.
Floating in air is a form of super-normal power that
is present in birds for instance by virtue of birth.
Certain drugs, incantations ane austerities are believed
to be capable imparting supernormal powers. The
acquirement of supernormal power by engrossment has
already been discussed in the previous chapter.
IV. 2 jaty-antara-parinamab prakrty-apurat
The resultant transformation into another class of being
comes from the filling in of the body by a new modification of prakriti.
By means of yoga the human body may take a nonhuman from. This comes from the modification of
the existing prakritic form which is transformed into a
new one.
IV. 3 nimittama-prayojakam prakrtfnam varana-bhedas-tu tatalj
k?etrikavat
The efficient cause which consists of merits and demerits
does not act as the instigator of the changes in the
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prakritic elements but it simply removes the obstacles to
the mutations of the prakriti; an illustration in point is
the cultivator.
When the cultivator's plots are situated at different
levels he makes the water flow from the higher plot
to the lower one by cutting embankment separating
the two plots. The function of the cultivator is simply
to remove the barrier when the flow of water starts
automatically. Similarly when merit or demerit removes
the barrier the prakritic elements spontaneously undergo
mutations as mentioned may occur either in a desirable
or in an undesirable direction according as the merit or
the demerit is in preponderance. The sutra seems to
imply that there are natural barriers to the mutations of
desirable and of undesirable types.
IV. 4 nirmana-cittany-asmita-matrat
The different minds built up by the yogi are derived solely
from his own ego-feeling.
The yogi may transform his body into those of different
persons and animals each with a mind. These different
minds are all built up from the yogi's own ego-feeling.
IV. 5 pravVtti-bhede prayojakam cittame-kama-nekeSam
The same mind of the yogi acts as the inciter of the multiple
minds with reference to their different objective functions.
IV. 6 tatra dhyanajama-nasayatn
Of these differently built up minds those derived from contemplation are without latent desires or impressions.
There are five different means mentioned in sutra IV. 1
by which special powers may be acquired, viz, by virtue
of birth, by drugs, by incantations, by voluntary austeritis
and by engrossment ; these special powers acquired in
whichever manner enable the yogi to build up different
minds ; in all other cases except the one in which the
special powers are derived from contemplation leading
to engrossment, latent desires remain in the built-up
mind.
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IV. 7 karma-sukla-krsnam yoginas-trividhami-taresam
The actions of the yogi are neither white nor black, in the
case of others they are of three kinds.
White actions are these that result in pleasure, and they
are seen in the virtuous ; black actions lead to pain and
are found in villains. In the case of the ordinary man
the actions are mixed and partake of the nature of both
black and white. The yogi is beyond the grip of these
three types of actions so his actions are described as
neither white nor black.
IV. 8

tatas-tad-vipaka-nuguname-va-bhivyaktir-vasananam
From these three types of actions arise latent impressions
corresponding to their respective mature resultants.
IV. 9 jati-desa-kala-vyavahitanama-py-anantaryam smrtisamskaraayor-ekarupatvat
The fructification of the latent impression takes place
even when there is an intervention of class, time or space
because of their uninterruptibility resulting from an identity
of memory and the latent impression.
A particular action leaves behind a memory as well
as a latent impression. The memory is a record of
the actual action while the latent impression left by the
aotion is that which tends to fructify at some time
or other. The sutra says that the fructification of any
particular impression is inevitable, although it may be
delayed by the intervention of resultants derived from
other acts. What is looked upon as memory from
. one angle of vision may be regarded another angle, as
the latent impression that tends to fructify later.
IV. 10 tasama-naditvam-ca-si?o nityatvat
They, i.e., the latent impressions are also characterized by
having no beginning since desire is eternal.
Every act leaves an impression which fructifies sooner
or later in another act and this action in its turn leaves
another impression and so on. The chain of actions has
no beginning as every act can be traced to a previous
impression and that again to a previous act and so on.
17
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IV. 11 hetu-phala-sraya-lambanaih samgvhitatvad-esama-bhave-tadabhavab
Being conditioned by cause, effect, substratum and support
they, i.e., the latent impressions, cease to be in the absence
of these.
For every latent impression there is a cause in the shape
of a previous action, there is an effect in the shape of
future action ; the latent impressions are stored up in
the mind which functions as the substratum and finally
the latent impressions have certain objects to which they
are directed, these objects form the support.
IV. 12 atita-nagatam svariipato 'sty-adhva-bhedad-dharmanam
Because the properties of an entity may follow different
paths, i.e., because they may undergo changes, the past and
the future are to be considered states of real existence.
The meaning of the sutra is that an entity is never
entirely lost, it can only change its properties at
different times, so when it is asserted in the previous
sutra that the latent impressions cease to be it is
meant that although the impressions are not entirely
annihilatedthey cease to show any change.

IV. 15 vastu-samye citta-bhedat-tayor-vibhaktab panthajj
Because of the same objects' producing different mental
states their ways, i.e., the ways of the mind and the
object, are different.
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IV. 13 te vyakta-suk?ma guna-tmanal?
They, i.e., the properties are either manifest
and they are of the nature of the gunas.

or subtle

The properties of an object pervceived at the present
moment are said to be manifest, the properties that
existed in the past or that will appear in the future
are considered to be subtle. All the properties of an
object are of the nature of sattva, raja and tama.
IV. 14 parinamai-katvad vastu-tattvam
The concept of an object by itself arises from the singleness
of the resultant of the gunas.
Although the properties of any object may be numerous
and the gunas from which the properties are derived
are three in number, the singleness of the object as
an entity is perceived by us ; this happens because of the
singleness of the resultant of the gunas.

I
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The object remaining the mind may be affected different
ways, hence the mind and the object are on different
footings.
IV. 16 na cai-kacitta-tantram vastu-tad-apramanaka™ tada ki™ Syat
Nor is the object dependent upon a single mind, for if that
mindfaik to cognize it and its existence then remains beyond
proof how could it then be said to exist at all ?
IV. 17 tad-uparaga-peksitvac-cittasya vastu-jiiata-jnatam
The knowing or not knowing of an object is dependent on
the condition of the mind's being influenced by it or not.
IV. 18 sada jnatas-citta-vVttayas-tat-prabholj puru?asya-parinamitvac
The functional modifications of the mind are known always
because the purusa, their master, remains immutable.
IV. 19 na tat sva-bhasam drsyatvat
It, i.e., the mind is not capable of revealing itself by
its own light as it itself has the characteristic of the
object of experience.
IV. 20

eka-samaye-co-bhaya-navadharanam
Again, there cannot be a simultaneous cognition of both,
i.e., of the mind and of the object experienced.
IV. 21 citta-ntara-dvsye buddhi-buddher-atiprasangalj smrtisa^karas-ca
If the mind were cognized by another inner mind there
would be an unwarrantable stretching of the supposition
of a mind of the mind, i.e., a condition of regression
ad infinitum and also confusional iutermixture of memory
impressions belonging to the infinite number of minds.
IV. 22 citer-ap.atisamkaamayas-tad-akarapattau svabuddhisa™vedanam
The mind knows itself when it take the form of
consciousness which never moves towards any object.

pure
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IV. 27 tac-chicreSu pratyaya-ntarani sarnskarebhyal*

Citi is pure consciousness or purusa. There is no
necessity to suppose the existence of a mind of mind
to explain the fact of the mind's knowing its own
existence nor is the need to suppose that the mind
has its own revealing light. The mind by reflecting,
so to say, the consciousness, becomes conscious.
IV. 23 drasjr-dvsyc-paraktani citta™ sarva-rtham
When the mind is influenced by both the experiencer
and the experienced then it becomes capable of grasping
all objects.
The experiencer is the purusa or citi or pure consciousness.
IV. 24 tad-asamkhyeya-vasanabhis-citrama-pi para-rtham samhatyakartvat
Although it, i.e., the mind is diversified by innumerable
latent impressions, it is meant for the sake of another
as it works only in combination
The innumerable latent impression give rise to innumerable modifications of the mind and not of the
pure self; hence it may be argued that the mind exists
for its own sake and is its own experiencer. This is
no so. Whatever is the result of a combination it is
meant for another. Pleasure and painful mental states
are not meant for the mind itself but for one, viz, the
purusa, who is not connected with the mind. The
house which is a product of combination is not ment
for itself but for its owner. The argument that whatever
constitutes a collection is meant to serve the purpose
of another is also to be found in Samkhya.
IV. 25 vise?a-darsina atma-bhava-bhavana-vinivVttib
For one who sees the difference between the purusa
and the mind the feeling that the mind is the self
ceases.
IV. 26 tada viveka-nimnam kaivalya-pragbharam cittam
Then the mind having its suport on discriminative
knowledge becomes inclined towards isolation.
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But through the gaps, i.e., occasionally at intervals, other
cognitions make their appearance arising out of latent
impressions.
Other cognitions refer to ordinary cognitions with egofeeling.

4

IV. 28 haname-sam klesavad-uttam
For their avoidance measures similar to those advised in
avoiding bondages leading to pain should be adopted.
See II. 33.
IV. 29 prasamkhySne 'py-akusidasya
dharmameghalj samadhilj

sarvatha

viveka-khyater-

When the yogi has no interest even for the realization of
the principal, i.e., for the attainment of isolation, there
arises discriminative knowledge operative under all
conditions resulting in engrossment called dharmamegha,
i.e., the cloud that rain knowledge of properties of
objects.
Akusida is one who does not care for any interest en
the sum he advances as a loan. Prasamkhyana is payment
of the principal money taken on loan. Kusida means
interest an money. A money lender is usually anxious
to get his interest as well as his principal. The interest
is comparable to the special powers that come to the
yogi and the principal to isolation or emancipation.
The sutra means that uninterrupted discriminative
knowledge is acquired by the yogi only when the desire
for the special powers as well as that for liberation
disappears. All desires including that for emancipation
act as bondages. Dharmamegha is the cloud that rains
dharma, i.e., the properties and attributes of objects ;
the yogi knows the properties of all things.
IV. 30 tatab kle§a-karma-nivntib
From that, i.e., from dhrrmamegha engrossment follows the
cessation of bondages and the karma or the chain of
actions.
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IV. 31 tada sarva-varana-mala-petasya
jnanasya-nantyaj-jneyamalpam
Then, because of the uninterruptedness of the knowledge
from which all obstructive coverings of impurities i.e.
bondages, etc., have been removed, little remains to the
known.
IV. 32 tatalj klta-rthanam parinama-krama-samaptir-gunanam
From that, the gunas having fulfilled their purpose, there is
an end of their sequence of resultants.
The purpose of the gunas is (1) to provide objects of
of experience to the purusa and (2) to effect liberation.
The dharmamegha engrossment enables the yogi to
have a full knowledge of all things that can be
experienced. The
discriminative
knowledge
that
difference between purusa and the objects of experience.
IV. 33 k?ana-pratiyogi parinama-paranta-nirgrahyalj kramab
Sequence is that change which is to be inferred or traced
on observing the end product of a resultant, as having
occurred in correlation to each successive moment.
IV. 34 puruSa-rtha-Sunyanam
gunanam pratiprasvalj kaivalyam
svarupaprati?£h5 v5 citi-Saktir-iti
On the divestment of the purpose of their existence for
the sake of the purusa, the gunas undergo regression to their
source, i.e., to the unmodified prakriti ; this is isolation;
or isolation may described as the establishment of the
power that gives rise to consciousness in its own pure form.
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